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EXPLANATION. 
The Geological Survey is making a geologic: 2. Contours define the forms of slopes. Since I town or natural feature within its limits, and at 'I changed by the development of planes of div-j· 

map of the United States, which necessitates the I contours are continuous honzolltal1ines conform-I the sides and corners of each sheet the nallles of sion, so that it splits in one direction. more easily 
preparation of a topographic base map. The ing to the surface of the ground, thefT wind adja;ent s~eets, if pU,hlish:d, are print~~. . I t!J:m in others. Thus. a grani~e ma~~ pa.ss luto a 
two are heillg issued together in the forIll of an smoothly about smooth surfaces, recede mto all uses oj tlu: topollmpltrG shed. - ". It1lll the. and from that mto a lIlwa·sdmt. 
atlas, the parts of which are called folios. Each reentrant angles of ravines, and project in passing limits of Reale the topographic sheet is an accunde I l'ocks.-These compri;,;e all l'(wkR 
folio consists of a topographic base map and about prominences. The relations of contour and characteristic delineation of the relief, drain· ! which have depusited under water, -whetlier 
geologic maps of a smaH area of country, together curves and angles to forms of the landscape can ~ge, and CUItUl.,e of the d~"trict represented. View· I in lake, or stream. They forlll a ,'ery large 
with explanatory and de"cl'iptive texts. be traced in the IlIap and sketch. mg the 1and~cape, map III hand, e\'ery chal'acter· part the dry land. 

3. Contonrs show the approximate grade of istic feature uf sufficient magnitude should be, 'Vhen the materials of which sedimentary rocks 
TIlE TOPOGRAPHIC MAP. any sloVe. The vertical Rpace between t"vo con· recognizable. It should guiue the tl'llveler; sel'\-e' are composed are cal'l'ied as solid particle .. by 

The features represented on the topographic tours is the same) -whether they lie along a cliff: the illvestor or ovmer \\·ho uesires to :t1:icel'tain the water and deposited as gravel, salld, 01' lIl!1Ci, the 
map are of three di"tinct kinds: (1) inequalities or on a gentle slope; but to rise a given height I position and surruulldings of property to be deposit is called a mechanical sedilllellt. Thest' 
of Rurface, called pellet; as plains, plateaus, valleys) on a gentle slope one must go farther thall on a I uought or sold; save the engineer preliminary may beeome hardened into eonglomerate, sund· 
hills, lind muulltains; (2) distribution of water) steep slope, and therefore contours are far apart I surveys in locating roads, railways, and irrigation stone) or shale. 'Vhen the material i~ cal'1'iecl ill 
calle(l aH streamR, lakes, and Rwamps; . on gentle slopes and. neal' togcther on steep ones. ditches; provide educational material f('I'Rchools solution by the water and is deposited without. 
(3) the. of man, calle. d .CUltU.1':' aR roads, I For a ~at ot' g~ntly undubting cu.-unkY a sru~ll and hortles; and sene many of the purposes of It ~.he aid ~f life,Jt is call~d a. e~ern~ca~ sediment; 
l"1lilroad!ol, boundaries, villages, and CItIes. contour mtervalls used; for a steep or mountam· lllap fo" loeal reference. If depOSIted WIth the aId of hfe, It Hl called an 

Relier-All eJeyations are llleaR11l'ed from mean ous country a large intelTal is lleCeSSal'y. The THE GEOLOGIC l\-TAP. organic sediment. The more important rocks 
sea· level. The heights of many points are aceu· ! smallest intel'\'al LLsed on the atlas shcets of the fOl"rned from chemical and organie depositR are 
rately <letermineu, and those -which m·e most Geological Suryey is 5 feet. Thi" is used fot' The maps repreRenting areal geology show by limestont', ellert, gypSUlll, salt, iron ore, peat, 
important tLre given on the map in figures.: regions like the }ii~sissippi deItlt and the Dismal colors and conventional signs, on the topowaphic lignite, and coal. Anyone of the ahO\~e se(li. 
It is desirable, however, to gi,'e the el:YfI.tion of 1 t':hyalll~). In mappingw'eat mountaillmas~ef'l,like, base map, the distributiun of rock for'lllatIOns.on lllenta.l):c deposits ~ay be separ:~tely f~)J'jned, ~ll' 
all parts of tl~e area mapped, to del\lleate the , thos~ 1Il ColOl:ado, th~ ~Ilterval n~ay be 200 feet.r the RUl1ace of ~he earth, and the str~tcture.sechon the drfierent mate~lals ltlay he I?terlll:llgied m 
hurizulltal outline, or contour, of all slopes, aJHl to , For mtermedmte reltef contour Interva.Is of 10, Hlap Rho\\'s theIl' underground relatIOns, as fur as lllally -ways, productng a great varwty of rocks. 
indicate their gmile or degree of Rteepness. This 120, 2i"J, f:iO, and 100 feet are used. known, and ill ,meh detail as the scale pt'l'ITlitf'l. Sedimentary rocks are usually made up or 
i .. done hy lines conneeting points of equal ele\Ta· J)J'(tina[!e.~-\Vatercourses are indicated by blue KINDS OF ROCKS layers or beds which can bc easily separated. 
tioll above merlll sea·level, the lines being drawn i lines. If the stream flmvs the year round the These layers are called 8tmia. Roeks depll,sited 
at reg ul.H.1' \'ertieal inte]'val~.. The.se. lines are I line is drawn unbJ'Oken, .but ~f the elw.nllel is dry Rocks are of many kinds. The OI'iginal crust in rsuccess~ve, layers are sai~ to he stratifi~u 
calle(l coutours, and the umform vertICal a part of the year the hne IS brokell 01' uotted. of the earth was probably composed of rhe sUlface of the earth IS not fixed, ItS It seems 
between eaeh two eontollrs is called the " \Vherc a st['eam sinks and reappears at the sur· and all other rocks have been to be; it very slowly rises 01' sinkR m·el' wide 
-interIHtl. ContoUl'H aud elevations are printed in I face, the supposed underground course is shown them one ,:ay or a~\Other. . i e~panses, and as it rises or subRidesthe s~~re.lines 
brown. by It broken blue line. Lakes, marshes, and other Atmosphene agenCIes gradually break up tgne· of the ocean are chiwged: areas of deposilIOn may 

The manner ill whICh contours express eleva· J bodies of water are also sho\vn ill blue, by appro· ollsl'Ocks,forlllingsuperficial,ol'g,u'fid(jl,depo~its rise ahove the ,vater and become la.ml area'l, iwd 
tion, fOI'Ul, and grade i" Hhown in the following ~I priate conventional signs. of sand, and gravel. Deposits of this class land areHS may sink below the water and become 
sket('h alld cOlTespoll(ling contoLlr map: Outtnre.-The works of man, such as I:Oll(-lR, l~a~·e _ f~ll1n~d on :~nd surfaces since the ~ar. areas of dcp~sition. If North America ,vere 

railroads, and towns, together ''lith houndarles of lie:-;t geologIC tane. lhrough the transportlUg gradually to slllk a thousand feet the sea wuulu 
tovv'nships, counties, and States, and artificial agencies of streams the surficial materials of all flow oyer the Atlantic coust and the ::Uississippi 
details, are printed in black. ages Iltld origins are carried to the sea) where, and Ohio valleys from the Gulf of :Mexico to the 

Scales.~The area of the United States (exclud. along with material derived from the land by the Great Lakes; the Appalachian :Monntains would 
ing Alaska) i .. about H,025,OOO square miles. On action of the waves OIl the eoast, they form ~('(Ii- 'I become un arch~felago., and the ocean's 1:ihore 
a. map with the. scale of 1 mile. to the inch this mentary rocks. These are llflllally h.ardened Illtu would traverse \\I,sconsm, Iowa, and ~ansa.s, .. and 
would cover 3,025,000 square inches, and to conglomerate, sa~ustone, shal.e, and limeston.e, but extend ~hence to lexas. More exte~Rlve changes 

I 

accommodate it the paperd. imellsions. WOUl.d need they may remalll unconsohdateu an.'.l shll he, than thIS have repeatedly OCCUlTed III the .pa . ..,t. 
to be auout 240 by 180 feet. Each square mile callecl "rocks Jl by the geologist, though popularly The chamcter ~r the original 8~dime.nts may he 

"'-""::-rT'--'-,, of ground surface would he represented by a kn~wn as ?,ravel, s~I1d, ~Tld clay... . changed by chemIcal. and dynamIC actIOn so as to 
square inch of map sllrface, and one lineal' mile ]irom time. to tllne HI geologIC hI~tory Igne· pr~duce meta~orphIC rocks .. In t~e Illetamor· 
on the ground would be represented by a linear OilS. and sedI?-lentary roek~ lliwe .been deeply phism .of a sedlm~ntary rock, JURt as III the meta~ 

: inch on the map. This relation bet\veen distance bUrled, consolIdated, and raIsed agalll aboye the morpillsm of an Igneous roek, the substances of 

I 
in nature and corresponding distance on the lllap sllrface of. the wuter. In these processes, thro~gh \~:hic~ it is composed lllayenter into new com· 
is called the scale of the map. In this case it iR" 1 the agenCIes of pressnre, movement, and chemwal hmatlOns, or lleVv~ substance~ may he added. 

I mile to an inel.ll The scale may he expressed also action, they are often greatly altered, an(l ill thiR ",Vhen these processes are complete the sedilllcn· 

I 
by a fraction, of whieh the numerator is a length condition they are ~~alled lnetanWI1Jkic 'l'~ck..". tary rock becomes crystalline., t\u~~h ch:t1lges 
on the IIlap and the denominator the corl'espond. If/JUons '/'O('k8.~rhelle are l'()(:ks. wbwh Imye transform sandsto,~e to quartZIte, hmest~llIe to 
ing length in nature expre:~sed in the same unit. couled and consol~dated fr~IIl a hqllld state. As ma~'ble, and. r~odtfy other rock>! aCC()l'd~Il¥. to 

}'ig. L-ld~al sketch and eorr~SP·~~d-ing contour map. I Thus, as thel'e are 63,360 inches ill a mile, the has l?een exp]al~e~, 8~dImentaJ'y roc~R were theil' eO~llposItlOIl. A system ?f parallel dInslOn 
sCflle "1 mile to an inch ,> is expresRed hy depOSIted on the ol'Igllluligneous rocks. Ihrougl planes IS orten produceu, whlCh may cross the 

The sketch represents a river valley between Both of these methods are useu on the mapR the igneollR and sedimentary rocks of aH ages original beds or strata at any angle. Rocks 
two hills. In the foreground is the sea, with a bay the Geological Survey. molten material has from time to time been forced divided oy such planes are ealled slates or Rdlists. 
whieh iR partly eloRed by.a hooked slmd·bar. On Thl'ee scales are used upward to or near the RUl'face, and there con· I Rocks of any period of the earth's histmy nwy 
eaeh :-.ide of the valley IS a terrace. From the the Geological Suryey; the srnltlleRt is solidated. vVhen the ehannels or vents -illto be more or less altered, hut the younger forma· 
terrace Oil the right a hill rises gradul111y, -while intermediate W;oo6' and the largest which this molten material is forced do not tionR have generally eRcaped lllllrked HletalJlOl'· 
from that on the left the ground ascends steeply correspond approximately to 4 miles, reach the surface, it either consolidates in cracks ~ phism, and the oldest Rediments known, though 
ill It precipiee. ContraRted with this preeipice is and 1 mile on the ground to fin illCh 011 the map. or fissures cl"Ossing the hedding planes, thus form· generally the most altered, in some loca.lities 
the gentle descent of the left·hand slope. In the On the scale G2,~ a square lTwh of map sllrface ing dikes, or else spreads out between the strata remain essentially unchanged. 

~~:;:,~;;~~t~f :~~~:~o;,e~!u:~: i:k~;~~~~;(\:l:::~~l; ~:;;:~s:~t~h:n~ca~~1::.,:,O:od~'1;~~2r s~~1a:.e :~:~::~ :.~c~~~~.eb~~;~::l c::;t~~18:~~s O\J~t~i:i~~:ir ~.~~~ sa;~;~~;:~e;·;C::d;~':~~::s~~:~::,~.~~::2:;I~~:~:: 
The following explanation may make clearer the enclosures they cool slowly, and hence are gener· whether derived from the breaking up or disinte· 
manner in which contollrs delineate elevation, and on the scale 250~QOO' to al)()ut 16 sqnare miles. a.lly of cryst.alline texture. \Vhen the channels gmtion of the underlying rocks by atmospheric 
torm, and grade: At the bottom of each atlas sheet the scale is reach the surface the lavaR oft.en flow out and build ageneieR or from glaeial action. Surfleial rocks 

1. A contour inuicates approximately a certain expressed in three different ways, one being a Ill' volcanoes. These lavas cool rapidly in the ail', that are due to disintegration are produced chiefly 
height al)oYe sea·Ie,·el. In this illustration the graduated line l'epresentiJlg miles and parts of aeqniring a glassy or, more often, a partially by the action of air, water, frost, aIJilllals, imd 
contour intenal is 50 feet; therefore the con· miles in English inches, illlother indicating dis· tallinc condition, They are USllft.lly more 01' plants. They consist mainly of the least soluble 
tOllrs are drawn at 50, 100, 150, 200 feet, amI so on, tance in the metric systeltl, and a third gi"ing the porous, The igneous rocks thus formed upon the I parts of the rocks, which remain :tfter the more 
above sca·level. Along the contour at 250 feet lie fradional scale. surface are called extl'u8h..'e. Explosiye fiction soluble parts have been leached out, and hence 
all pointR of the surface 250 feet above sea; and Atla-8 8lieet8 a.nd The map is often aecolllpanies volcanic eruption~, causing are known a..'l residual product... Roils and sub. 
RimilaT·ly with any other contour. In the space being published in of convenient size, ejections of dust or ash and larger fragments. soils are the most important. Residual aecumu· 
between aJ'e found all elevations v,.'hich are bounded by parallels tl.nd meridians. These materials when consolidated constitute lations are often washed or lJlown into valleys or 
al)()v(l the and be10w the lligher eontour. The corresponding four·cornered portions of ter· bl'eccias) agglomerates, and tuffs. The ash when other' depressions, where they lodge and form 
ThuR the contour at 150 feet fall~ lust below t.he r ritory are called quadmuyle8. Each sheet on carried into lakes or seas may become st.mtined, deposits that grade into t.he sedimentary class. 

of the terrace, \vhile tha.t at 200 feet lies the Rcale of ~50:0lJj) contains one square degree, i. e., a so RS to have the structure of sedimentary rocks. Surficia.l rocks that are due to glacial action are 
the terrace; t.hereJore all points on the degree of latitude by a degree of longitude; each The a.ge of an igneous rock is often difficult or formed of the products of disintegration, together 

terrace are shown to l)e more than 150 but less sheet on the scale of 1~00t) eontains one.quarter of imposHible to determine. 'Vhen it cuts across a with bowlders and fragments of rock rubbed from 
than 200 feet ahoYb ~ea. The ·summit of the a square degree; each sheet OIl the scale of (1:l.~..oo sedimentary rock, it is younger than tllat rock, the surface and ground together. These are 
higher hill is stttted to he (71) feet Rhove sea; containO! one·sixteellth of a Rqua.re deb/Tee. The and ,vhen a sedimentar), rock iR deposited over spread ilTegularly over the territory ()c(~upied hy 
accordingly the eontour ut 650 feet surrounds it. areas of the e01'l'espomling quadrangles are about it, the igneous rock is the older·. the ice, and form a mixture of clay, pehbles, and 
[n this illustration nearly all the contours are 4000, 1000, and 250 square miles, respectively. Under the influence of dynamic and chemical bowlders which is known as till It mlty occur 
numbered. Whcre thiR is not possible, certain The atlas sheets, being only parts of one ma.p of forces an igneous rock may be metanlOl'pllOsed. as a sheet or he bunched into hllls aud ridges, 
contourS-Ray every fifth one~al'e accentuated the United Sta.teR, are laid out without regard to The alteration may involve only a rearrangement forming moraines, drumlins, and other special 
and numbered; the heights of otherR may then the boundary lineR of the Sta.tes, counties, or town· of its minute particles 01' it may he accompanied forms. Much of this mixed material was washed 
be l1scertained hy coullting up or down from a ships. To each sheet, Rnd to the quadrangle it by a change in chemical and mineralogic composi. away from the ice, assorted by water) and l'ede
numbered cOIltour. represents, is given the name of some well·known tion. :Ful'ther, the structure of the rock may be posited as beds or trains of sand and clay, thus 



forming another gradation into sedimentary 
deposits. Some of this glacial wash \vas deposited 
in tunnels and channels in the ice, and fOI'ms char
acteristic ridges and mounds of sand and gravel, 
known as osars, or eskers, all(l kames_ The 
material deposited by the ice is called glacial 
drift; that washea fl"Om the ice onto the adjncent 
lalld is calleu modified drift. It is mual also to 
class as surficial rocks the deposits of tlle sea and 
of lakes and rivers that were maue fl,t the saUle 
time as the ice deposit. 

AGES OF ROCKS_ 

Hocks are further distinguished according to 
their relative agel'l, for tIley were not formed all 
at one time, hut from age to age in the etl,l'th's 
history. Classification by age is independent of 
origin; igneolls, sedimentary, and i:llll'ficial rocks 
may be of the same age. 

the Pleistocene and the Archean, are distin. In cliffs, canyonR, shafts, and other natural alld 
guished from one another by different patterns, artificial cuttings, the relations of different beds 
made of parallel straight lines_ Two tints of the to one anotller may be seen. Any cutting wh1l'h 
verind-color are used: a pale tint (the unuel'pl'int) exhibits those relations is caneu a section, and the 
is printed evenly over the whole surface represent- same name is applied to a diagram representillg 
ing the period; a dark tint (the overprint) hrings the relations. The arrallgement of rocks in the 
out the different patterns representing formations. : earth is the earth's structure, alld a section exhibit-- ----. - -.-._ .. - _.-- --~---I ing this arrangement is calleu a structure section. 
______ . P"'F<I()~ ____ 1>!n'WL.;1 COLOR. The geologist is not limited, hO"lNe\Ter, to the 
Pleist.ocene -... _ .... _ .. _ . . .. P I Any colors. : natural and al'tineifll cuttings for his information 
Neocene {~Vg:~:} -...... -··1 N Buffs. concerning the earth's structure. Knowing the 
Eocene (includi.ng Oligocene) . - .. __ I E 'Olive-browns_ manuel' of the formation of roekR, anil having 
Cret.aceous_ -: K Olive-greens traced out the relations among beds OIl the RUT"-
Juratrias {~~i~~:lg} . Blue-greens. face, he can infer their relative positions after 
~::~~~;~rous (including PCl1uian) •. 1 ~ ~i~:~~urples. they pass heneath the Alll'face, dnnv sections 

8iluriall (ineiuding Ordovician) _ , ··1 S I· Hed-purples. which represent the stI"llCture of the earth to a 
~~~~!:~~~ -. -. -- £ ~!::;~-browns considerahle depth, and construct a diagram 
Archean. A'l Any colors exhibiting what would be seen in tIle side of a 

\Vhen the predominant material of Ii I'oek mass Each formation is fllt'thermore given a letteI'
is essentially the same, and it is bounded uJ'rocks symhol of the pedod. In the case of Ii Redimen. 
of different matel'iulfl, it iH ('onvellient to eall the tar), formation of uncertain age the pattern is 

cutting many miles long and several thousand feet 
deep_ This is illustrate(l in the following figure: 

lllaRS throughout jt!ol ~'xtellt a and such printed on whitegronnd in the eolorof tIle period 
a fOf'matioll is tlle llllit of mapping. to ,,,,hieh the formation is Rll}lpose<l to belong, 

Se\"era] formations cOlll:liuereu togdher al'e the letter-symbul of the period being omitted. I' b--~~===-~oc?:irs-:::s:;,-;;=2~ 
designated a The time taken for the The number and extent of surncial formationR 

Tn fig. 2 there are three sets of formations, dis
tinguished by their underground relations. TIle 
first of these, seen at the left of the section, is the 
set of l'Iandstones and shales, which lie in It hori· 
zontal position. These sedimentary strata are 
now high above the sea, forming a plateau, and 
their change of eleyation shows that a portion of 
the earth's mftSS has swelled upwm·d from a 
lower to a higher level. The Rtrata of tIllS set are 
parallel, a relation which is called coliforlfWUlr. 

The second set of formations consists 01 strata 
which form arches and troughs. These strata 
were once eontinuous, hut the crests of the arches 
ha\Te been removed hy degradation. The beds, 
like those of the first set, are conformable. 

The horizontal strata of the plateau rest upon 
the upturneil, eroded edges of the heds of the 
second set at the left of the section_ The OHI'-

lying deposits are, from their positions, evidentl): 
younger than the underlying formatiOlI~, ano the 
bending and degradation of the older stmta must 
ha\Te occurred between the u.epositiun of the ollieI' 
beds and the accumulation of the younger. ,Vhen 
younger strata thus rest upon lW er·olied ~urfaee 
of ohler strata t.he relat.ion hetween t.he two is an 
N-tu;onfol'nwble one, and th~ir sllrface of eontaet is 

deposition of :\ is ealled an epoch, and of the Pleistocene render them so important that, I 

the time taken for that of a syRtem, or some to distinguish them from those of other periods of formation~ c01ll:lists of enstal. 
larger fraction of a I:l)'stem, a per£od_ The rocks and from the igneous rocks, patterns of dots and line flchists and igneous rocks. At some pVt:'l'iod 

are mapped by formations, and the formationR are circles, p-r:In.ted in any colors, are used: I Fig. 2.-Sketch showing a yertical ~ectioll ill the front of tbe of their history tlJe schists were plieate(l 1»), vres-
classified into systems. The rocks composing a The Ol'l~lll of the Archean rocks_ is r:ot fully. picture, with a landscape bcyond. sure and traversed hy eruptions of moltell rock. 

and the tillle taken foJ' its deposition are se;tled. l\fa~lY of dIem are certalll~Y 19neou~. The figure represents a landscape which is cut But this pressure and intr!lRion of igneow, rocks 
the same name, a~, for instance, Cambrian "\\" hether s~chmentary r~cks are aTlso Illc~IHleJ. ]S I off sharply in t.he foregrollnd by a vertical plaIle I have not affected the overlying strata of the seeond 

system, Cambrian period. not det_erlllllled. The Alchea~ ~ocks, and all meta- that cuts a sectIon so us to show the umlerground set. Thus it is evident that an interval of con Rid-
As sedimentalT deposits or strata accumulate morphlC rocks of unknown onglll, of whatever age, ' relations of the rocks_ erable dura.tion elapsed between the furmatioll 

the younger rest OIl those tlHlt are older, and thfl are represented on the maps by pattemR consisting The kinds of rock are indieated in the section of the schiRts and the bebrinning of deposition of 
relative ages of the deposits may be diRcovered of short dashes irregularly placed. T}lese are by appropriate Rymhols of lineR, dots, aIHl daslles. the strata of the second set. During this interval 
by observing their relative positions. This rela- printed in any color, and may he darker or lighter These symbols admit of much variation, but the the scllists suffereu metamorphism; they were tlle 
tionship holdR except in regiolls of intense dis- than the background_ If the rock is a schist the following are generally used jJl sections to repre- scene of erupti\ce activity; and they ·were deeply 
tUl'bance; sometimes ill sllch regions the disturh- dashes or hachures nmy he arranged in \vavy plll"- sent the commoner kinds of rock' eroded. The contact between the ~econd anu 
lwce of the be(ls has been so great that their al1ellines_ If Hle rock is knO\vn to he of sedi- third sets, marking a time interval betweell t\'1;O 
position is reversed, and it is often difficult to mentaryorigin the hachure patterns may be com-II SHALES periods of rock formation, is another uncon-
uetermine the relative ages of the beus from their bined with the parallel-line patterns of sedi- formity_ 
positions j then f088ilr;, or the l'emainR of plants mentary formations. 1£ the metamorphic rock is The section and landscupe in fig_ 2 are ideal, 
and animals, are guides to show ·which of t,vo recognized as having been originally igneous, the' but they illustrate relations \vhich actually OCCUI'_ 

or more formations is the oldest. hachureR may be comhined with the igneous The sections in the structure-section sheet are 
Htrata often contain the remains of phutR and pattern. I' related to the maps as the section in the figure is 

animals which lived in the sea 01' ·were ·washed Known igneous formatioTls are represented by I related to the landscape. The pt·ofiles of the sur-
from the land into lakes or seas or wel'e buried in patterns of triangles or rhombs printed in any : face in the section correspond to the actual slopes 
surficial ueposits on the lanc1. Rocks that con- brilliant color. If the formation is of known age of the ground along the section line, and the 
tain the remains of life are called fossiliferous. the letter-symbol of the formation is preeeded by depth of any mineral-producing or water-bearing 
By studying these remains, or fossils, it has been the capital letter-symbol of the proper period_ stratum which appears in the section may be 
found that the species of each period of the earth's If the agfl of the formation is unknowu the letter- measured from the surface by using the scale of 
]listory have to a great t'xtent differed from those symbol consists of small letters \yhieh suggest the the map_ 
of othel· periods. Only the simpler kindR of name of the rockR. Colum.nal'-s6ction Hheet.-This sheet contaius a 
marine life existed when the oldest fossiliferous THE VARIOUS GBOLomC SHEETS. concise description of the rock formations which 
rockH were deposited. Frolll time to time more JIistorical (fwlogy sheet.-This Rheet shows the' 1 occur in the quadrangle. The diagrams and 

complex kinds developed, and as the simpler ones areas occupied by the vario11s formations. On the Fig. S.-Symbols used to represent difTerellt kinds of rock. verbal statements form a summary of the facts 
lived on in modified forms life became more margin is a legend, which is the key to the map. I relating to the character of the rocks, to the thick-
varied. But during each period there lived pecnl- To ascertain the meaning of any particular colored The plateau In fig. 2 presents to\vard the lower nesses of the formations, and to the order of 
iar forms, \vhich did not exist in earlier times pattern and its letter-symbol on the map the I land an escarpment, or front, which is made up accumulation of successive deposits. 
and have ,not existeu since; these are character- reader should look for tllat color, pattem, and I of sandstones, forming the cliffs, and shales, con- The rocks are described under the correspond. 
istic typeA, and. they uenne the age of uny beu of symbol in the legend, where he will nnd the name stituting tl!e slope-s, as shown at the extreme le-ft ing heading, aud tlwir characters are indicated in 
rock in which they are found. Other types and description of the formation. If it is desired of the sectIOn. the columnar diagTams by appropriate symbols. 
passed on from period to period, and thus linked to find any given fonnation, its name should l>e The broad belt of lower lanu is travel·sed by The thicknesses of formations are giH'n under 
the systems together, forming u chain of life from I' sought in the legend and its color and pattern several riuges, which are seen in the secticlll to the heading "Thi{'kness in feet," in figLll'CS whit·h 
the time of the oldest fossiliferou~ rocks to the noted, when tlle areas on the map corresponding correspond to heds of sanustone that rise to the state tIle least and greatest mea~urelllents_ The 
present. . in color and pattern may be traced out. surface. The upturned edges of these heds form average thickness of each formatiun is s10wII in 

"\Vhen two formationR are remote one from the The legend is also a partial statement of t.he the ridges, anu t.he intermediate val1eys follow the column, which is drawn to a scale-usually 
other and it is impossible to observe their relative geologic history. In it the sytnl)()ls anu naUles are the outcrops of limestone and ('alcareous shales. 1000 .feet to 1 inch. The order of accumulation 
positions, the chaI'acteristi(~ fossil types fOllnd in arranged, in columnar form, according to the origin ,Vhere the edges of the strata appear at the of the seuiments is shown in the columnar arrange
them may determine which \vas (le-positeu first. of the forlllations--Rurficial, sedimentary, and surface their thickness can be measured and the ment: the oldest formation is placed at the 

Fossil remains found in the rocks of different igneous-and within each group they are placed angles at which they dip below the surface can he bottom of the column, the youngest :it thc top, 
areas, provinces, anu continentR, afIord the most in the order of age, so tal' as kno\vn, the youngest obsenced_ Thus their positions underground can and igneous rocks 01' other formutions, when 
important means for comhining local histories at the top_ be infel'l'ed. present., are indicated ill their propel' relations. 
into a general earth history. Economic geology 8l1.eet_~This sheet repl'esents "\Vhen strata which are thus inclined :ire traced The fCll1nations are combined into systems 

Colon! ((11,11 pattel'lls_-To show the relati\Te ageR 'I· the dist.ribution of useful minerals, the occurrence underground in mining, or by inference, it is fre- : which correspond ·with the perious of g~ol()gic 
of strata, the history of the Redimentary rocks is of al'tesian water, or other facts of economic quentlyobserved that they form troughs or arches, : history. Thus the ages of the rocks are shown, 
diYided into periods_ The na.mes of the periods interest, sho·wing their relations to the features of such as the section shows. But these sandstones, and also the total thickness of each s)'stE'11l_ 
in proper order (from nmy to old), \vith t.he color topography and to the geologic formations. All shales, and limestones \vere deposited ueneath the The intervals of time \yhich cOl'l"e~pond to 
or colorA and symbol assigned to each, are given the formations which appear OIl the historical sea in nearly flat sheets. That they are now bent events of uplift and degradation and constitute 
in the table in the next column. The names of geology sheet are shown on this sheet by fainter and folded is regaJ."ded as proof that forces exist illteIT'uptions of deposition of sediments llwT be 
certain suhdivisions of the periods, frequently color-pattel'ns_ The areal geology, thus printed, which have from time to time caused the earth's indicated graphically or by the word "unconform-
used in geologic writings, are bracketed against affords a subdued background upon whidl the surface to wrinkle along certain zones. ity," printed in the columnar section. 
the appropriate period name. areas of productive formations may be emphasized On the right of the sketch the section is com- Each formation shown in the columnar seetion 

'1'0 distinguish the sedimentary formations of by Atrong colors. A symbol for mines is intro- posed of schists wbich 3J'e traversed by masses of is accompanied by its namE', a uescriptioTI of its 
anyone periou from those of another the pattel'l1s duced at each occurrence, accompanied hy the igneous rock The schists are much eoutorteu character, and its letter-symhol as used III the 
for the formations of each period are printed in name of the principal mineral mineu 01' of the and their arrangement undel'ground can not he maps and their legends. 
the appropriate period-color, "\-vith the exception stone quarried_ inferred. lIenee that portion of the section CHARLES D_ \V ALCOTT, 
of the first (Pleistocene) and the last (Archean). Str1wtWl'e·s8c#on slwet.-This sheet exhibits the delineates what is probably true but is not 
The formations of anyone period, excepting relations of the fOl'l1lations beneath the surface. known by observation or well·foundeu inference. Revised June, 1897. 

iJirectm'. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE LA PLATA QUADRANGLE. 

(-h.m_eral Geology by 'Vhitman (Jross, assi~ted by Arthur CO(~ Spcn(~cl'. 
1<Jcouomic Geology by Chester WeBs l"urington. 

GEOGRAPHY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY. several of its branches have cut into or across the I Banded Mountain is a term used in one or two which has been recently cut through a forest col 
broken mesa, causing much di\Tersity in the I places b)' Holmes as an alternative for Hesperus ering into brecciated rock, in which erosion is now 

GRNER_U, RELATIOKS. 
topography. I Peak, hut as the latter \yas finally placed upon proceeding at a rapid rate. 

Geographic position.-The La Plata quadrangle Oultw'e.-The T~a Plata ).fountains have been I the Hayden map and .vas generally used through- Bear OJ'eek.-The basin head of this stream 
is situated in southwestern Colorado, near the found to contain metalliferous deposits, and in the out the Hayden reports, the other name is applied overlaps the extreme head of the La Platlt for 1t 
State line, as is shown by the index map on development of mining operations a small town, I to the summit of similar character north of miles and is excavated in the stocks of Diorite 
the title page of this folio. It is bounded by named La Plata, has grown up in the heart of the! Mount Moss. Peak and Mount Moss alld of the indurated and 
meridians 108° and 1080 15' west longi. Extenillnd mountains. The Uio Grande Southern 'Tawns, I The other names on the map are those of local metamorphosed strata between them. Polished 
tude and parallels 370 15' anu 370 30' drllinage. Railroad crosses the quadrangle south f!:~~~~~.'ial usage as fat' as that could be ascertained. and striated areas in the upper part or the basi.n 
north latitude, embracing 237.22 square mi.les. of the mountains. Hesperus, situated ranches. show that this was the source of a local glacier, 
-Within its boruers are the head\vaters of the La at the crossing of the La Plata I-tiYer, is the main J.A PLATA 11OUNTAn.,S. but no considerable morainal accumulations exist 
Plata and :Mancos rivers and of Bear Creek, an I station within the area for the traffic from the Size (JIfId form of tlle group.-The La Plutas in the lower valley. Beal' Creek enters the 
important tributary of the Dolores HiveI'. Al1 of I mountains and the valley below. Coal mining is form a compact group of high peaks, all the prin- Dolores River in the Hico quadrangle, 8 miles 
this drainage is tributary to the Colorado Riycr. I carried on in the immediate vicinity of Hesperus cipal summits lying within a circle 9 miles in from the I~a Plata line, at an elevation of 7900 

Relations to Sall, Juan Mmlntains and the Pla'

l 

on either side of the river. Agricultural lands, diameter, the center of which is situated in the feet. Fig. 5 represents the Sharkstooth, on the 
tean countl'y.-The quadrangle lies some 20 miles developed through irrigation, extend down the La Plata Valley near the month of Tirbircio west side of Bear Creek, the most northerly sum
southwest of the San .Juan Mountain front. In La Plata Valley from Hesperus, while in Thomp- Creek. The lesser summits and outlying ridges mit of the La Platas. 
the intermediate space is a heavily timbered, hilly I son Park and on the East Mancos are a number I all come within an oval area 12 to 15 miles in BI'anches of Mancos River.-The entire west. 
country occupied by Paleozoic and lower :Meso- I of ranches. diameter. Nearly all the peaks oi the inner circle ern slupe of the mountains is dmined by the three 
zoic formations. l,N est ward the level expanse On the La Plata River at the entrance to the, are situated within the La Plata quadrangle, but forks of the Mancos River, two of which penetrate 
of the Dolores Plateau stretches far to\vard the! mOllntains is Parrott, once the county seat of La I a few lie beyond its eastern border, in the Durango at their heads within the inner circle of peaks. 
canyon of the Colorado. On the southwest, and I Plata County, when it embraced the whole south- I quadrangle. Of these branches the \Vest Mancos is the longer, 
rising nearly 2000 feet above that plateau, is the' west cornel' of Colorado, but the town is now I ~rany of the summits rise to more than 12,000 rising in Owen Basin under Mount :Moss and 
famous Mesa Verde, dissected by the deep can- I reduced. to a single inhabited house. The present feet above sea level, ana the highest, Hesperus Hesperlls, Babcock, and Spiller peaks, all of 
yons of the Mancos River and its tributaries, the I boundary of La Plata and Montezuma counties i Peak, reaches un altitude of 1a,2~5 Helghtaf which exceed 13,000 feet in height. The extreme 
favorite fastnesses of the cliff dwellers. The quad- traverses the quadrangle, following the watersheu feet. The general character of the peaks. head of the \Vest Mancos is shown in fig. 11. 
rangle is thus situated on the border Borderline ! between the Mancos and La Plata rivers. I mountains and of the valleys dissecting them may The East MI:mcos heads in Rush Basin, under 
between the well-watered and forest- :~::;.!i"s I (/-eogmphic 71ames.-In the COUI'se of work I be seen on the Topogmphic, Structure Section, Spiller Peak, an amphitheater corresponding to 
clad mountain region of the San .Tuan a"dplatcaus. in the I~a Plata Mountains it became df'sirable and Illustration sheets of this folio. that at the source of the west fork of the river. 
and the arid mesa, plateau, and canyon count1'y ! to have names for various peaks and ridges I DrainarlC system.-The La Plata Mountains The Middle Mancos is practically a bran.ch of the 
which extends far into Utah, Arizona, and Kew ! hithel'to nameless. In a few other cases it was are the result of a domal uplift which has heen I East Mancos, heading in minor streams on either 
Mexico. These relations are brought out by figs. found that local usage was conflicting 01' for dissected by erosion. Consequently Domedls- 'I side of the Hogback. 
1, 2, and 3 of the 1l1ustration sheets, to which I some reason undesirable. Since in the drainage system of the mountains ~:d~:t by East81'J1, drainage.-As shown by the topo-
further reference will be made. ! these instances there were names ~r~l;ral af has a general radiate arrangement. streams. graphic sheet, the t,,\"O principal branches of Light. 

Physical featnj'es.-By virtue of its position, already applied in earlier publicationA names. But the work accomplished by the v:nious streams ner Creek rise on the eastern side of the higher 
described above, the La Plata quadrangle presents I concerning the La Platas, these oluer terms have htls not been equal. The master stream is the La I peaks of the La Platas. From J!jagle Pass north 
varied physicul features, typical of the broad, 1 been revived. I Plata, which, flowing south, has cut back at its I to Cumberland Peak, which is just beyond the 
level, canyon-dissected plains to the west, and of I The na.me Rampart Hills, applied to the prom- head almost to the northern rim of the group, eastern margin of tIle quadrangle, are a number 
the foothills of the San Juan Mountains, but the inences due to the porphyry sheet on the eastern dividing the mountains into nearly equal palts.1 of small branches of Junction Creek But while 
most prominent element in the topography is : bank of the 'Vest Mancos Canyon, needs no The main northern stream, Bear Creek, has also I Lightner and Junction creeks haye cut back to 
the rugged Lfl, Plata Mountain group, occupying! explanation. As seen from the west these por- penetrated the inner circle of peaks, overlapping the main eastern divide of the mountains, there is 
the greater plLrt of the northeastern section of the I phyry cliffs present the lU·'peet of 1m outlying the La Plata, a narrow divide separat.ing the hut a single summit of importance isolated hy 
area. These peaks form one of a number of iso- breastwork of the mountain~. The long ridge uasins at the heads of these streams. this el'Osion from the other high summits of the 
lated groups, rising high above the gen- ! leading north from the La PJatas to the H.ico On the west side two forks of the Mancos have group. This is Bald Knob (11,tiOO+ feet), situa
eral plateau level, which are scattered li1."o~~~ns _ Mountains was the course of an old Indian trail, cut s1ightly into the core of the group, leaving ted east of Baker Peak, about one-half mile east of 
over the adjacent portions of Colorado, ~:le~J:~;:'. I which in several places liaS bepn wOl'n deep in , but a jaggeu crest between their headwaters and the quadrangle line. -W-hile I~ightner and .Tunc
Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico. From I the soft sandstones of the La Plata formation. I the La Plata drainage. On the east the attack of tion creeks have but short courses Orellteros;on 

the wester~ summits of the .La Plat:is mlty be This lit.le of communicatio~ appears to h~ve been I the radial streams h.as been less effe:tive, but I within the physi~graphic limits of the ;;e~J:~~~i~n 
seen the RlCo, EI Late, C11r1'1S0, Abalo, La Sal, I a favonte one for the Indlans of the reglOn, and seyeral branches of Lightner and JunctIOn creeks La Plata l\lQuntaHls, they have done a . 
and, in the far distance, the Henry Mountains, alII the llame Indian Trail l{idge is applied to the I head on the slopes of the highest peaks. These greater amount of work than the forks of the 
mountains of analogous origin. , divide followed. The names "Sliderock" and I strellms are tributary to the Animas River. Mancos in carvillg the La Plata dome. At 5 miles 

The general characteristics of these plateaus I ~{Owen," applied to basins on either side of lIeS-I La Flata Valley.-The character of the La from the mouth of Tirbircio Gulch their stream 
and local mountain groups must he familiar to all I perus Peak, have been auopted from a local Illap : Plata Valley \-vithin the mountains is shown by beds are lower than that of the La Plata at the 
who are acquainted with the masterful Published I of the mountains. Hush Basin, at the head of the I fig. 8, a view looking into the heart of the group same distance. 
sketches by V,r. H. Holmes presented ~~~~~ne~so~nd East }Iancos, has been named after one of the from the entrance above Parrott. In fig. H is The greater cutting power of these streams is 
in the annual reports of the Hayden ther~g!o". I earliest prospectors of the district. Two points II presented the \'iew from the diyide at the heau due to the fact that they aTe branches of the Ani
survey for 1875 and 1876 and in the Hayden I upon the crest between the }:ast Mancos and the of the ,"alley. In both views the broad U-shapeu mas River, a large stream whose valley bottom 9 
Geological Atlas of Colorado. .Many of these' La Plata have been named, respectively, Gibbs j seetion and the steep slopes on either side are miles east of the quadrangle line is at 6600 feet, 
matchless drawings were reproduced in Part II I and BUl'\vell peaks, for the well-known surveyors. well exhibited. or nearly 2000 feet lower than the La Plata at its 
of the Fourteenth Annual Heport of the United I The name Diorite Peak speaks for itself. The I From the entrance to the mountains for 3 miles exit from the mountains. 
States Geological Survey, in an llrticle by the name Baker Peak has been npplied to the summit' up the vaHey the rise of the stream bed is about 1 The in7le1' cil,cle of peak8.~The principal sum
writer upon the igneous problems of these moun· I at the north end of the Silver Mountain porphyry I 500 feet. For the next 3 miles it amonnts to I l11its of the La Platas are nearly all situated upon 
tain groups (Laccolitic Mountain Groups of I mass on account of its position uirectly above the I 1200 feet. In the lower 3 miles within the moun- the narrow divide on either side of the T~a Plata 
Colorado, Utah, and Arizona). I well-known" Baker contact." tains the fall is nearly the same as for the first 31 River. A few, like Hesperus Peak and Banded 

On the western side of the La Plata Mountains Jackson, Ohlwiler, and Bragdon are names r miles below. From ahout the mouth of Madden I Mountain, are upon l:lpurs from this divide and 
there is a rapid descent of 4000 to 5000 feet to I applied to ridges in the mountains after men who I Creek downward the La Plata flows on a flood near to it. Since many of the peaks rise above 
the gently sloping plain known as the Rapid descent have been prominent in the mining developments plain. I timber line a thousand feet 01' more, Ruggedness 

Dolores Plateau, into which the ,Vest ~i:r..°;,,!: I of the region. I From its head to Parrott the La Plata receives I t~nd are carved from hard rocks, they ~tg::~imber 
Mancos River has cut a steep-walled teau. I Babcock and Spiller are terms used in the I nearly twenty lateral tributaries of importance, have tle characteristics of rugged form line. 

canyon several hundred feet deep, as shown by the I I--fayden survey report for t~o prominent peaks: half of which have a length of from 2 I modified by talus slopes common at tbis altit!1de 
topographic map. -While the intermediate foot- I of the monzonite mass south of :Mount Moss. I to 3 miles ana rise in the amphitheaters Jn~~t~ies I throughout the Rocky:Mountains. The western 
hills of the mountains occupy the greater space, The summit to which the name Spiller is applied under the higher peaks. All or these Plata. peaks anrage somewhat higher than the eastern 
the extreme northwest corner of the quadrangle i is variably known to prospf'etors and miners of stl'eams enter the La Plata with a steep graue, I and are of bolder outline, both facts being due to 
presents a bit of the Dolores Plateau, of the char· I thE' l~a Platas as Helmet or Hayden Peak. As the I and a11 of the principal ones have a greater fall I the resistant rock masses from which they have 
actel' prevailing for many miles to the west. former name belongs to the lesser summit east of in their short courses than has the La Plata itself been sculptured. 

The southern third of the quadrangle exhibits I the Hogback, and as Hayden is a name which has I above their mouths in a much greater distance. I In fig. 10 may be seen the forms and relations 
the general topographic features of the northern i been applied to many mountains in Colorado, it I This is due to the fact that the di\'i~e at tIle head I of the highest peaks of the group, while in fig. 11 
border of the :Mesa Verde as it changes seems best to restore the term Spiller, used in the of the main stream is nearly 1000 feet lower than are details of Hesperus Peak and :Mount Moss. 
from the typical level p1ain to one of Jfa~~~[~~~.r ! llayde~ report, although it has not as yet been I the divides on either siue under which the lateral Lewis :Mountain, the highest summit east of the 
gentle southerly inclination, with a pro· portlan. locally adopted. I streams have their basin heads. Erosion is natu- river, is shovm in fig. 1. 
nounced scarp on the north, crossing the quad- ! Sharkstooth is a name readily suggested by its I rally going on very vigorously in the side gulches Outlying sUhnmits.~'l'he slopes from the inner 
l'angle from Menefee Mountain on the west to I form ior the sharp point of porphyry on the ridge I and in the upper reaches of the La Plata. In fig. peaks to the surrounding country ar~ interrupted 
R"Aanprll<10n thp. PfI"It. 'Thp. La Plata River and west of Bear Creek, seen in fig. 5. 6 is shown a ravine at the head of Bedrock Gulch in a few places by lesser summits to be inclLlded 



in the La Plata group. Of these, Helmet Peak In fig. 3 may be seen the monotonoml and gen
and the Hogback are the main ones on the west. eraIly arid waste lying beyond the borders of the 
On the north Shal'kstooth is the only one of note, Lit Plata quadrangle. The white pines, 
and Bald Knob has a similar distindion to the pinons, and cedars, growing sparsely !.~~1~":~~ 
east, while southward there are no outliers. In over portions of the plain near the point quadrangle. 

all cases these outer peaks are due to large masses of view, save it from the appearance of ntter 
of igneolls rock extending beyond the usual line desolation. Yet, where irrigation is possible, in 
of their prominent occurrence. the yicinity of the main streams, this desert may 

Forest growth and &i1nber line.-The altitude of be transformed into valuable farm lands. This 
the La Plams causes them to precipitate an R-bun· has been done on a large Rcale in the wide Monte· 
dant rain from the moisture·laden currents coming " zuma Valley, 'Ivhieh is shown in fig. 3, in front of 
over the arid plateaus which lie west and south. the El J~ate Mountains. ' 
Their slo. pes are thus in general heavily timbered), The plateau surface in and adjacent to the La 
by Rprnce, fir, and aspens in the zones Plata quadrangle has a gentle dip, due to the 
usual at these elevations in Colorado. ~:;~~~d influence of the mountain uplift on the Ibkota 
The Illustration sheets shm\' the char· slopes. I'sandstone, whieh iR the floor of the plateau over 
acter of the forest·clad slopes and the line, vary· I a large area, as shown by the IIayden geological 
ing bet\yeen 11,500 and nearly 12,000 feet, at map. 
which the forest gives way to a scant vegetation Canyons.- 'Vhile the portion of the Dolores 
of alpine character. Downward there is a transi· Plateau embraced in the quadrangle is small the 
tion to the commonly sparse growth of white pine, gorges of tlJ€ "\Vest MancoR and of Chicken and 
pinon pine, scrub oak, and cedar, which covers Turkey creeks are characteristic of the 
large areas of the adjacent plateau country, as canyons fouIld in the wide area to the ~l!.t~~~t~~~! 
shown in fig. 3. 'Nest. The smaller canyons that are yons. 

Mining operations in the La Platas have not cut in the sandstone floor of the plateau have 
yet caused great havoc on the wooded slopes, but vertical cliffs or very steep slopes. The la.rger 
forest fires have in places destroyed canyon has a similar character, since the Dakota 
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in a later section, there are grounds for believing 
that East Canyon was once the course of the East 
Mancos River. 

The La Plata Valley is a broad, shallow depres. 
sion from Hesperus downward alld scarcely 
assumes the canyon form, yet according to the 
Hayden map the stream cuts into the level of the 
Mesa Verde for 20 miles below the quadrangle 
line. It never has high walls, however. 

It will be seen by the map that all the western 
tributaries of the La Plata cross the south border 
of this quadJ'angle at considerably lower levels 
than the river itself. This is most st.rikiug in tIle 
case of Hay Gulch, which at 4: miles Strlklngdif~ 
from its head and the same distmJCe ~~~~~~ of 

west of the La Plata has cut 500 feet level~. 

deeper into the Cretaceolls tllan has the main 
stream. TLis difference of level is the more 
remarkable since Cherry Creek is a branch of the 
La PIll.til, its mouth lying ahout 15 miles south· 
west of Hesperus, according to the Hayden map. 
The conditions or erosion by which this result 
bas been reached are discussed by 1\11". Spencer in 
the section on "General gf'ologie proLlems." 

SB;D1MENTARY ROCKS. 

much of the natuf[l~ beauty of .the E~:t:fl!i sandstone is of sufficient thickness to Ttulintuin The sedimentary formations of the La Plata 
mountains. Burnt rl'Imber Gulch 11'1 a the bounding scarp and the lower formations are quadrangle belong to the ::VIeso7.oic group, and 
name bearing melancholy testimony to one of the themselves fa\Torable to the perpetuation of the the section resembles in rletail that of the Plateau 
earlier devastations of this character. canyon fOI'Ill. country to the ·westvmrd rather than that of the 

talRn'soc1:nk rC~)7c"Ok""etxipono's-nr'le'sh:arc,Oe180rlaltoimonthOe£ gthr.~ymtoOlluen8- 'I ROl;'J'IIEllCoi I'ORTION OF QU.\DRAXGLR. ~OtCh'kYbl\Ioduntain sYbsttem. Aths the are]ll i~ salituated 
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of the igneous masses and of the La Color varia_ Eetension (1 Nasa VenlrJ.-The sout.hern third inces, the formation units of the quadrangle are 
Plata sandstone to the brilliant red ~i~aV~~m I of the La Plata quadrangle belollg$ physiograph. naturally seldom identical with those of distant 
characteristic of the Dolores formation, rll iant red. ically to the eastern ext.ension of the region .. on either side and can not in all cases be 
into \vhich most of the igneous rocks are intruded,,: Mesa Verde, a plain normally sOllie :!;::~r~f~:~a closely correlated with them. The formations 
In the center of the group this red color has in 2000 feet llbove the level of the Dolores re~r~!~~n~a. apparently succeed one another in all unbroken 
most places been destroyed by metamorphism, Plateau. This high level is maintained series, but as there are no recognized equivalents 
being replaced by dull brown or green, but on I as a plateau by the preservation of massive Cre· of the 10\ver Cretaceous as developed in Texas, it 
many of the outer peaks and ridges the red color taceous sandstones which have been elltirely appears either that there is an undiscovered gap 
of the Dolores assumes its normal hue. llrilliant)' removed over the large area of the Volores and in the section or that certain formation .. have been 
discoloration of both igneous and sedimentary Great Sage plains. The northern rim of that wrongly assigned t.o the Juratrias. The forma· 
formations occurs locally "rhere the pyrite which part of the :Mesa Verde lying west of the Mancos tions distinguislJed on the map are those demand· 
had been disseminated through the rocks has Ii River is shown in .fig. 3 in its relation to the Mon- ing such recognition by their local de\'elopment, 
suffered decomposition. tezuma Valley, \vhich is really the plain of the and the age assiguments IJaye been made in 

'Dolores Plateau as it abuts against the slopes accol'dance with the fossils obtained or by com· 
.Am~A WJi~ST OF TJIR MOTTN1'AIKS. from the higher plain. parisOll ',vith the best established sections of 

Tl'ansitJion tllope8.-Were the I~a Plata Moun· Passing eastward from the l\Iancos River the Colorado. All but the two highest Cretaceous 
tains due to erosion of an uplifted dome of sedi· formations to which these two great plateau formations are identical with the bt'd>l of the 
mentary rocks only, it may be safely said that the levels owe their existence come more [ffect of La Telluride quadrangle and ha\Te been described in 
western slope of the mountains would now be and more nnder the influence of the r!a:b.eugll~!!- the Telluride folio. :::';0 far as the known Meso· 
much more regular than is actually the case alld La Plata and 8an ,Juan uplifts. "VVith teaus. zoic group of the region is concerned, 
would correspond closely to the dip of the Dakota increasing dip the vertical distance between the the section displayed in the La PJatu. ~I~~IM~;~= 
sandstone. llut on the western and northwestern rim of the mesa and the level of the Dakota sand- quadrangle is nearly complete, only the z<ncsectlon. 
sides of the mountains intrusive igneous stone floor at its northern base natur?1lly decreases, highest and lowest members being ,Yanting, the 

former because erosion has removed them from: rocks in the soft ~hales overlying. that ~=~!i~:P" until in Menefee Mountain, on the western border 
sandstone have hmdered the umform ~~~k~~s of the La Plata qlJadrangle, it amounts to only this area, the latter because erosion has not cut 
removal of the shales by erosion. "\Vhere about 1200 feet. Between the sandstones forming quite deeply enough to reveal them. 
the porphyry masses are large enough they have tIle floors of the Dolores and Mesa Verde plains 
caused peaks or ridges, like The Hogback, which occurs the soft Mancos shale, and a broad trans· JURA TRIAS PERIOD. 

are outliers of the mountains. The lesser masses verse depression nuturally appears in the zone of Subdiv/sion 1:nto tlu'e6 JormatioIl8.-The sedi· 
cause minor inequalities on the slopes, either from this shale between the two sandstones, south of mentary rocks of southwestern Colorado occur· 
the presence of the porphyry bodies, as in the the La Platas. 'I'he greater part or this depres· ring between the uppermost recogni7.uble Carbo· 
Rampart Hills, or from the protection afforded to sion is occupied by the upper course of Cherry niferolls and the Dakota Cretaeeous have been 
underlying shales, as on the divide between Bear Creek referred to three divisions, the Dolores, La Plata, 
Creek and the 'Vest :Mancos, and. in a hill north The -:\fesaverde sandst.one presents a bold cliff and McElrno formations. AU of these are devel· 
of The Hogback. to the north along the Iront of the mesa propel' oped in tIle Telluride quadrangle, and the general 

"\Vere it not for the intrusives the entire western and in the western pal't of the La Plata quad. grounds for this subdiv.ision as weU as the indio 
and northwestern slopes of the La Platas \vollld rangle, as expressed by the (lontours of the topo. vidual characteristics of each ft>rmation are pre· 
have presented a character mueh like that seen graphic map. Nearer the J.Ja Plata River this sen ted in the Telluride folio (No. 57, Geologic 
on the soutlnYest, where the dip .slope of the I' scarp is Jess pronounced, as is clear from the map Atlas of the United States, 1899) somewhat more 
Dakota is uninterrupted from an elevation of more and fig. 7. But farther east it again becomes fully thun in the following description. 
than 10,000 feet dowJl to the level of the gently, notable, as may be seen in fig. 2, which shows The three divisions of the Juratrias thus far 
inclined plateuu at somewhat belo"r 8000 feet. the more steeply inclined strata neal' Durango. established are founded mainly upon stratigraphic 

The Rampart Hills present a cliff to the west., ,Vhile the dissedion ot the mesa hetween ':Vleu" position and lithologic character, with which the 
ward, reaching 400 feet in height in places, making! efee IHountain and the La Plata River is such as scanty fossil evidenee is in full accord. The lowest 
a feature whic11 is very prominent in Rampart to obscure its charader as a plain neal' its north· formation, the Dolores, embraces the greater part 
the view from the plateau, bnt insignifi- Hills. ern border, the map shows that on the southern of the" Red Beds" of this region, and although 
cant from the mountains. Since the porphyry line of the quadrangle the mesa level is much the known fossils are few in number they furnish 
sheet causing this rampart has been nearly more prominent, and it becomes still more so better proof of Triassic age than has been ohtained 
denuded of its overlying shales the effect is that farther south. in many other localities where reddish st.l'atR-lmve 
of a,n elevated block of the plateau. Di8section 1YI.'(sa.-East Canyon, a branch to belong to that period. The other 

The Dolores Platea11 .. - Beyond the 'Vest,1Han. of the :Mancos, much of the usual character or two formations, the J~a Plata and the Mc.Elmo, 
cos River and in the area where the :Middle and the gorges cut in the Mesa Verde, and Character of possess litht>logic characters making their correIa· 
East :Mancos unite, the very gently sloping surface I so have the eastern brunches of Cherry ~~~fh::~ tion with the strata of assumed Jurassic llgf', elt;e. 
may be considered the eastern border of the Dolo· Creek betvoleen Spring and lIay gulches. portion. where developed in Colorado, a most natUI'IlI one. 
res Plateau, itself the eastern extension of the' The main valley of Cberry Creek also assumes the The formations here assigned to the ,J uratrias 
Great Sage. Plain. Fig. 3 gives a better idea of I canyon torm near'the border of the quadrangle, were variously designated on the Hayden map of 
this fact than could be obtained from a descl'ip. but the creek has cut baek at its head beyond the: this portion of Colorado. In the Dolores and 
tion in words, and also brings out the relation to , rim of the mesa and has excavated a broad valley 1 San Miguel valleys of the Plateau country 'V. H. 
the higher plateau of the Mesa Verde, in the soft shales. As will be more fully discussed Holmes distinguished three formations between 

the Carboniferolls and the horizon of the Dakota 
sandstone as defined in this folio. These three 
divisions were called Trias, .lura, and T I .J 

Lower Dakota on the Hayden map. D~i~"a~~:' 
Theil' boundaries can not now be closely Hayden map. 
compared with those of the Dolores, La Plata, 
and McElmo formations. To the east of the 
Animas Valley F. M. Endlich distinguished no 
Triassic or Jurassic beds, including the former in 
tIle Carboniferous and the latter in the Dakota 
Cretaceous. The Hayden map of the vicinity of 
the La Plata Mountains represents a necessary 
adjustment between the usages of HolmeR and 
Rndlich. The apparent dying out of the Trias, 
Jura, and Lower Dakota shovfn by the map 
expresses no fact or theory of distribution. In 
fact, the continuity of all formations distinguished 
by HolmeR is clear as fur eastwaJ:d beyond the 
Animas as recent obsenrations have been made. 

The La Plata and McElmo formations are sub· 
divisions of what was called the Gunnison forma· 
tion by Eldrid~e .in t~e Ant~racit~- nunnison 
Crested Butte folIo Cr\o. H, (JeOloglC formation of 
Atlas of United States, 1894), Their Eldddge. 
distinetion is due entirely to the desirability of 
recognizing the individ ual character of the two 
diyisions as developed on the flanks of the San 
Juan, especially the strongly mlll'ked La Plata 
horizon. 

DOLORES l<'ORMA'l'ION. 

Deji-nition.-The name Dolores formation was 
first applied in the Telluride folio" to the Triassic 
strata of southwestern Colorado and Ot adjacent 
territory so far as a direct eorrelation may prove 
to be practicable." r1'he formation was so called 
on account of the excellent exposure .. along the 
banks of the Dolores River in the Rico quad. 
rangle, whieh lies next north of the I,a Plata.. 
The definition is intended to provide for the con· 
tingency arising in the event of the discovery of 
Permian or Permo·Carboniferous fossils in the 
lower part of the complex of beds referred to the 
Dolores. 

The Dolores formation is now assumed to 
embrace a complex of about 2000 feet of predom. 
inantly reddish sandstone, grits, conglomerates, 
and shales, all highly calcareous, limited below 
by the Rico formation, containing a typical Permo· 
Carboniferous fauna, and above by the La Plata 
sandstone, of assumed .J urasslc age. The Rico 
formation is also reddish in color and 
is otherwise similar to the Dolores in ~~;~[t~'!,und" 
lithologic constitution, and its upper Dolores. 
limit has been arbitrarily drawn for the present 
at the highest horizon observed to contain its 
characteristic fauna (Geology of the Rico Moun· 
tains, Colorado, by Whitman Cross and Arthur 
Cae Spencer: Twenty.first Ann. Rept. U. S. Geo1. 
Survey, Part II, 1900). It is evident that future 
discoveries may not only place the upper bound· 
ary of the Rico formation at a higher hori:wn but 
may also establish an intermediate Permian for· 
mation between the Rico and the Dolores. Until 
such discoveries have been made it seems best to 
assume that above the Rico horizon the apparently 
indi,cisible section of the "Red Beds" in this 

belongs to the Dolores. 
invertebrate, and plant remains 

have heen found in the upper ha1£ of the complex 
referred to the Dolores, and although these fossils 
are as yet few in number they agree in indicating 
the Triassic age of the beds containing them. 

General cMscription.-The Dolores formation 
has in general the characteristics commonly found 
in the" Red Beds)) of the Rocky Moun· The" Red 
tain region. It consists of series of Beds". 
interbedded calcareous sandstones, grits, conglom. 
erates, and sandy shales, the latt.er often grading 
into earthy limestones. Individual beds of sand· 
stone 01' conglomerate of uniform texture are 
seldom more than 25 or 30 feet in thickness, 
although fine.grained and thin·bedded sandstones 
with slight textural variations may exceed 100 
feet in thickness. .Many strata can be traced 
laterally for long distances, but local variations 
in constitution and thickness are so great that 
detailed sections made at points not widely sepa· 
rated can not always be closely correlated. 

The reddish color of the formation is due 
partly to pink gmins of feldspar in the coarser 
layers, but chiefly to a ferritic pigment in minute 



particles. This color is dark or duH red in the 
lower portion, and a brighter red in the upper 
part j but gray or pinkiRh san,dstones C .. ".eand 

appear here and there, awl efforts to variation of 

distinguish divisions in the formation red color. 

by shades of color haye been unsuceesslul. The 
red color is, moreover, not strictly limited to the 
Dolores formation in this region. The Rico beds 
are dull reddish brown in color, and various bril. 
liant hues of red and orange locally appear in the 
iCHver sandstone of the overlying La Plata. 

A calcareous cement is present in abundance 
throughout the Dolores formation, emphasizing 
the lithologic similarity between the Triassic and 
the underlying Carboniferous, and contrasting 
with the purely silieeous sandstones eommon in 
the J massic and Cretaceons. 

Thin limestones, almost free from sanil grains, 
are founilloca1ly. These may be white, mottlf'd, 
or pinkish in color and are quite different in 
appearance from the common sandy or marly 
'strata of strong reddish color, \vhidJ are often 10 
feet or more in thickness and oceur throughout 
the formation. The latter beds ha\'e the hahit 
of fine.grained massive sandstones, break with 
irregular fracture, and from the wide variation in 
the ratio between arenaceous and calcareons mate· 
rial they are at times called sandy limestones and 
again calcareous sandRtones. 

The clastic materials of the Dolores beds are 
derived chiefly from granites, gneisses, schists, 
and the ancient quartzitic sediments of the San 
Juan, like those now seen in the Animas Canyon 
and the Needle }fountains. The finer.gmined 
strata are rich in quartz alld tlle coarser ones in 
feldspar. Limestone pebbles characterize certain 
conglomerates in the upper part of the complex, 
but may be found occasionally in lower strata. 

While there is no evidence indicating that the 
series of strata no,,, referred to the Dolores should 
be further subdivided into formations, 
there is nevertheless a brond litho· Dolores for_ 

logic distinction which may be drawn ", .. tion. 

between an upper and a lower portion. It is the 
upper of these two di\'isions, moreover, 'which 
contains n1l of the fossils thus fal' obtltined, so 
that if in future the whole complex is split up 
into different formations it may be predicted that 
the line to be mentioned will in all probability be 
the most feasible one for such a purposE'. 

The studies thus fa,' made on the southern and 
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The grits and conglomerates occur in massive I ments as to the origin of these limestone pebbles. 
beds readling a maximum thickness of 40 feet. Owing to the common occurrence of teeth of 
Their alternntion with finer·grained dinosaurs in the conglomerate, it has been founa 
and softer beds causes a succession of ~;~~I:;'~ convenient to speak of them as the (( Salll'ian con· 
benches and ledges on the longer slo}Jes :~!~i~e~' glomerates," as explained in the Telluride folio. 
and ridges made up of this complex. ~~~~~t!fs~ The distance between the uppermost" Saurian 
The grits are generally rich in pink conglomerate" and the base of the La Plata sand· 
feldspar and white quartz and are either gray in stone above varies with the increasing thickness 
color or have a much lighter pink tone than the of the red sandstone which occupies this interval 
average of the formation. Pebbles Me scattered in the area between the San Miguel River and 
sparingly through all grit layers, causing transi· the Animas. This is 30 feet on the San Miguel 
tions to congJomerate, and a gravel matrix is in some places and nearly 500 feet in Lightner 
ahundant in the latter strata. Bowlders a foot Creek. 
and more in diameter occur in the coarser con· These upper sandstones and shales are even 
glomerates in some places, but the ayerage size is and fine grained and grade into one another so 
only a few inches. regularly that the entire thickness from the La 

The most prominent grit and conglomerate Plata to the fi!'flt limestone conglomerate appears 
beds are in the lower few hundre(l feet of the as one memher of thl:' section. There is a variable 
formation, but two very persistent layers occur, amount of shale, some localities presenting this 
one at the summit and the other 100 feet or more complex as a sandstone. The bands of massive 
below the top of the lower member. These two sandstone are often 20 feet or more in thickness, 
beds permitted the dra\vlng of 11 pro" the bedding being indistinct in small hlocks. 
visional line sepa:l1ting. the two memo F£~£~~he The color of this sandstone is usually a bright 
bel'S here under dlSCUSSlOll throughout g';,';~~!s~he hriek red, shading sometimes into purplish above 
the La Plata quadrangle. The upper and a darker duller red belo",r. \Vhere the over· 
of these conglomerates has an abundant arkose' 'lying La Plata sandstone is also highly colored 
matrix and its pebbles are small. "Vhite and the t\\-'o formations seem sometimeR inseparable, 
pink quart% are the most prominent materials, but but the hue of the higher formation is commonly 
qutlrtzite and limestone pebbles were found even orange or yel1ow. 

or tweh-e apparently determinable species of 
plants. Unfortunately these fossils were lost 
before they could be iilentified. 

The fossils found in the Dolores indicate a 
general correlation with the Triassic of GallinaR 
Creek on the western side of the Sierra. Correl .. tion 

Madre in New Mexico, from which -r:t:/.:ieNew 
.E. D. Cope obtained crocodilian and Me;(ico. 

dinosaurian remains similarto those of the Dolores. 
Probably the strata of the Abiquiu eopper mines 
of New .Mexico, from which J. S. ~e"lberl'y col· 
lected several Triassic plants, belong to)he same 
horizon. The tooth·benring horizon of the Dolores 
has been foulld hy R. C. Hills on the north side 
of Grand River, neal' Red Dirt Creek, but, so far 
as the writer is aware, this fossiliferous horizon 
has not been traced farther north. 

-While much of what has heen called the (' Red 
Beds" in Colorado and adjacent territory is doubt· 
Less the equivalent of the Dolores formation, it 
appears that the continuity must be traced, or 
fossils, found: to establish jdentity, s~nce ~fq.~lR:~enc} 
the Carbomferous, Permo·Carbomfer· Beds" .. nd 

OilS, and ,I llrassic beds are in many Dolorea. 

localities characterized by a reddish color and 
may be similar in lithologic character to the 
Dolores strata. 

in the uppermost layer of this }O\ver division. The varying thickness of the beds in (luestion JVam.e and Jpjinition.-This formation was first 
A dull altered porphyry is one of the constituents. is supposed to be due to an unconformable over· named in the rrelluride folio from its prOlni
Thin limestones of reddish or gray color, which lap of the La Plata sandstone, but nence in tlle La Plata .Mountains. It is defined 
appear to be homogeneous on freshly fractured the friable nature of the Dolores sand· conformity to include a marked lithologic unit consisting prin. 
planes hut look rather like conglomerate on Rtone and the gradual transgreRsion of h:tl~~F.~~d cipally of two massive sandstones with a variable 
weathered bees, are locally present. In some tlle upper formation have thus far pre· calcareous member between them, lying at the 
cases there appears to be a gradation from a mas· vented a demonstration of the assumed UIlcon" base of the fresh·water complex thus fa!' assigned 
sive limestone to a layer with rOllnded fragments formity. No beds of different character have as to the .r urassie in Colomdo. The sandstones 
of limestone in a scanty matrix or sand, as though yet been deter·ted between the two sandstones. are usually white and quartzose and in thielmeRs 
a soft calcareous stmtum had been partially The variation in thickness of this uppermost greatly exceed the calcareous beds between them, 
broken up by wave or current action. member of the Dolores formation is considerable 'Nhich in the Telluride quadrangle were locally 

The membel'.-The upper memher of the even within the I ... a Plata quadrangle. It if'! not reduced to a single blue.gray, massive limestone, 
Dolores within itself a bipartite character. more 250 feet thick on the East l\ianco.'l, but 6 to 8 feet in thickness. The base of the forma· 
Succeeding the conglomerate noted as the top of reaches 000 feet on the northern border of the tion is the well· known plane of unconformity by 
the lower division eomes an alternation of sand· quadrangle, east of Indilm Trail Ridge and in which tIle lower sandstone o,erlaps all older sedi· 
stoneR, sandy shales, and fine conglomerates, the Lightner Creek. mentary rocks to the AT'ehean, as shown north of 
last characterized by slllall pebbJes of a peelJliar Age and corl'dation.-The Triassie age of the the San Juan Mountains and elsewhere. This 
limestone. Following this series is a fine.grained fossiliferous portion of the beds referred to angular unconformity is not distinct in 
reddish sandstone, more or less shaly, which con· the Dolores formation is fairly well proved. The or near the La Plata quadrangle, but 
tinues to the La Plata fOl'mation above. The evidence consists of scanty vertebrate, inverte· is thought to be the cause of the grad. 
limestone conglomerates and the fine.grained sand· brate, and pInnt remains found in the limestone ual increase in thickness of the upper· 
stones associateil with thcm form the most note· conglomerates or the associated strata in the most sandstones of the Dolores, as 

western flanks of the San Juan Mountains show worthy portioll of the formation, as they carry the upper part of the formation. AR stated above, described ahove. The upper limit of the La 
that the series of beds referred to the Dolores only fossils yet found in it and are in general the the limestone conglomerates are characterized by Plata is drawn at the base of a marked day 
may be divided into a lower, coarser.grained memo most distinetive beds in the series. the presence of teeth of crocodiles and dinosaurs. shale of green or reddish color, which signali%es 
bel', unfossiliferolls as far as known, characterized The limestone conglomerate characterizes sey· F. A. Lucas has determined the former as belong. the heg;nl1ing of the alternating shales and sand· 
by conglomerate strata containing granite, gneiss, eral bands, within which it has a variable clevel· ing to the genus Belodon and the latter Vertebrate stones grouped in the l\1cElmo formation. No 
quartzite, and, rarely, limestone pebbles; and an opment. ~n pla~es a ledge 20 feet thick Bandsol as belonging to a megalosauI'oid dino· remains. determinalJle fORfl.ils have heen found in the La 
upper, predominantly fine.grained member, char· may eonSlst chIefly of conglomerate, limestone SaUl', PalreoctO'futs. Both or these are Triassic Plata formation adjacent to the San Juan :Moun· 
acterized by limestone conglomerate, often fossil- with numerous sandy partings. while a conglon.erllte. typeR. The jaw of a crocodile found by H. S. tains. 
iferous. This division is plain in the region thus few yarus away the same beds may be composed Gane in the Dolores formation at Clay lIill in Description.-The total thickness of the La 
far examined, except in the eastern part of the mainly of sandstone with numerous thin layers of Utah has been described by Mr. Lucas as helong- Plata is from 250 to 500 feet in this quadranglE', 
Telluride quadrangle. On the South Fork of conglomerate, some of them less than an inch in jng to a ne\y genus having decided Tria!!sic becoming less northward to u minimum of 100 
Mineral Creek in that al'ea the conglomeratic thiekness. Other bands of conglomerate are more affinities, to whieh he gave the name H6t6J'odon· feet in the Telluride quadrangle, but increasing 
layers of the upper part of the formation contain persistent, but obsermtions to the present time tOS'If(:/tus ganei (Am. Jonr. Sci., 4th series, Vol. to the east and west. '1'he limestone occurs here 
an unusual amount of granitic and schistose mate· indicate that possihly no stratum of the limestone VI, 1898, p. 399). below the middle of the formation and varies 
rial, and limestone pebbles are not uncommon in conglomerate is continuous throughout the entire A small gasteropod shell, poorly preserved, has from 8 to 30 feet in thickness. The sandstoncs 
strata of the lower member. A prevailing coarse· area between the Animas and Han Miguel riwrs. been found at localities in both the Rico and La are very white, massive, fine and even 
ness in the beds also tends to ohliterate the dis· These conglomerates are more common in associa· Plata quadrangles. According to T. \-V. Stanton grained, presenting in some places ;£E:,::~;~t:e 
tinction elsewhere applicahle for the subdivision tion with a series of thin·bedded gray sandstones it belongs to Viviparu8, or some closely Invertebr .. te hands 75 feet or more in thickness, ~h~';;;';,flff". 
in question and suggests approach to the shore or greenish.gray sandy shales, a complex 50 to 75 related genlls, and it is stated by him fossils. within lNhich stratification is hardly 
line of the Dolores sea. feet in thickness, which can be traced for long tllat the earliest previous record of this genus is discet'Tlible exeept in large exposures. Outcrops 

'The lower memoel'.-'llhe strata comprising the distances by reason of its contrast in color with from the Jurassic. A unio of specifically unde· of such heds often form sheer cliffs or smooth, 
lower· member of the Dolores are so metamor· the prevalent red of the formation. Plant stems terminable character was fOllnd in the highest rounded faces of bare rock The normal sand
phosed in the La Plata VHlley that the primary are common in this series, but determinable leaves exposed conglomerate of the Cataract Creek sec· stone is rather friable, but in the mountains is 
character of the complex can 1lOt there be \vell have not been found. tion in the Telluride quadrangle. This is thought in many places changed to dense quartzite, as at 
studied, but in the adjacent Rico and DUI'ango The limestone of the pebbles in the' conglom. hy Mr. Stanton to be in all probability one of the the head of the East Mancos River and on the 
quadrangles the formation is perfectly exposed. erate is usually very fine grained and seldom forms obtained by Cope from the Trias on Galli· divide to the east. A very marked eross beduing 
All but the lowest beds are wen shown in Rear resembles the strata of the Carbolliferous as E:ieen nas Creek, New :Mexico. A single speeifical1y appears in some of the more massiye layers, heing 
Creek and in Ligbtner Creek near the La Plata in the Animas Va1ley. No fossil.bearing pehhles determinable plant has been found in the Rico brought out by lines of shading rather than by 
quadrangle line. have been found and the material resembles the quadrangle, just below the limestone conglomer. ch.ange in the sa,ndy particles. Occasionally an 

In this region the two principal features of the thin limestones occasionally developed in this ate series. This has bcen determined David intricate and delicate veining by secondary \vhite 
10wE;l1' division are on the one hand the heavy part of the Dolores itself rather than those known White as resembling Pacluyphyllum a quartz appears in the more massive layers. 
grits and conglomerates, and on the other rather from any other formation. Triassic plant. The two sandstone members are usually of sim· 
crumbling, strong.red, calcareous sandstones, free Commonly the pebbles of limestone are very Fossils from the Dolores formation in Colorado ilar character, but the upper one is more likely 
from pebbles, grading into sandy marls or impure small, and they are of such uniform shot·like were found hy R.. C. Hills and first announced, to be thinly or regularly stratified and to have 
limestones, of conchoidal or irregular fracture. appearanee as to suggest that they are pisolitic, 'Nith some proviflional determinations, in 1880 thin shale parlingl'!. The sandstones are Tlor· 
The bedding of these layers is often inconspicn. but gradations oecur to pebbles se\-'eral inches in and 1882 (Am. Jour. SeL, 3d series, Vol XIX, mally white 01' light gray, but at some localities 
ous in small fragments. Other reddish sandstones diameter :md then usually unsymmetri. 1880, p. 490; Vol. x...-XJII, 1882, p. 243). Verte- north of the mountains, Hnd espeeially in the 
are thin bedded, with clay or micaceous partings, cal in form. Similar limestone also e:;:~!to'!:'ethe brate remains found by Mr. Hills were the'teeth western plateau country, the lower memher may 
and exhibit ripple and current markings often appears spol'adieally in the lower con· pebbles. of Belodon and the remains of a fish regarded by be in part brilliantly colored in varying shades of 
resembling fucoidal traces. Mud -flakes, molded gloIllerates of the formation. Observations have him a. .. 'l a ganoid, similar to Catoptef'tf,8 gr(Wiiis. orn.nge or yellO\v. This coloration ordinarily 
to resemble shells, are found at various horizons. not extended far enough to warrant general state· lIe also found a small gasteropod shell and eleven extends irregularly from the base upwUJ'd and it 

La Plata. 



is in most places clearly different from that of 
the underlying Dolores sandstone. 

The limestone is often bluisb black, of conchoi· 
dal fracture, and destitute of fossils. The shales 
which replace it are also dark, some sandy, others 
grading into limestones. Adjacent to these shales 
the sandstones are inclined to become thinly 
bedded, and so the complex between the more 
massive sandstones sometimes exceeds 50 feet -in 
thickness. These calcareous strata are not often 
well exposed, for they naturally weather away 
more rapidly than the sandstones, and on tbe 
bench thus formed the softer strata are more 01' 

less concealed by debris from above. 
Dist'l'ilFl.ttion.-The I~a Plata formation extends 

in almost connected outcrops from the northern 
liTle of the quadrangle, in Indian Trail Ridge, 
through the western summits and thence in steeply 
upturned position across the soutbern slope of 
the mountains. It is locally cut through by ero· 
sion or interrupted by the monzonite and diorite 
stocks, as illustrated on the map. In the higher 
points and ridges it forms cliffs and debris slopes 
greatly reRembling those of the intrusive POl" 

phyry sheets which occur in many places 
throughout the mountains, and a close inspection 
iR necessary to determine the distribution of tbese 
two rocks. To this fact is probably due the 
erroneoUR representation on the Hayden map of 
the La Plata :Mountains, whe1'e porphyry is shown 
in ft considerable area occupied in fact by the 
sanJstone. Fig. 4 shows the light outcrops aud 
talus slopes of the La Plata at the southern end 
of Indiau Trail Ridge. 

The domal structure carries the La Plata forma· 
tion JO\vn the vallcys of the East and ,Vest 
l\Iancos, the white bands being very noticeable 
wherever the contrasting natural red color of the 
Dolores is preserved. 

A ge and c01"relai£an.-The age of the La Plata 
formation is more definitely indicated by its 
tltratigraphic position than by any other criterion. 
The only fossils thus far obtained from it in the 
region adjacent to the San Juan Moun· 
tains were some small fish scales and and vertebra' 

vel'tebrre found north of Engineer ~:!~S':..d_ 
Mountain, northeast of the La Plata 
quadrangle. rfhese were lost before they could 
be identified. l\:finute fresh-water shells referred 
to Limnea, Valvata, and Oypris ,vere discovered 
by G. H. Eldridge in the limestone occurring neal' 
the base of the Gunnison formation in the Elk 
Mountains, a hOl'i7.on probably identical with the 
calcareouR zone between the sandstones of the 
La Illata. Certain crocodilian or dinosaurian 
teeth found in a local conglomerate at the base of 
the formation in the Telluride quadrangle rest 
under the suspicion of having been derived from 
the Dolores" Saurian conglomerate," since this 
horizon is hut a fe"w feet below the La Plata in 
the San Miguel Valley. 

:ncELMo 1<'OIDIATlON. 

Narne and definition.-The alternating series 
of sandstones and shales descri bed under this 
heading was caned the McElmo formation in the 
Telluride folio, from an important tributal'Y of 
the San .r uan River heading about 10 miles 
west of the La Plata quadrangle, on the Dolores 
Plateau. In the main McE]mo Valley and in its 
side canyons the strata of the formation are well 
exposed below the Dakota. The formation does 
Ilot appear to be divisible in this region, as tbe 
individual beds are too thin to be mapped sepa· 
rately. 

Desc'ription.-The McElmo varies considerably 
in the ratio of sandstone to shale in different 
localities, and also in total thickness. 
The sandstone beds are much like those f~~M.~~f~~~ 
of the La Plltta and Dakota. They are ~;'f~~a;a~d~ 
fine grained, quarb:ose~ friable, anJ gray 
or yel10wish in color. The lateral variation in 
thickness is marked, as are also the transitions 
to shaly sandstones by increase of argillaceous 
matter. A charactei-istic of many sandstones is 
the abundance in them of green shale flakes or 
scales, a diagnostic of value in distinguishing the 
McElmo from the Dakota or the La Plata where 
exposures are poor. Few sandstones exceed 20 
feet in thickness in this area. 

The lithologic similarity between the McElmo 
and Dakota formations is emphasized by a con· 

glomerate containing white and dark quartz peb
bles as much as an incL in diameter, occurring 
frequently at GO 01' 60 feet below the basal con
glomerate of the Dakota. This lower stratum is 
sometimes 10 or 15 feet thick. The distinctly 
shaly strata of green or red color above thi>l con
glomerate make its reference to the McElmo 
uecessary upon the criterion aJopted. A similar 
conglomerate appears more locally at other 
horizons. 

The shales of this series are predominantly 
green in the La Plata quadrangle. The color 
is pronounced and has led many pros· Pronounced 

pectors to search for copper ore in ;~~.:'g:~edd 
this formation. Pink, dark-red aud shales, 

chocolate·brown shales occur, and occasional1y the 
variegated coloring approaches that characteristic 
ot the formation in many other regions. The 
shales are seldom free from sand, and a gradation 
to sandstone is more common than are sharp lines 
of division. 

The total thickness of the McElmo in this 
quadrangle if! 400 to 500 feet, formed of approxi
matelyequal parts of sandstone and shale. The 
thickness increases northv,.-ard to a maximum of 
uoo feet in the Telluride (pIadrangle, largely 
through greater thickness of the sandstone mem· 
bel'S of the series. The llighest and lowest beds 
assigned to the McElmo are shales that 
strongly marked and highly colored, 
,,,ith the Dakota and La Plata samlstones. 

Distr·ibution.-'l'lle }\fcElmo formation natu· 
rally has a distribution similar to that of the La 
Plata. By its greater thickness and higher posi. 
tion it covers larger areas upon the mountain 
slopes, and the canyons of the West Mancos and 
Chicken Creek display it beueath the Dakota. 
The crumbling beds cause less prominent ledgeR 
than do the more massive strata above and below, 
Rnd on dip slopes the presence of the Mc"Elmo is 
often determinable only by the abundant frag. 
ments of S'andstone with green shale :flakes. 

Age wnd cor'J'elation.-The strong lithologic 
resemblance between the Gunnison beds of the 
Blk Mountains and the celebrated dinosaur· 
bearing beds of :Morrison was evident to Eldridge, 
who described the Morrison strata in the mono· 
graph on the Denver Basin (Monograph XXVII, 
U. S. Geol. Survey). This resemblance, 'which has 

a~so bee.n noted ?y the writer, seems to Correlation 

hIm qmte suffiCIent to warrant a gen· oftheMc~ 

eral correlation of the l\IcEhno clivi· r.~:':'~~~~~on 
sian of the Gunnison witL the complex 
at Morrison, Oil Creek near Canyon) and other 
localities along the .Front Hange where Atlan· 
t08auru8 and other huge dinosaUt's have been 
found. The name Morrison was given by the 
writer to the vertebrate-bearing formation of the 
eastern foothills because it seemed best not to 
correlate it too closely 'with the Gunnison beds of 
the Elk Mountains, in which no fossils were 
known (Pikes Peak folio, No.7, U. S. Geol. 
Survey). No fossil remains have as yet been 
descrihed from tlle McElmo beds, as here defined. 

The Jurassic age of the :Morrison formation 
has been maintained hy Marsh and other verte· 
brate paleontologists on account of the numerous 
dinosaurs and otber vel'tebratef:! contained in it, 
but, as has already been pointed out, the refer· 
ence of these strata to the .Turassic involvcs the 
assumption of a great stratigraphic break or 
hiatus bet,Yeen tbem and the Dakota. No such 
break is indicated by the stl'lltigraphy, but there 
is, in fact, one of the most extensive unconformi· 
ties known in the Roeky J\{ountains occurring 
between the Triassic and the so·called J urassie at 
the horizon represented by the base of the I~1t 

Plata sandstone. Until the vertebrate remains 
kno\\'n to exiRt in association with invertebrate 
fauna in the lower Cretaceous of Texas have been 
compared with the fauna of the Morrison beds, 
there mnst remain some doubt ill the minds of 
stratigraphers as to the true positioI1 of the latter. 

CRETAOEOUS rERIOD. 

SEC'I'ION OF SOUTHWES'l'ERN COLORADO. 

As has already been stated, no strata of lower 
Cretaceous age cOl'l'esponding to the seetion so 
well ~evelo.pe9- in Texas have been Absence of 

recogm7.ed 1~ Colorado. T~le upper ~~~:! ::t~;~~: 
Cretaceous IS represented m south· 
western Colorado by an important series of for· 
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mations, some of which clearly correspond to I tions, which paleontologists refer to the Mesozoic, 
members of sections in other parts of the State, althongh they are stratigraphically shown to he 
whi~e othe-:s are more provineial i~ character. The later than the great revo~ution whieh terminated 
fOSSIls .... vhwh have been found 1ll the La Plata the conformable succeSSIOn of Cretaceous sedi. 
and adjacent quadrangles f:!how that the faunas of ments. 
the veriod were here similar in character and suc· 
cession to those known in other regions, bnt the 
strata in 'which they OCCllr are tlOt lithologically 
divisible, for purpose>l of mapping, into the same 
formation llnits which have been adopted else· 
where. In cunsequence of this unusual character 
of the npper Cretaceolls section ithas 
been necessary to establish eertain new :;.s.,-:f~l~~w 
formations. '1'hree of these formations t~r~h:tL~~t.." 
aT'e represented in tIle J.Ja Plata, quad. ceous. 

mngle, and the whole section from the Dakota 
up".mrd to the post.Laramie, inclusive, is charac
teristically de\'eloped in the adjoining Durango 
quadrallgle on the east. 'Vhile a thorough dis· 
cussion of these formations is reserved for the 
DllraIlgo folio, an analysis of the section is here 
presented. It is very similar to the generalized 
section for the San .Tuan Valley given by Holmes 
(Ann. Rept. Hayden Survey, 18"75, PL XXXV). 

The lowest Cretaceous formation recognized is 
Dakota, which alone, of all the divisions, has 

the lithologic chal'llctel' curnmon in other parts 
of the l~ocky Mountain region. 

Succeeding the Dakota comes a very homoge
neous clay.shale formation more than 1000 feet 
thick, wllich from the invertebrate fossils found 
at several horizons must be supposed to represent 
the Benton, Niobrura, and a part of the Pierre 
formationR as distinguished at the eaf'tern base of 
the Front Range in Colorado. But the fossil
bearing strata are neither sufficiently numerons 
nor well enough developed to serve as horizons 
for a satisfactory subdivision of this sbale forma· 
tion, which was named the Mancos shale in the 
Telluride folio. 

The next higher distinguishable series in the 
Cretaceolls section is the variable complex ..... ~hose 
more massive sandstones cause the Th M 

principal scarps of the Mesa Verde. ~~\~~~o;:~; 
Holmes named this series after the Holmes. 

Mesa Verde in the Hayden reports and his desig. 

DAKOTA. SA1\DSTO~E. 

Desr:J'iption.-The lowest memher of the Creta· 
ceou,." succeeding the McElmo formation with 
:1pparent conformity, is tbe Dakota for· Conformity 

mation. It is here, as commonly in ~!!~:~!el~; 
Colorado, a series of extremely variable Juratrias. 

gray 01' brownish quartzose sandstones, often cross 
bedded, with a peculiar conglomerate at or near 
the base and several shale layers at diffel'ent hori. 
zons. Its thicknes~ in tbis quadrangle ranges 
from less than 100 to 300 feet. 

The basal conglomerate, carrying small chert 
pebbles of white, darkgray, or reddish colors, 
\vhich is so persistent over large areas elsewhere 
in the Rocky !fountains, is here yery 
variable in development, being absent ~I~~.:.~~~r; of 

in some places and of unusual thickness the Dakota. 

or coarseness in others. Conglomerate of this 
charader is not, moreover, stl-ictly confined to the 
base of the section_ 

The shale mem bel'S are stt'ongly developed near 
the middle t"tnd again neal' the top of the series. 
These are dark, strongly carbonaceous, with 
abundant indistinct plant remains, and 
in many places one or both of the shale I~~::'!'i:lthe 
horizons has a tllin coal seam, sufficient Dakota. 

to induce prospecting on its outcrops, hut nowhere 
of economic importance in comparison with the 
neighboring coal measures of the ::\.fesaverde for· 
mation. The upper shale bed has a thickness 
varying from 25 to 50 feet. Above its coal seam 
there is sometimes a transition to the great shale 
series above by alternation of thin sandstone and 
shale strata. 

The variability of the sandstones in thickness 
and in purity makes close correlations or sections 
in different parts of the quadrangles difficult. 
The general character of the formation remains 
most dearly the same over this entire section of 
Colorado. 

nation is here accepted. It was not used, Tbe Dakota sandstone is, as a rule, much more 
however, on the Hayden map. The Mesaverde highly indurated than the La Plata or McElmo 
formation consists of alternating sandstones and sandstones, largely O',dng to its containing hydrous 
shales with several seams of exceJlent coaL TIle iron oxide as a cementing substance. It therefore 
invertebrate fossils, which are not uncommon at resists erosion and becomes very prominent in 
several horizons in the shaleR and sandstones, scal'ps facing the canyons which cut below it in 
range throughout the Montana group, and hence the plateau country. It is, in fact, the :floor of 

no gJ'onnd for a refeT'eIlee of the J\.-Iesaverde the Dolores Plateau over hundreds of square 
to the Fox Hills, as was clone on the Hay. miles, with thin remnants of the Mancos shales 

den map. resting upon it and producing minor undulations. 
Above the Mestlverde formation occurs another No determinable fossils have been discovered in 

formation ot day shale, reaelling an observed tbe Dakota of this region, but indistinct plant 
thickness of nearly 2·000 teet, which Is very much stems and occasional leaves occur jn the shale 
like the Mancos shale, but contains fewer fossils. horizons. 
The only identifiable form thus far found in this 
shale occurs also in the Mancos shale, MAXCOS SHAT,E. 

so that this division is still apparently ~:"'!,~d .. s~ale Name and dejinition.-The .Mancos shale, whwh 
below the true }'ox Hills. This for. Holmes. lies above the Dakota sandstone, was so named in 
mation is called the Lewis shale. Holmes desig. the 'l'elluride folio on account of its characteristic 
nated it the "Sand Shale Group." development in the Mancos Valley, especially 

Still above the Lewis shale is a seconJ series of about t.he town of Mancos, which is situated 
sandstolles, shale!'!, and eoals, bearing some resem· a few miles west of the I~a Plata quadrangle 
blance to the Mesaverde formation, but differing line. This locality is near the center of the area 
in detail. The lowest member of tLis complex through which the shale llas been traced in tbe 
is the "Pictured Cliff Sandstone" of The" Pic_ resurvey of the region. The whole formation is 
Holmes's San Juan seetion, which he 1~~e:sf.!::!.. well exposed along the north face of the Mesa 
placed in the Fox Hills up(jn the evi· ofHolmes. Verde neal' Mancos, upon the slope shown in 
dence of invertehrate remains. The remainder fig. 3, helow the scarp of sandstone. The thick 
was referred hy Holmes to the Laramie, but with. ness of the Mancos shale within the J~a Illata 
out fossil evidence. rfhe present sUl'\Tey has also quadrangle is about 1200 feet. Throughout this 
failed to bring to light valid ground for assigning thickness it is an almost homogeneous 
any of the beds in question to HIe Laramie, while body of soft, darkgray or n~arly black, ~~tt~:~:~
there iR some reason to believe that more than the carbonaceous clay shale, varIed only by ~:~k ~£:!je. 
lower sandstone belongs to the :Montana group. the presence of a few thin bands or 

Between the uppermost quarttlOse sandstones concretions of impure ljmestone. These bands 
of the Cretaceous and the Puerco marls (Eocene), are fossiliferous, but are too few and too di§con. 
which are well oeveloped below Durango on the tinuous to serve as practical guides in Hubdivision 
Animas, there occurs a series of beds not l'ecog- of the great shale series in which they occut'. 
nized by Holmes. These strata are composed The Mancos is therefore a lithologic unit which 
mainly of andesitic debris, tuffs, or con· Animasfnr_ it is necessary to recognize in the mapping of t.his 
glomerate~, and it has been prop;)sed ~~:!~:~~i~f region. It is limited helow by the" Dakota sand-
by the Wl'lter to call them the Ammas stone and above by the lowest sandstone of the 
beds or formation. The fossil plant>l obtained Mesaverde formation of alternating sandstones 
from the tuff layers dearly indicated that the and shales. As explained below, this lithologic 
beds may be correlated with the Denver, ~Eddle I UTlit embraces the Colorado group and a part of 
Park, Livingston, and other post-Laramie forma· I the Pierre division of the Montana group. 
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.De8cription.-The Mancos shale is very similar I llfERAVERDE FOR~fATION. I La Plata River, while the economic importance 
to the most typical clay shales found commonly increases eashvaru. The greater number of pra-
in the Colorado group elsewhere in the State. Name and definition.-The name ")'1e8a Verde ductive coal mines in the Durango quadrangle, as 
It is seldom so highly bituminous as the Benton Group)) was applied by 'V. II. Holmes to, the 'well as the openings near Hesperus on either side 
shale may be along the foothills of the Front series of sandstones and shales forming the JIesa of the La Plata River, are in the seams of the 
Range, but it has much less sand mixed with it Verde (U. S. Geo1. and Geog. SUl"l. Terr" 1875, l\Iesaverde formation. 
than is commonly found in the Pierre shales of PI. XL\::VIll, facing p. 244). He included in the The upper sandstone member of the Mesaverde 
the Denver region. group three divisions, viz: the "Lower Threemem_ in the La Plata region is but 25 feet thick as seen 

The calcareous and occasionally sandy layers Escarpment Sandstone," 120 feet in ~:: .. ~I~~~: in Hay Gulch and vicinity. It is yellowish and 
containing fossils occur most frequently near the thickness; the" l\Iiddle Ooal Group," formatlOTl. rather massive and often carries fossils in its 
base of the formation or else well up toward the or sandstone, shale, marl, and coal, 800 to 900 upper part. Below this sandstone is a series 
top. Yet sometimes fossils are found nearer feet; and the" Upper Escarpment," massive sand· sandy shales and thin sandstones, and above it a 
the middle of the section. The lower fossil· bear· stone, 190 feet; a total or about 1200 feet. This similar succession forming a rapid transition to 
ing heds have long been knowD. They were noted complex included the variable series, largely of the Lewis shale. There is little doubt that the 
by Newberry during the Macomb expedition sandstones occuning between two strong shale 25·foot bed of sandstone, possible together with 
1859 at many places along the Santa Fe trail. formations-clearly the l\fancos and Lewis shales the sandy strata above and below, cor· "Upper 

Holmes traced them from the La Plata around as here designated. It is probable that the devel· responds to the "Upper Escarpment ~~~~~::':.i,~ 
the west side of the J\Tesa Verde and across the opmentof sandstone and shale varies locally both Sa.ndstone)' of Holmes) which has a 01 Holmes. 

San Juan River. Stanton collected from them at the base and at the top of the MesaverdE\ but thickness of 200 feet in the Great Hogback, on 
neal' the town of 'Mancos and elswwhere (The the boundaries assigned to the group by Holmes the banks of the San Juan River, south of the 
Oolorado formation: Enll. U. S. Geol. Survey :No. are certainly very near those which are Tlatural in Mesa Verde. 
106, 1893, p. 32). In the course of mapping the the La Plata quadrangle and vicinity. The name Invertebrate fossils occur at many horizons 
Telluride, Rico, La Plata, and Durango quad. is particularly appropriate. t,hroughout the Mesaverde formation, in both 
rangles) and in reconnaissance work in adjoining The fossil e\7idence to be presented shows that shales and sandstones. Fossil plants are also 
areas, the various fossiliferous horizons have been the Mesaverde formation is but a part of the known at various horizons, though few have thus 
seen and, as will appear belo\v,.pel'sistent faun~s Pierre division of the :!\fontana group. far been collected in a sufficiently good state of 
have been found. With increasing experience it De8(wiption.-The Mesaverde formation is to preservation to permit of identification. The 
has become more and more clear that the fossil be characterized as a succession of alternating discussion of the fauna gi,'en below shows that 
layers do not afford practical horizons for the sandstones and shales, with occasional marls or the Mesaverde belongs to the .Montana group of 
subdivision of the :Mancos shale for purposes of thin limestones and a number of coal seams, some the Cretaceous) and, further) that it is, in aU 
mapping. of which are of excellent quality. The greater probability, but a part of the Pierre division. 

Areas occupied by the Mancos shale have, number of coal beds now worked in southwestern General 8ection.-From the partial sections of 
natura11y, no bold relief except on steep slopes Oolorado belong to this formation. The Mesa· the formation secured by Mr. Spencer in various 
below some more massive protecting formation, verde is thus lithologically quite distinct from the places tile section given below may be considered 
as on the slope of the Mesa Verde or the inclined thick shale formations above and below it. In as a general representation of its development in 
mesas near Durango. In these'localities there the La Plata quadrangle the maximum thickness the La Plata quadrangle. 
is a typical bad·land sculpturing. at numerous of the formation is about 1000 feet. West· 
points. Where the overlying formation has been ward J'lr. Spencer round a somewhat greater 
removed, as over the area of the Dolores ano thickness, agreeing >"ith the observations of 
corresponding plateaus, the Mancos shale often Hol111efl in the Mesa Verde, while there is a 
forms low' ridges or mounds of very gentle out· thinning eastward. The actual base of the 
line. Valleys cut into the Mancos between the formation in the La Plata quadrangle is a thin 
La Plata Monntains and the Mesa Verde scarp quartzose sandstone, 6 inches thick, succeed· 
have broad and simple features, like the valley of ing the homogeneous Mancos shale. From this 
Oherry Oreek. stratum upward thpre is a succession of thin 

F08sil8 ood oorrelation.-The invertenrate fos· sandstone and shale beds for 250 feet, sandstones 

Upper I1mssive samlstolle, earrying" fORsils in 
25 

250 
-15 
Hi 

100 
20 

12fi 
250 

Total .. . ............. 1000 

sils thus far obtained from the Mancos formation continually increasing in thickness, coarseness, F08sits aruicon·etutw'fI,.-Invertebrate fossils are 
of southwestern Oolorado have an been deter· and amount, relative to the shales. This increase 
mined by T. W. Stanton, and the following appli. in sandstone culminates in a massive,cross.bedded 
cation of that fossil evidence in correlation is in stratum of coarse quartz sand, 100 to "LoWH 

accord with his views. 150 feet in thickness, \vhich corresponds ~:~d~~~neen,~ 
The Mancos shale formation has yielded two to the" Lower Escarpment Sandstone" of Holmes. 

groups of fossils, the one characteristic of Holmes. In this vicinity, and even on the 
of the Benton shale and the other less f.,~~f::.nin north side of the Mesa Verde, this sandstone fails 
distinctly so (If the Pierre division E:r!~f~r- to canse a distinct lower scarp, as it does in 
of the Montana. The Benton forms some places in the San Juan Valley. Even there, 
obtained are the following: however, Holmes notes that the greater part or 

Gryphrea. newbeuyi. 
O~trea lugubris. 
Ostrea congesta. 
Inoceramus labiatlls. 
Inoceramus fragilis. 
Inoceramus UiIlliLIius. 

Prionocyclus macombi. 
TIaculites gracilis. 

Plirm.tula Il. sp. 

Of these forms Gryplul3a and Ostl'ta 
congesta were commonly found in Telluride 
quadrangle characterizing layers at about 125 and 
225 feet respectively above the Dakota sandstone, 
but these layers are not so prominent in the La 
Plata quadrangle. The greater number of the 
species named occur in aflsociation at distances 
varying from 100 to 300 feet above the Dakota, 
in the La Plata and Rico quadrangles and near 
the town of Mancos, where they were obtained 
by Mr. Stanton. This fauna, according to Mr. 
Stanton, indicates a horizon near the top of the 
Benton shale. 

The middle shales of the Mancos carry little 
evidence of fossils) but within the upper few 
hundred feet of the formation there 
are various thin discontinuous bands or f,.~~~tf;ssns 
lenses of impure limestone which often Mancos. 

carry a few fossils. The following forms have 
been identified by Mr. Stanton: 

InoceramuR cripsii, var 
nllrabini. 

I nocel·amllS ll11dahllml us 
Inoceramus sag-ensis. 
SYIIcyclouema rig-iLIa 
Scaphites nodosus. 
Baculites Ilsper. 

B. sp?, It large form re· 
sembling TI. ovatuH or 
n. 

The forms of this list show that the upper 
part of the Mancos shale must be considered as of 
Pierre age. No distinctive fauna of the Niobrara 
division of the Colorado has yet been found. 

La Plata. 

the formation occasionally appears in one contino 
uons cliff nearly 1000 feet in height. In the La 
Plata quadrangle the lower heavy sandstone is in 
some places divided into two ledges by a thin 
fossiliferous shale stratum. 

Above the "Lower Escarpment Sandstone II 
there is in the I~a. Plata area a complex of about 
600 feet of sha]es, sandstones) and coal 
beds) corresponding to Holmes)s "Mid· ~!r!t:~up" 
dIe Coal Group." 'rhese beds al'e not 01 Holmes. 

very well exposed along the northern edge of the 
mesa in the La Plata qnadrangle, but are fairly 
shown in lIay and Alkali gulches and in East 
Oanyon. In this vicinity the shales predominate 
over sandstones, hut they are arenaceous, and 
sandstone is more conspicuous in the Mesa Verde, 
according to Holmes. From the general section 
given below the relative development of shales 
and sandstones may be seen. 

Coal beds occur at intervals all tlll'Ough this 
intermediate member of the formation. The 
variability of the coal seam is very pronounced 
as a rule, and careful prospecting is necessary 
to demonstrate the extent of individual beds. 
vVitllin the lower 150 feet of this complex there 
were observed by Mr. Spencer in 
Menefee Mountain eight coal seams, ~:!::.~ ';.°b,,-I 

each under a more or less prominent s.erved. 

outcrop of sandstone. At seYel'al other horizons 
below the" Upper Escarpment Sandstone)) coal 
beds also appear. They were found by Holmes 
in the Mesa Verde proper, but according to the 
statements of those \vho have looked into the 
matter the quality is poorer and the aggregate 
amount of the coal decreases westward from the 

found at mlmy hori7.0ns in sandstones or shales, 
most of the species occurring throughont the for. 
mation. The following fossils have been found 
in the La Plata quadrangle or adjacent districts: 

Leda. 

InOllt'l"aIllUS cripsii val". 

barabilli. 
Mad,ra alta. 

Callist.a pelllldda. 
CorbicuJa. 
Baelllites all(~eps 

obtllSUS. 
Baculites COlllpreSSllS. 
Pl:mpnticeras placenta 

var. interealare. 
Pinna. 

According to T. ,\V. Stanton) these forms range 
through both the i>ierre and Fox Hills forma
tions of the MontanlL group of the Cretaceous. 
The list does not contain anyexclnsive Absence of 

Fox Hills species and there is, there· F~~';1il~: 
fore, no ground from this fossil evidence species. 

to assign the Mesaverde formation to the Fox 
Hil1s, as was done by the Hayden survey. 

r.:EwIS SHAT,E. 

Name and definition.-The heavy shale 
tion succeeding the Mesaverde is here llamed the 
Lewis shale from its occurrence at Fort Lewis, in 
the La Plata Valley a few miles sonth of the 
quadrangle line. Like tIle Mancos shale, this for· 
mation is distinguished as a lithologic nnit of 
marked charltcter. It occurs as a band between 
the Mesaverde and Piedra formations as far as 
these divisions of the Cretaceous have been traeed 
in this part of Colorado. Only a few hundred 
feet of the shale are now preserved within the I .. a 
Plata quadrangle, but the entire thickness is well 
exposed in the adjacent Durango quadrangle on 
either side of the Animas River. There the 
Lewis shale was found by Mr. Spencer to have a 
thickness of 2000 feet and to be comparable to 
the Mancos shale in its purity. 

The Lewis shale corresponds to a division of 
Holmes)s general section of southwestern Colorado 
which lIe designated as "Sand Shale Group" 
and assigned a thickness of 400 to 800 feet (U. S. 
Geo!' and Geog. Surv. Terr.) 187:3, facing p. 244) 
as developed south of the Mesa Verde on the San 
Juan River. 

IJe8cription.-The J .. ewis shale is a body of 
more or less sandy shales and clays with occa· 
sional thin layers of impure limestone, or of con· 
cretionary masses at several different horizons. 
As far as examined, it has even less tendency 
than the Mancos shale to become sandy. But 
Holmes's designation of it seems to indicate a 
lesser degree of homogeneity in the Han Juan 
VaHey than it possesses in the Dnra.ngo quad. 
rangle. 

The only fossil of identifiable character as yet 
obtained from the Lewis shale is lJaouliteg asper, 
a form which ranges through the Age ofthe 

Montana group, and was found in the Lewis shale. 

Mancos shale. There is thus no known ground 
for placing this shale higher than the Pierre divi· 
sion of the Montana. 

Only the lower 200 to 300 feet of the Lewis 
shale occurs within the La Plata quadrangle) and 
exposures of these beds are rare. They appeal', 
as shown by the map, in the southeast corner of 
the quadrangle and are generally masked by river 
or terrace gravels. Some exposures were found 
in ravines, and calcareous concretions carrying 
bacnlites are characteristic of some of the observed 
outcrops. 

SURFICIAL ROCKS. 

PLEISTOCENE PERIO}). 

Some of the events of Pleistocene time are 
recorded within the I,a Plata quadrangle by 
gravel.covered terl'ace and glacial debris. Ter· 
races are found along all of the more important 
streams below their mountain canyons, where the 
valleys broaden. Glacial deposits of a well· 
marked character are, ho\veyer, not common. 

Scattered bowlders of small size are found 
lying upon the surface of the Mesaverde forma· 
tion in the region north of the Ute coal mine, bnt 
they do not form anything like a veneer. rrhey 
are probably remnants of gravel beds which weJ'e 
once more conspicuous. 'VhetlJer thefle gravels 
record a stage of erosion when the streams had 
not yet cut their present deep channels, or are 
evidence of the predous extension of glacial ice, 
is not apparent. The rounded clJaracter of the 
gravels would indicate that they had suffered 
attrition by running water, and would therefore 
favor the first hypothesis. 

Ter'race gravel8. - "Tell·marked deposits of 
gravel at a considerable height above the present 
drainage ,are found along the La Plata River 
in the vicinity of Hesperus and on the divide 
between East Mancos River and Oherry Creek 
Since the deposition of these gravels erosion has 
taken such directions that they are now HI h t 

left upon the tops of ridges, but there gr!vel:~race 
can be little doubt that they were formed in the 
valleys of rather \-Toluminons streams. The gravels 
in both these localities form a continuous wash 
over the areas represented on the map. They 
contain bowlders, always very smoothly ronnded, 
a foot or more in diameter, but the thickness is 
not considerable, not more, than 4: feet having 
been observed. These two high terraces and 
their gravels, being about equally elevated above 
the streams of their neighborhood, presumably 
represent the same period. Possibly small gravel 
remnants on the tops of two knolls on the west 
side of the West Mancos Canyon shonld also be 
correlated with these higher terraces. 

On the west side of the La Plata River the 
elongated knoll south of Parrott above 8800 feet 
elevation has a remnant of gravel, and as a topo. 
graphic feature can be seen to correspond to the 
terrace ridge southeast of Hesperus, on the east 
side of the river. 

All these high terrace gravels are supposed to 
be auriferous) but have not yet been found rich 
enough to be of economic valne. 

Between the high terrace and the present flood 
plain an intermediate bench is usually to be found. 
This low terrace is especially well marked in the 
vicinity of Hesperus on the La Plata, Low terrace 

where the equivalence of the terrace gravels. 

north of Hesperus on the west side of the river 
and the low terrace south of Hesperus is very 
evident. Also on the south side of the East 
Mancos east of :Menefee ranch the low terrace is 
well marked. In Thompson Park the low terrace 
is represented by a double bench covered with 



scattered gravel, the upper of which is not more 
than 25 or 30 feet above the stream. 

Glacial debris.-The only deposit of distinctly 
glacial material which has been recognized is a 
small terminal moraine that lies partly across the 
valley of the La Plata at old Parrott City, three· 
quarters of a mile south of Parrott post·office. 

Landslide debris.-The principal area in which 
slipping of large masses of rock has given charac
ter to the topography lies between the two forks 
of the West Mancos. The sliding has taken 
p1ace, as is usual throughout this region, on the 
Mancos shale. The materials which now lie in 
an irregular mixture upon the shale comprise 
the igneous rock occurring in the ridge above, 
the Dakota sandstone, and fragments from the 
McElmo formation. This anomaly is explained 
by the great fault which crosses the landslide 
area. The eastern part of the area is charactf'rized 
by almost complete lack of drainage, little ponds 
being formed by crescent·shaped dams. Numerous 

Here large blocks are of infrequent i::~~~~~:~ 
occurrence. To the west of this there slldearea. 

is an area where the whole surface is covered by 
huge blocks of Dakota in confused relation. On 
the north side of the ridge west of Mount Hespe
rus the talus covers the lower part of the Dakota 
sandstone. 

IGNEOUS HOCKS. 

The igneous rocks of the La Plata quadrangle 
have all consolidated at considerable depths below 
the surface which existed at the time of eruption. 
No remnant of the San Juan volcan1{, series now 
exists in the vicinity, although it must be assumed 
that some members of that series once extended 
over the site of the present La Plata Mountains. 

The La Plata intrusives are similar in structure 
and composition to rocks known in roany parts 

of the Rocky ~~untai~s, especially in ~~t':,~I:Msh~f" 
Colorado. ThIS IS partICularly true of theLaPlata 

the porphyries, which may be said to intrusives. 

be typical of the laccolithic and sheet intrusions 
described from numerous localities within the 
last twenty years. The stock rocks are in part 
of somewhat unusual composition, though the 
types in question are closely related to common 
facies. The dark rocks of the later periods of 
eruption embrace a considerable variety, and 
some of the more basic types are rare, yet as a 
whole the group comprises rocks similar to those 
often found in Colorado in association about 
centers of eruption. 

The later stocks of the La Plata Mountains are 
all composed of granular rocks, but the older 
conduits, through which the magmas ascended to 
spread out in sheets, are apparently occupied by 
porphyries. The descriptions will follow under 
the heads" Granular stock rocks," "Porphyries," 
and" Basic dikes and sheets." 

GRANULAR {-{TOOK ROOKS. 

The granular rocks belong to three large divi
siom'!, which are only partially conneeted in this 
region by transition forms. The most highly 
feldspathic rock is a syenitf', that richest in ferro
magnesian silicates a diorite, and between these 
there is a group to be called monzonite, though 
more closely related to diorite than to syenite. 

AlGJ'fF.--SYENITE. 

Des01iption.-The two large masses of syenite 
occurring in the heart of the La Plata Mountains 
are nearly identical in character and are 
presumably nearly contempor:meo~s r1'!.~:?~:.'s 
intrusions of the same magmu. It IS 
evident at a glance that the r~)cks are strongly 
feldspathic, although the ferromagnesian constit
uent is so frequently quite decomposed that its 
former role is not easily estimated. 

As now seen the syenite is gray or pinkish, 
and, \"hile plainly crystalline, the dullness of the 
feldspars obscures the individual grains. "\Vhere 
augite remains it can be seen on close examination 
to be dark green. Its irregular prisms are greatly 
suhordinate to the feldspars in amount. In many 
places ocherous spots or darker-brown limonite 
represents the augite. A very small amount of 
biotite or green hornblende may be associated 
with augite. 

As microscopical examination amI dlemleal analysis show, 
the feldllpars of these rocks I~ro very OOb"Bly alkali !eids[.Iars, 

6 

aud orthocL~e, an01-thoelase, and micl·operlhite are variably 'I Peak was quan. titatively analyzed by JI. N, Stokes. with the !I 

developed in th,\ (Iifierent &peeinlf'ns exa.mined. Albite or 1"(lsult stated below: 
soda-ddl oHgociase ill ~orne hut they r 
have not been In anortho- ..d1lalysisoftnonzonitcfrotnBII/JfJor;kP,;ak, I 

zones. a~~' ~:~~:~~~~~~~~~~~:~:~f~~!!;i ",.,' ~~:!! 

Analysis of tnMl$oniticfades of diorite ma.~s, 

[j,'i. 5:~ 
16,iH 
4,06 
3,3,) 
3.00 
6,96 
4,31 
;1,,;7 

where !l tr.nnHitiOn to porphyritie HtructU)'e appear~ they form. I ~'~~ I 
the grannlar gl'oundlllaSS for anorthodase phenocryst~, 1: 71 

The aup;:iteof thf'lo'e roeks is very pale gn'l'n in thin SPd,iOIlH I 
6.tl~ 

!\IgO. 
CaO, 

~~!~li\eel~::~~~~;~:l~~!~~;~~:~ ~~:~~~~~~~~t~n::)~~::;:.n ::)~~~:;~ ;~:~~ 
~~~~:t~~ f~~~:;;~s l;~~:e~t:~l:~~L~;la:~::~:~;I~Ui~g~:~t s~~(' :~; 
masses and aHHUmeS a Illore conspicuous place in cel"t,ain ! 
aplitie modificationH 

Variations in o0111po~ition are frequent and usually ortho-
elase anu lllicroperthite increaf'.e at the anortho 
clase and the ferrolllagnesian minernh, apliti(· facies 
we1"(l found in which orlhodaHe, and llli(lroperthite 
constitut.ed nearly the lIlaSH Hut anorthoclase Illay 
ali'o beeome prominent, and in one place, on the t'idge betweeJJ 
Sehlll"lUan amI Spencor gulches, a [Jorphyry wa,~ found wit,h 
flat anorthoclase eryHtalH, very i'imilar to thoi'e of thr woll· 

UL" , 
MuD, 
TIaO", 
SrO", 
Li.O 

tram', 
,20 
.14 

11 
,., ,trrwe 

100.14 

~o Cr,O, or KiD. Sp, gr" 2.704 at 2,j" C, 

An a,ecuratt· ca.lcnlation of' tlle Ildnel·al eOIllpo~itioll from 
this analyHj~ i~ diffi(lult bt'('ause ul the repre 
sent,..d by the e.'lleite It t,hat 
nearly 80 per cent of 
alkali feldspar is 
or 6 cent of 

1IWNZOXI'l'E. 

Pescription.-The granular rock of the long 
and irregular stock within which are loeated 
~fount .Moss and Babcock and Spiller 
peaks belongs to the group termed ~:ckgofanu'ar 
monzonite, intermediate in composition Mount Moss. 

between syenite and diorite. In this rock the 
feldspars predominate over the dark ferroIllagne. 
sian silicates, but not so strongly as in the augite
syenitf'. As a consequenee it is grayish in tone, 
often with a pinkish tinge due to the color of 
the orthoclase, which, as in many granites, derives 
this color from minute particles of hydrous iron 
oxide. Where the pink 01' flesh tint of the ortho
clase is strong it affords a rude means of esti
mating the relative amounts of the alkali and 
lime-soda feldspars, for the latter are white. In 
the freshest parts of the mass the feldsvars are 
not distinguishable in this way. 

As a rule, alkali and lime-soda feldspars are 
nearly equal in amount. Of the ferromagnefl.ian 
constituents augite is the most abundant, with 
hornblende and biotite in variable development 
and sometimes absent_ The usual accessory min
erals are present, with titanite relatively abundant 
and magnetite uncommonly subordinate. 

Tho alkali feldspar is apparently 
lilllc·soda feldspa,r mainly labradorite 
all, art" all deterlllined by tlIe Miehel Lr:vy upon 
lllany Carlsbad twillS in different spodmonH. More hig-hly 
t"aJdc labl'ltdorite is occasionally found in tho core of some 
crystals, 

The augito of these rot'I{H is tilt' eonllllOIl pule groC'n variety, 
shnilal· to th .. 'tt of the Hyenite, It i~ ll~ual1y lrnHh Hnd is dfw('l 
oped in imperfect pl'i~llIs, HornblendE' and biotite are of tIl(' 
variebes oomlllon in diorite alld monzonite, Occasionally 
they arE' intergl"()wn with allgite in the manner well knowu in 
~uehrocks 

A small amount of intorstitial quartz is of' cOllllllon oceUI'
renee, but there iR no ohHer,ed faeie~ uf the maNH Io'uffieif'ntly 
dch in thiH lIlin('ral (.0 make it comparable with th(' quart,?,
lllonzonite found in in the we~tern Han Juan 
Mouutains 

A 

Chemical composition.-The very fresh rock of' Bah(J(mk 

MHO 
TIaO , 
SrO,." 
Li,O, 

or NiO. 

86 
,36 
,0:': 
,09 
,15 

" "tl'ac-C', 

1(10,15 

Caleulations from thj~ analYHis Hhow that ahout three
fourths of the rock must bo ft'ldspal", and that if the lime 
Hoda be assumod to be labradorite (ab, aIl t ) there is 

of th(' 

frOlll 
green heavy ronk were ob"erved. Tho matelial of thiH dark 
dike is prineipally green augite and magnetite, with grains of 
orthoclase and plagioclase quite suhordinate, 

lJrusy 'oeins,-Occasionally the narrow voins tl'aYersing the 
monzonjte have irregular (~tvitieH lined by erystals of alkali 
reld~pal· and quart:r., with other Jllinera.J~, snell afl 
magnC'tite, hematitc (Hpecular iron), auel apatite, in 
abundal1('(" ,\paUte was f'uund in one of these (Irusy veins 
tleveloped ill l)(Jautiful l'e:U'hing 
nearly half an ineh in length Reverul 
HU!lil erystalH were grouped upon a ~urface:~ inches ~quare, 

Description.-The stock extending from Diorite 
Peak to Rasin Gulch is of very similar appeurunce 
to the fine-grained monzonite, but is The stock of 

richer than the latter both in ferromag- Diodte Peak. 

nesian minerals and in lime-soda feldspars. There 
is in fact within this mass a tmnsition from mon
zonite to diorite bearing some orthoclase, and 
from the evidence at hand it appears that diorite 
strongly predominates. However, the mass as a 
whole has not been examined in sufficient detail 
to show accurately the distribution of the two 
facies. Small stocks of diorite occur in Lewis 
Peak and near the end of the ridge between Bed
rock and Madden Gulches. 

In appearance the diorites are typical of that 
rock. They are somewhat darker gray than the 
monzonite, because of a slightly larger amount of 
the ferromagnesian minerals and because they are 
finer-grained in most places. In composition all 
the diorite bodies agree in having the total of the 
feldspars much greater than that of the dark 
minerals. Jjwe-soda feldspar is considerably but 
\rariably in excess of the alkali feldspar, ortho· 
clase. Augite is more abundant than either bio
tite or hornblende, except very locally, when 
hornblende may assume a role at least equal to 
that of augite. 

tr~l('e 

,1;) 

II 
Lral'e 

,0-1 

1001, • 
Sp gr" :3,i9at i!tO C 

rORPHYRTRS. 

The porphyries of the intrusive sheets and 
associated dikes or irregular maHges of tlle La 
Plata Mountains nearly all belong to one or the 
other of two groups which are distinguished on 
the map. One of these groups is the predominant 
one in all the so-called Iaccolithic groups of the 
adjoining plateau country, and is also common in 
the Rocky Mountains, especially in Colorado. 
The second group is certainly much leRs abundant 
than the first in the districts that have been 
closely studied, but its distribution is not well 
known at the present time. 

DIORITE-PORPHYRY ANn MONZON1TB-PORPIIYTIY. 

Introductory.-The map shows distinctly how 
large a share of the porphyries of the Iia Plata 
Mountains has been placed in one group for pur
poses of mapping. The group includes diorite
porphyry and monzonite-porphyry, no Reas1>nfor 

distinction being made on the map, ~~~~&~r~es 
because tlle rocks are, for the most on the map. 

part, intermediate between tllese two extremes. 
They also resemble each other so closely that 
a distinction would seem to the local student 
extremely artifieial. It is indeed difficult to 
assign many of these rocks to one or the other of 
these types on account of the mode of develop
ment of the constituents, which will be described. 

De8cription.-All of the rocks of the group are 
J.istinctly porphyritic in structure. They exhibit 
very plainly many crystals of white Rocks with 

feldspar and of hornblende emhedded ~~~~::~~Wlc 
in a gray, dense-looking ground mass. st .. uctn .. e. 

Occasionally folia of biotite are found, and still 
more rarely rounded phenocrysts of quartz may 
be seen_ 

From microscopical examinatjon it appeMH that the roeks 
con~ist of lime soda feldspar, potash feldspar, hornbleIlde, uio 
tite, and quartz, with magnetite, titanite, awl apatite a~ 
acceSflory constituents in their common development, '1'he 
feltlspars together grratIy eX(jr(~d all other minerals in amount, 
The proportion of thl' feldspars to the ferroma.gnesian flilicat(lf; 
\'arielo', however, but in no ca~e do the latter ('qnal the feld· 
spars, AH to the latter, there i~ cOlllmonly much more plagio 
clase than orthoclase, and mltuyof the ruck~ are tu be char 
aderized as orthoclase-bearing diorite-porphyrie,~, '!'he fact 
that the is usually developed in distinct pheno-
cryHts, af' uniforlllly (lontlnc(l to the grOlllld-
m~l.,\H, gives the roek th(' appearance of mmtaining the former 
mineral in great abundance, while the r61e of the latter i~ 
(li~gui~e(], From the detl']·minat.ion of numerous 
(lry~tals, it is probable lahradorite of ab, an, is the 
(lharacteri~tic plagioclase of theHe rocks 

Aside from the ac(l(lfl80ry elellleIlt~ the ground mass is ehar 
acteriRtically composod of a granular mh:tllre of orthoelwo 
and quartz. Tn HOllle (laSeS the hornblende (J(lllstituentgradpH 
unint(lrl"llpkdly from the larg'er individualA to smaller grain~, 
corre~pol1ding in ~ize to the orthoolase and qmu'tz of the 
groundmass, But as a rulo the hornbleJl(]e is in distinctly 
larger inuividualf', and thus lIIay be Haid to oceur cll1 .... fly in 
phenocryst,s. Of tho ferrolllagilesiau minerals, hornblende ill 

The chal·acterist.ics of tlw minerals in the diorite are the the only prominent one iIllllOSt of the r()(lkH, 
same as in the mon:r.onit(), and quite agl·oe with those (·OIl· YaTiationll in composition,-The cllief variation~ in compo
sidered a,A normal to !:mdl rO(lb.s elsewhere, It is notable that sition among these rocks are in tho relative abundance 01 the 
quarl:r. iH prCflont in greater abundauc-o than in any mOIl1.Onite fcld~pa.rs and in the amount of hornblende As to 
examined from the mountnins. the feld8pathic constituont, the variation is rookH in 

The aeeessory Illiuerals magnetite, titanite, and apatito lJave whioh the soda-lime spoeips and the alkali fddspar (ortho('laso) 
the OOlillIlun appearance, Titanif,e is rather more abundant are l\bout equal in alllount-lllonzouitin-to thOHO in whkh 
than uHual in Huch rock.«, the fOl'mer strongly predominates-dioritie, Th,.. amount of 

n,mpllibole in tho roek is not ea~i1y e~timltted from a mega· 
scopical study, Iweause uf the great vaJ'iation in the develop
ment of thiSlllinel'ai. Where it appears in a great many small 
needles the roek is lllWh darker a.nd give" tho impr('ssion of a 
grearer amount of amphihole than i~ roally prPHont, while the 

the mouth of Basin Creek. sallie alIlount of a.mphibole eoncent,ratml in a few erYHtals 
'Vhile the allmlie~ are present in this rock in nearly the callses the rock t.o hav,.. a lighter shade, In a few ease~ pale

sarne amount aH in the monzonite of Dabe(}ek Peak, tlwre is a green augite replaees the hornblendo in large degTee, aud in 
notable increase in the magnesia antI irou, representing a. one oase entirely, '!'he latten·oek O(lCUl"S on the ridge between 
deeided inerease in the pel·centage of augite, hornblende, and Shaw and Boren gulches, where it euts a hornIJI(~ndic por 
biotite, i phyry, The roeks oontainillg augito are not different in 

From rough calculat,ions it ~lpp('ars that the feldspars con-I general appearance frOI1l the hornulendie forlll~, 
stituto about two-thirds of the rock analyzed, and that labra- VariaUons in tem{u'te.-'Vhile the porphyritic sLrudure is 
dorito iH lllueh more abundant than orthoclase. There mURt so ('ommon through the~e masses, there i& great variation in 
be a (lOnsidorablo alllount of the albite molecule in tho oriho- t.exture, This variation is not distinctly ooullected with the 
olase. I sizo of the shoots or the horizon of thoir intrusion, In cel"tain 
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cases the porphyritic strueture is so fine grained that there is 
an apparent transition to the granular structure. Microscop
ical study. however, clearly shows that in these cases the 
phenocrysts, though Fmall, are distinctly different from the 
groundmass grains, even where the latter are comparatively 
coarse The most prominent phenocryst is plagioclase. In 
some rocks these crystals are nearly all of approximately the 
same size. At other times there is a gradation from unusually 
large crystals to very small phenocrysts. Certain masses, 
like that of Baldy Peak, are characterized by a few plagioclase 
phenocrysts of unullual size without a distinct gradation to 
the average. The hornblende also varies in its development. 
In the thin sheet on the west side of the La Plata between 
BnowsUde 8Jld Bay City gulches. this constituent i.e so nni
formly developed in rather large prisms that the grouudmass 
of the rock is unnsually distinct. This rock ex.btbits the 
typical development of the porphyritIc structure. OrthocillBe 
is almO!!t never present in phenocrysts, and qua.rU but very 
",,",y. 

There are severa.! small dikes of syenite-porphyry not rep
resented on the map. These are wmaJly characterized by 
pink or reddish color, strong predomin8Jlce of very fine
grained groundmass, and they possess a pronounced lamellar 
structure, parallel to the dike walls. Tbese narrower dlkes of 
syenite-porphyry were seenon Helmet Peak, crossingTirbircio 
Gulch near its mouth, in Deadwood Gulch, and cutting the 
large porphyry body of Silver Mountain. Other dikes related. 
to these were DOted in the adjacent portions of the Rioo and 
Durango quadrangles, which undoubtedly belong to the La 
Plata center of eruption. 

be broadly characterized as made up of the same:1 microlites is more abundant than the presumable orthoclase 

mine~als as tIle more. abundant rock.s. a1rea~y ~;~~:l:p:::~:'~:e;:~l~~' A~~::.m~~i;~c~ 
descrIbed but possessmg the dark slhcates 1D Wa..! made by W. F. Hillebrand, with the result given below: 

more or less decided preponderance. The feld- Analysis of basic dik6 TOck. 

spars are, however, less markedly subordinate SiO.... . ....... 43.98 

than one may infer from megascopical exami- AI,O. .. . ....... 113.00 

nation. Many of these rocks are fine grained ~:o~~::: ::~ 
throughout, and then both the minute size of the MgO.. 7.03 

dark constituents and the dissemination of decom- CaO. . ... 10.66 

INCLUSIONS IN PORPHYRY. position products tend to obscure the feldspar. ~~o~:· ~:~~ 

ch!::~r~~~h~yp~:!~u:hi~::us~:~s d~:e:p;: :::~~e:!eO;~t~t:s~:ecst:e i~!;~n~i:~~! ~n~ ~~~~:: tH 
rently foreign rocks, these inclusions varying the contrast with the diorite- and monzonite- PaO.... .32 

Ohemical compositiou.-The chemical composition of rocks 
varying as described. can be readily comprehended from the 
basis of an 8Jlalysis of one of the most typIcal diorite·porphy
ries of the mountains; namely, one occurring in dike forlll on 
the western slope of Deadwood Gulch. This 8Jlalysis, which 
follo~s, was made by W. F. Hillebr8Jld, 

greatly in abundance. In some cases the sheets porphyries is strong. :!?O~~d Coo.. :: 

are spotted with inclusions quite uniformly. The The difficulty in classifying these rocks unaer BaO. .06 

small sheet in the northwestern branch of CUIll- existing schemes is twofold. Giving Classification _ :: 

berland Basin contains the lal'gest number of to the feldspars the great importance :t~':fc:~J':-
inc1usions. These range in character from granitic assigned them in modern systems, dI Ic:ult. Sp. gr., 2.912 at 19.50 C. 100.11:1 

rocks, or rocks of granitic composition and gneissic the lamprophyric rocks fall in two series: the 
structure, to dark granular amphibole masses, or orthoclastic and the plagioclastic, related respec
to schistose rocks consisting very llll'gely of horn- tively to syenite and diorite. But most of these 
blende. Inclusions of the same character are rocks are related in this respect to monzonite j 
found also in the more ba.sic porphyries described that is, the alkali and lime-soda feldspars are 
in the following section, and there is no observ- both present and may be nearly equal. As yet 
able relation between the size of the porphyry no set of terms for monzonitic lamprophyres has 
body and the size or Il;umber of inclusions which been proposed. That there has been hesitation 
may be contained in it. Thus, some of the narrow in doing so seems natural and is amply justified 
lamprophyric dikes of Snowstorm Peak contain a by such a series as the rocks under discussion. 
great many inclusions of granite, or of amphibolic In this series the larger number possess the feld
rocks of the same types which occur most com- spars in an amount not far below that of the 
monly in the diorite and monzonite porphyries. ferromagnesian silicates. With respect to the 
Considering the great number of fissures travers- character of the feldspars these rocks logically 
ing the sedimentary formations, it is somewhat faU into three groups: the syenitic, the monzonitic, 
remarkable that fragments of these formations and the dioritic lamprophyres. No purely ortho
are so rare in the intrusive bodies. Apparently c1astic or plagioc1astic rocks have been found, 

Analysis of diorite-porphyry. 

SiOa •• . 
AlaO •.. 
FeIlO •... 
FeO ... 
MoO·· 
Ca~. 

NaIO .. 
K.O .. 
H.O .. 
TiO, .. 
CO •. 
p.O, . 
MnO ................... . 
BaO. 

Bp. gr., 2.677 at 24° C. 

...... 60.44 
. .... 16.67 

2.31 
8.09 
2.18 
4.22 
5.18 
2.71 
1.43 

.60 

. 48 

.29 

.18 
• 12 
. 11 

99.96 

SYENITE-PORPHYRY AND AI.LIF..D ROCKS. 

General desoription_-There OCCU1'8 in the La the granitic. :ocks, at least, represe~t Pre_Paleozoic: and the majority are monzonitic lamprophyres, 
Plata Mountains a series of rocks ranging from the composItIon of the pre-PaleozOIc ~:::S~!~ag- for which special names are wanting. 
syenite-porphyry to monzonite-porphyry which floor upon which the sedimentary sec- f!t:=i~'! Some of the rocks are rich in amphibole and 
deserves to be distinguished from the monzonite- tion of this region rests. From what is bodl"". pyroxene, and in these the classifactory value of 
diorite-porphyry series above described. The known of the Archean complex in the Animas the feldspars plainly decreases. Rocks so basic 
rocks in question belong to a later period of erup- Valley, it must be considered that the amphibolic that the feldspar is negligible do not occur in the 
tion thRn those of the larger group and have cer- inclusions may also be derived from this funda- La Plata Mountains, and yet those richest in 
tRin mineralogical peculiarities, though in general mental formation. At the same time, it is so amphibole and pyroxene clearly belong together, 
terms the monzonitic extremes of the two series characteristic of dioritic masses almost everywhere whatever the character of the feldspar. 
are not far apart. This later series has been that they should cOQ,tain inclusions very rich in The problem in classification presented by the 
designated syenite-porphyry in the legend. hornblende that it is natural to infer that the lamprophyric rocks of the La Plata Monntains is 

The rocks referred to are plainly porphyries, fragments and the rock containing them are genet. that of expressing in system the quantitative 
but as a rule the groundmass greatly predomi- icaBy related. Until a large numb!"r of these importance of the. chemically and physically con
nates over the phenocrysts, and they Por byrleB inc1usions have been collected and carefully trasting mineral groups, the feldspars and the 
are more strongly feldspathic rocks d;~I=:t studied it will be impossible to affirm or deny ferromagnesian silicates. Further discussion of 
than the diorite-monzonite-porphyry a-roundmass. such a connection for the inclusions of the La so broad a question is clearly out of place in this 
series. It is a singular fact that, although these Plata Mountains. The amphibolic fragments text. The rocks observed vary so greatly that no 
types are similiar in composition to the principal vary considerably in appearance. They are some- two seem quite- alike in composition_ Their 
porphyries of the mountains., they usually have times rather dense and schistose, but in certain description will therefore proceed by localities, 
a more decomposed appearance. This is largely dikes and sheets upon the southwest face of Hes- specific names being in most cases avoided. 
due to ferritic and other indistinct dusty particles perns Peak a number of fragments were observed Ooourrenee on Indian Trail Ridge.-The sheet or thin lac

in the feldspaI'8. But the ferromagnesian silicate which, although several inches in diameter, con- oolith occurring in the McEImo formation in one of the knolls 

is also almost wholly decomposed. sisted mainly of a single individual of hornblende, on Indian Trail Ridge, IlB shown by the map. is the largest 

The phenocrysts of feldspar are mltinly plagioclrum, similar as shown by the continuous cleavage. Pyroxenic '=;~=:~h~~~!::~;o~:~~e~~r::!~a!t !:~: 
to those ofthe diorite-porphyries , apinkol-thoclaseintabular masses occur in some of the sheets containing ingit,andhasathicknessofabout150feet. ThelWlSBisnot 

~~~~n~~t;:;:!::=:~~S!::::~ias;~~:~::I:~:n~~YS~~~ numerous inclusions, but they are nowhere so :::::~:n~:~::;:~e~Xt~i~~~::;t::~~!e::= 
phenocrysts of plagioclase are seldom determinable IlB to COIll- abundant as those characterized by hornblende. ta.cts respectively. 
position, bnt are presumably rather rich in the albite mole· The inner portion of this body:is a rather fine-grained and 
cule. In aU of these rocks pyroxfJne is more eOllllllon than BASIO DIKES AND SHEETS. evenly granular, grayi.!!h-green rock in which the feldspars 
aUlphlbole; biotite is rare. Meveral 01 the occurrences are nearly equal the felTOmagnesian constituents in amount. 
characteriud by titanite in honey-yellow tablets which are In and about the La Platn, Mountains occurs a These two classes of minerals are so distinct in the rock that 

ve~:~~d::eO~:!ee~ecltS WIlB found, on microscopical series of dark and usually fine-grained aphanitic ~;~~eo= =!n~e~~e:~~~:~:, !a:!;:c::::'o:':: 
study, to be tra.chytic in structure, composed of laminlll or rocks, most of which appear in dikes, though a few short prisms. Biotite was also formerly preBent in snb
m1crolites, and in the narrower dikes the groundmass lam:illl:e some are sheets and one has a laccolithic form. ordinate quantity. The augite thronghout the lIlIlBS is very 

:::u:::~"::ce:lin ~::!~O :: ;:::u=: f~~:~; These rocks have been designated basic dikes and ~::~ ~e;n:~t:O~~!':~ti~ ~~~ =~nsTh;~::a:a!:u!r:e~~ 
is usually Impregnated by pyritic dust to a degree which sheets in the legend of the geologic map_ The much sericitized and obscured that their character iB not 

~:;:~~:s:::;;~te;~r!:~o~::~:::IY ;~e°:!~:::o~C!~~ classification and naming of these rocks is difficult :~~~t;!s;=.a:rilio,:;:~e ::;;!:~;;::~~~;a;~~:.=!: 
soda is abundant in feldspars is supported by the character in the present stage of systematic petrography. The transitions toward the oontact zone are very gradual. 

:a!!e i~YC:~:~:ni: :~:c:;~~~!c~b:l~a:e~ :17c:~~ Genetically 'considered, they may be grouped ~!~e!e;d:a:r!::7'~u:~~~~:. a~!:n~~e~d:o::~:n,!: 
a large extinction angle, and is hence to be called regirite- plausibly under the unsystematic term "Lam roo appear in larger crystals of prismatic form, and augite ranges 
angite. The amphibole llBSoclated with this pyroxene is "lamprophyre " to indicate their snp- pbyreP.dlkes. down to minute grains that mingle with the feldspar to 

~~=~~:: Fs..:r~:~~:: de:!'~~:::r~~:n~~8ts, posed origin and relationship as differe~tiation :: ~=s:::~:~!a:~;=chto~:e !:!:C:;:. se~~~~:: 
as appears "to be the case, the rocks are, as a rule, much richer products of the La Plata magmas, erupted in the epidote, and calcite IlB decomposition products obscure the 

:h~~I~=P:;=, ~nPI:t;c~:=iy ~:~ ~n~i~:nPo~ later stages of igneous activity at this center. In !~:~~:~~:t:a~n~sc!~:~:o~=::;~r:~~e::~~ 
warrant complete quantitative analysis. this view they belong in the 'ftU3lallu)oratio division blende increases the feldspar becomes more and more pre-

Oeaurr6uces.-The small laecolithic body of syenite-por- of diaBchisUo rocks proposed by W. C_ Brogger_ dominantly orthoclase. In the contact zone, several feet in 

;=t;;:; I::I::~ i~::~:i~~ ~t.; ~~~t!::! :::; The corresponding or complementary magmas, the ~ids~~~~S:e~::su!=:ef:ui~ ~u=~;a~:!e~ ~~c:~! 
the ridge northeast of Helmet Peak. These rocks are ashen leuc.Qcl'atic division of Brogger, may be consi~ered finer particles of augite and the alteration products of the 

!rr:~:~r ~~=x:n:t:n:~~s:~:::cm:r!::!:si~::;; as represented in the I.a Plat as by the rocks ~:d;~~:~:~t~hi~i::;~~;~=:i:::u!'re!;:: 
well developed in prismatic crystals and is a typical regirite- already described as augite-syenite and syenite- but the adjoining zones are very apt to be almost entirely 
augite. There are Ii few UtI'ge, dark hornblende phenocrysts. porphyry. One of the masses to be described augitic rooks. The rooks of this lll.8SS seem more nearly 
Acoording to detenninations by W. F. Hillebrand this rock exhibits such clear evidence of further differen- related to .vogesite than to any other recognized type of the 
contains 6.13 per cent Na.O and 4.68 per cent K.O. Both the lamprophyres. 
soda percentage and that of the two alkalies is higher than in tiation in situ that this genetic problem becomes On the ridge north of the mass just deBcribed is a small 

~:I:t~:~~~:~Ze~d~n Jackson Ridge is much nearer to a one of the most i~portant developed ~n the. study ~I:e;:~n~~:~t: ;~~:::'°t?:ro;;;~~~ ~!c!0~~ 
monzonite-porphyry, IlB it bas more abundaut of these mountams_ The further ,dlscussIOn of, more conspicuous. From Its sitnation this dike might be sus
plagioclMe phenocrysts. Its 0OO1ll'l'6nce so near Ia-neous sbeet II this question is, however reserved for the section pected to represent the channel through which the magma of 

!!:~:;:: 8~~~:e~::YR7J;ees::e!h~ Rit:'_POQ on "General geologic pr~blem8." _ . :!~~!a:~!:~:~ce~~OOO~:'~::!d~=C~:i::~ 
so much decomposed that close compari.!!on is impo.ssible. General charaoter.-The rocks 10 questIOn may fined to the subordinate ground.mass, and a plagioclase in 

La Plata. 

The presence of nearly 15 per eent of calcite and the 
partially decomposed state of the dark silicates prevent any 
satisfactory calculation of the mineral components of this 
rock. The KeO found representl:! 9 45 per cent of orthocIa.se, 
and there is probably twice as much plagioclase present. 

Thin sheet on N01th Fork West Mancos Ritler.-The thin 
sheet intruded above the Dakota sandstone north of Hesperus 
Peak is a greenish-gray, apha.nitic rock, with numerous slliaU 
biotite leaves megascopically present and showing parallel 
streaks or the feldspathic constitnents. The microscope 
shows augite and orthoclase to be the cblef constituents, the 
former predominating. There i.e no hornblende in this rook . 
and the biotite is present only in the leaves which are visible 
to the naked eye. The augite appears in small rounded. prisms 
of very pale gr(lCn oolor. This rock is considerably altered . 
chlorite. calcite, and muscovite being the chief products . 

IJik6 on di'IJiae at head of La Plata Ri'IJer.-The dike cutting 
the western part of the prominent knoll on this divide is much 
richer in amphibole and pyroxene than the rocks above 
described. Hornblende decidedly predominates over augite. 
It is, indeed, the only prominent megasoopIc constituent, 
occurring in prJ.8ms which reach 1 centimeter in length, mO!!t 
of them rather slender, but a few short and stout. Angite ie 
also quantitatively important in the rock, as shown by the 
microscope. but occurs uniformly in very small grains. No 
biotite was observed. The matrix for the larger hornblende 
prisms is composed mainly of feldspar with minute grains of 
augite and magnetite. Feldspar appears to be chiefiy ortho
clase, in irregular grains. Decomposition products of augite, 
chlorite, calcite, ero., greatly obscure the feldspathic ooDstitu
ent. But there is a little magnetite in the roek, and some of 
it is titlWiferous. This rock appears to be a hornblendic 
vogesite considerably more ba.sic in chemioo.1 composition 
than the preceding rocks. 

IJikes of SnowNtorm P6ak.-Near the summit there are 
several small dikes of a strongly llUlJ'ked porphyry with many 
hornblende phenocrysts in a dark or greenish apbanitic 
groundUiass. The hornblende crystals vary from 1 centimeter 
in length downward, but most of them are megascopicaHy 
visible. Augite is also present, but in much smaller grains 
than hor.ublende. Possibly it is nearly equaJ to the horn· 
blende in amount. The rock is megasoopically very similar 
to the type described from the Indian Trail Ridge, but its 
feldspar is chiefiy a soda·lime species in microlitic form with 
subordinate granular orthoclase. The following quantitative 
analysis of the freshest rock obtained, from the dike just south 
of the snmmit, was made hyW. F. Hillebrand, 

AnaZysis of lamprophgr6 from S1wwstorm Peak. 

Bi02 •••• .. .................. 47.25 
AlIO. . ................. 15.19 
FeIO. 5.00 
FeO... 4.95 
MgO... 6.87 
CaO. 9.98 
Na.O.. 2.39 
K.O.. 2.00 
H.O.. 2.~ 

TiOB .. 1.22 
CO.. 1.87 
p.OG'" .25 
NiO and CoO.. _02 
MnO.. .17 
BaO. .08 
BrO.. .05 

100.46 

This.rpck is plainly richer in feldspar than the one from 
Indian Trail Ridge the analysis of which WIlB given above. 
The pota.8h oorresponds to about 15.5 per cent of orthoolase, 
and nearly one-half of the rock is feldspar. 

th!:~~;!Fe!~:I:;et~ ~:~ ~~~ ~:~~~t~~ 8~::r~ ~::!'e~: 
~~~!~~'L:n~ o~;:!:la;r'!.tt~~~ a.r~e=:t~:~St;!e~he 

Aphanuliv rock in West Mancos Cauyon.-The dark apban
itic rock intruded IlB a sheet above the Dakota sandstone and 
below the larger porphyry mass on the north side of this ean
yon is somewhat different from the preceding in composition. 
Augite, biotite, and plagioclase are the chief constitnents. 
Orthoclase is vt\ry subordinate. The augite is pale green and 
the biotite darlt reddish brown. There are a few phenocrysts 
of biotite. Th~.rock. is now far from fresh. This type seems 
nearly related to augite-kersantite. 

A very similar rock ooours as a dike of small dimensions on 
the west side of Deadwood Gulch. 

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY. 

OUTLINE SKETOH. 

The La Plata quadrangle lies where the geo
logic structures of the San Juan Mountains and 
of the Great Plateau country meet and blend_ The 
position of the area may be easily understood by 
a glance at the Hayden atlas of Colorado, the 
general structure there represented being in the 
main correct, though many of its details are 
faulty. 



The broader structures of the region, controlling 
the distribution of the sedimentary formations) 
may also be comprehended by the aid of figs. 2 

LA PJ,ATA lIfOTTNTAIlIT,,9. 

S'l'HA'l'IGRAPHY AKD STRUCTUHE. 

and 3. In the former is shown the gentle south· JlO?'mation8 - The stratigraphic 
er1y dip of the Cretaceous formations UlJits which enter the make.up of the moun· 
about Durango, an attitude preyai1ing ~::~~~¥o~ti£~ tains, as now exhibited, are the Dolores (Triassic) j 
for many miles along the southern t~:lf:.!'~:~n. the La Plata and McElmo (Jurassic); the Dakota 
front of the San Juan, with steeper and Mancos (Cretaceous). The character of these 
dips nearer the mountains. The prominent hills formations and many facts of distribution have 
of this view are isolated portions of a sloping already been given. From the section displayed 
mesa, the floor of which is the Mesaverde sand· in the Animas VaUey and at Rico, we 
stone. The same formation, which traverses the can assume the. presence of other sedi· ~~E~~~oa':."d 
La Plata quadrangle and connects directly with mental,)' formatIOns below the Dolores P'l:~:~'!.!:,:.La 
the Mesa Verde, is seen in fig. 3. in the La Plata dome. These embrace 

In fig. 3 may also be seen the comparatively the Rico and Hermosa (Carboniferous), the Ouray 
level floor of the Dolores Plateau, underlain by., (Devonian), and the Ignacio (Cambrian), all in 
the Dakota sandstones - the plain which is rep· I apparent structural conformity. 
resented in the northern part of the western bor· The floor upon which the Cambrian quartzites 
del' of the La Plata quadrangle. The general rest beneath the La Plata Mountains is either an 
structure of the southwestern slopes of the San Archean complex of gneiss or schists 
Juan Mountains, including the area of the La with granite intrusives, or a great series ££~~~~lblY 
Plata quadrangle, has been more fully discussed of Algonkian quartzites. The east· :!~~z~~:~ 
in the Telluride folio, and in a report on the west strike exhibited by the steeply present. 

geology of the Rico .Mountains, to \,.,hich the upturned Algonkian quartzites of the Needle 
reader is referred (" Geology of the Rico Moun· Mountains and their appearance at Rico in the 
tains, Colorado," by Whitman Cross and Arthur line of that strike make it probable that the zone 
Coe Spencer: Twenty.first Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. of their westward extension passes to the north 
Surv~y, Pt. II). of the La Plata Mountains. The inclusions of 

'Vhile the San Juan and Plateau structures granite and of several kinds of schist in some of 
are prominent in the La Plata quadrangle, an the porphyry masses of the La Platas also indi· 
element of far more local importance is the domal cate tlJe presence of schist and granite below. 
uplift of the La Plata .Mountains. This moye· The upper formations which originally took 
ment and other phenomena of the same center part in the La Plata dome doubtless included the 
have led to the formation of the rugged mountain remainder of the Cretaceous section, the Animas 
group containing many features of interest to the or post·Laramie beds, the Pnerco (Eocene), and 
geologist. possibly other Tertiary formations. It is also 

The domal uplift of the La Platas has elevated probable that some, at least, of the surface vol· 
the lower Mesozoic formations, which would canics of the San .Juan complex were present at 
o~herwise have :emained buried on ~he ~ti~~ILutift the time of the La Plata uplift. 
SIte now OCCUPIed by the mountalllS. Plata Mo~m_ The present distribution of formations is 
Simultaneously with the uplift, and to talns. dependent upon structure and erosion and is rep· 
an unknown extent causing it, numerous masses resented by the geologic map. The Present 

of molten magma \\'e1"e injected between strata at deep valley of the La Plata brings to ~lsJ~il~~!~on 
many horizons, and these are now visible as sheets light the Dolores formation, in nearly formation. 

ur small laccoliths of porphyry, which have been its entire thickness at the heart of the mountains. 
described in a preceding section. Later intrusions It is ShO\Vll in most normal development in Bear 
of igneous material forced their way more directly Creek and the Hermosa drainage to the east of 
across the sedimentary beds and the intercalated Indian rrrail Ridge. Throughout the mountains 
sheets of porphyry, forming stocks, within the proper the formation is generally metamorphosed 
mass of which are several of the highest peaks or bleached, but at many places remote from the 
of the group. stocks of granular rocks the reddish color reap-

The ~gneous intrusions of the La Platas, and pears. 
especially the stock eruptions, were accompanied The La Plata sandstone de'Serves the name 
by agents of metamorphism, and the Igneous Ina which has been given to it by reason of its prom· 
heal·t of the group exhibits such exten· ::;::':=:r:nd inence in the peaks of the mountains. It is pres· 
sive alteration of the more or less calca· phism. ent at or neal' the summits of all the 
reous sediments that the geologists of the Hayden points on the divide between the La ~ir!l~ra~n 
Survey, in their necessarily hurried observations, Plata and :Mancos rivers from Madden sandstone. 

failed to trace out the structure of the inneT Peak northward and on Indian Trail I·Edge. It 
portions of the mountains and grouped as "Meta- is thought that a small remnant caps Deadwood 
morphic Paleozoic" several formations elsewhere .Mountain, but ·with this exception it has been 
distinguished by them. removed by erosion from the eastern peaks of 

At a period later than any igneous intrusion of the group. The I~a Plata sandstone is massive 
this region the La Plata uplift became the seat of enongh to form prominent outcrops, even where 
extensive deposition of ores of the Period of ore not especially indurated, but wherever it has 
heavy metals, iron, copper, lead, and deposition. been metamorphosed in the center of the group 
zinc, with variable accompaniment of slIver and it becomes a hard quartzite causing jagged pinna. 
gold. The ore deposits are of several types and cles or cliff exposures. 
will be described in the section on "Economic The McElmo, Dakota, and Mancos formations 
geology," hy MI'. Purington. appear principally upon the outer slopes of the 

The later geologic history of the region is ~ountains, dipping away from the main DIstribution 

involved in that of an extended area of almost CIrcle of peaks. The only notable of McElmo, 

continental dimensions within which irregularity in their distribution appears :::~l~~':,~~ 
there was orogenic uplift succeeded by ~:~eg':-~~~ in Hesperus Peak, where the naturally 
enormous erosion beginning early in ~toslon. soft :Mancos shales have been greatly indurated 
Cenozoic time and continuing to the present. Of in the metamorphic zone ahout the monzonite 
this great erosion the La 'plata quadrangle stock of Mount Moss. Their preservation has 
exhibits little evidence aside from the local dis· also been aided by the presence of numerous thin 
section and sculpturing of the dome. For broader intrusive sheets of porphyry, as represented by 
facts bearing on this period of denudation the the map in a generalized way. 
study of a larger area is necessary, especially of Btl"llctUJ'al features of the mountains.-The 
the San Juan Mountains and the adjacent slopes. most notable structural feature of the mountains 
Certain gravel terraces or the La Plata quad· is the local uplift of sedimentary beds which may 
rangle undoubtedly belong to epochs in which in general be characterized as a domal uplift. 
similar deposits ·were formed over large areas, but With this local structure the more general dips 
their close correlation has not yet been made out. of the same strata away from the San Juan center 

From the concise outline above gi\'en it is clear have blended on the northern and eastern slopes 
that a detailed description of the quadrangle can of the mountains. The quantitative relation of 
best be cal'l'ied through by considering separately the two structures is difficult to determine, and 
the mountain area, the slopes toward the Plateau, will be discussed in some detail in a later section. 
and the southern portion of the dissected section Faulting has modified in some degree the simple 
of the Mesa Verde. . structure of the domal uplift, but is confined to a 
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few localities, as represented by the map. There 
has also been much disturbance of the sedimen· 
tary beds by a large number of intrusions of 
molten magma. The geologic map' shows the 
local dome structure by the areal distribution of 
the sedimentary formations and of the intercalated 
porphyry sheets. The strike and dip signs indio 
cfl.te the same structure as determined in definite 
localities. .Further illustration of the domal 
structure appears in the profiles of the Structure 
Section sheet. 

La Plata dom.e.-The geologic map does not 
perfectly exhibit a domal structure because on 
the north and east all the formations above the 
Dolores ha\'e been removed by erosion, and on 
these sides the blending with the broader San .1 uan 
structure takes place. The actual distribution 
of formations north and east of the mountains 
beyond the present quadrangle limits brings out 
the domal structure somewhat more plainly. The 
La Plata sandstone extends northward on the east 
as far as Sandstone Mountain, a hill on the di vide 
between Junction and Hermosa creeks situated 5 
miles directly east of Lewis Mountain. 

On the north the Dakota sandstone comes 
almost to the crest of Indi:m Trail Ridge at a 
point a little north of the quaflrallgle line. The 
dip signs of the map show many irregularities in 
details of structure which are often due to the 
igneous intrusions. The faults, 'which will be 
referred to below, the influence of the Conditions 

San Juan structure, and the apparently whiCh modify 

elliptical form of the uplift, all modify !ti§!t~~~~
the regularity of the structure. The 
profile sections illustrate the fact that the dome 
at its maximum was very flat. The La Plata sand· 
stone remnant at the summit of Diorite Peak is 
now about ()ODD feet above the level of the same 
horizon at a point some 6 miles westward, as 
represented in section B B. The remnant of the 
same formation OIl the summit of Deadwood 
Mountain is also about 5000 feet above the hori· 
7,on it occupies on the line of section C C, 'where 
the steeper dips die out, some 4 miles to the south· 
west of the mountain. These instances represent 
an amount of doming in whieh visible eruptives 
have had little share. 

The apex of the original dome would appear to 
have been a little west of Lewis Peak, hut at this 

exhibited upon the ground, since they affect 
strongly marked formations, such as the Dakota. 
sar-dstone and the intrusi vc porphyry sheet abo\'e 
it. Their effect and the amount of their disloca-
tion are so clearly expressed by the map and the 
sections A ~ B H, that little description is neces· 
sary. To the southwest these faults can not be 
traced in the shale area, and they seem to die out 
before reaching the Dakota exposures of the lower 
course of the West Mancos. To the northea~t 
they are also lost on the shale slopes and beneath 
landslide debris, but may reasonably be assumed 
to connect, at least in some cases, with similar 
faults observed to cross Bear Creek and the ridges 
on either side. 

The fault crossing the saddle south of the 
Sharkstooth is very distinctly marked by its 
effect upon sandstone horizons and a thickilOr. 
phyry sheet. Its curving course, as represented 
by the map, is due to a change in direction and 
not to dip. Whetller the fault passing north of 
the Sharkstooth is, as represented on the map, 
the same as that crossing Indian Trail Ridge 
north of the porphyry sheet in the McElmo for. 
mation was not definitely determined. If they 
are the same, there is a change in the throw, since 
the displacement is in different directions on the 
two ridges. 

The bult between Madden and Parrott peaks 
is very noticeahle, since it cuts off the porphyry 
sheet of the latter and lifts the I,a Plata sand-
stone to the summit of the former peak. The 
dislocation of this fault on the line C C 
is represented on the section as about ~:~:~:ttPeak 
1000 feet. This is so considerable that 1000 feet. 

it might be expected that thi,; fracture could be 
traced eastward across the La Plata River. A 
careful search failed to discover any trace of it 
on the eastern bank of the stream. It also appears 
to die out in a westerly direction very rapidly, 
foJ' it was not identified in the canyon of the East 
Mancos. Yet nearly in the line of its projected 
course westward is the Menefee fault, which was 
at first supposed to be its direct continuation. 
The Menefee fault is clearly exhibited in two 
places where crossed by the railroad on the south 
bank of the East Mancos. 

IGNEOUS IN'TRUSTONS. 

point there is apparently a local steep. Apex of the LACCOLI'£HS AND SHEETS-

ness of dip in various directions, which dome. The number of intrusive porphyry bodies in 
may possibly be interpreted as dne to [L buried the La Plata Mountains which may be designated 
laccolith of porplJyry. sheets or laccoliths is rather large, as may be seen 

In all the central part of the mountains the by the geologic map. A number of these masses 
intrusive beds are very numerous below the hori· are also exposed in the adjacent portion of the 
zan of the La Plata sandstone, and Uplift in. Durango quadrangle, especially in the valleys or 
hence must have increased the uplift f!t~~:tv~y Lightner and Junction creeks. Intrusions of this 
of the latter to a considerable amount bodies. character are practically confined to the area of 
above the elevation of 5000 feet indicated in the domal uplift. They are most numerous in the 
Deadwood Mountain and Diorite Peak. La Plata and Lightner valleys. 

Section B B shows a steep dip on the east side 'fhe sheets exposed at the present time range 
of the dome, which quickly brings the sediment· through the geologic section from the lowest han· 
aries down to the general level fuund on the west- zon seen in Lightner Creek - the top I~neoussheeb 
ern and southern slopes. This is a more or less of the Carhoniferous-to the horizon ~e~~~:i~oS~~. 
local irregularity and is possibly due entirely to in the Mancos shales which is repre. tlon. 

a buried laccolith, mentioned above. sented at the summit of Hesperus Peak. We 
The diameter of the domal dislocation of the may assume that magmas penetrated into higher 

1,a Plata sandstone may be estimated at approxi. strata, now entirely removed, and that they were 
mately 10 to 15 miles. The blending with the also forced between the concealed Paleozoic strata 
San Juan structure on the north and east makes in the same manner. 
any close estimate impossible. In form the porphyry bodies vary from regular 

lihnlt8.-The faults of the La Plata Mountains sheets, traceable with approximately the same 
are neither numerous nor important. The princi. thickness for a mile 01' more, to thick Porphyry 

pal ones were traced out and mapped across the bodies more nearly approaching the ~~~;:~:ssume 
northwest slopes of the mountains from the vVest ideal laccolith in shape. There is great forms. 

Mancos to Indian Trail Ridge. rl'hese approxi. variation also in the degree of regularity of intru· 
mately parallel fissures are connected by several sion. There are all degrees of transition from 
cross fractures. The other more important frac· sheets which do not visibly depart fl'om a certain 
tures are an east·west fault near the Menefee horizon to directly cross-cutting dikes. So many 
ranch and one crossing the saddle between Parrott centers of similar intrusions have no\v been 
and Madden peaks. There are maIlY smaller! described that it seems needless to discuss at 
fractures, as on Ohlwiler RiJge and in the divide length the conditions of such a center of eruption. 
at the head of the I~a Plata River. The latter It is evident that where many sedimentary for· 
fractures were not represented on the map, it mations of different character are intruded by 
being impossible to trace them for any consider· numerous porphyry hodies there must he a great 
aole distance. The dislocation of the amount of variation in form and size. 
faults is commonly upward on the side ~~!i,F;~ts The variation in thickness in the La Platas 
nearer the ceuter of the dome, but d~d::,.:.earer ,ranges from that of thin sheets, or dikes, which it 
instances are not lacking of the reverse ! is difficult to represent on a map of this scale, to 
movement, as shown in profile sections A A and I: the larger masses like those of Silver Mountain, 
B B. the thick lateral arm forming The Hogback, and 

The faults crossing the 'Vest Mancos are clearly the adjacent sheet or laccolith of the Rampart 



Hills. From experience in other localities, as 
\vell as from the developments here, it may be 
supposed that still larger bodies than any now 
observed once existed in the Cretaceous shales of 
higher horizon. As shown by the map and 
pointed out in the description of rocks, the 
diorite· and monzonite·pol'phyries greatly preclom. 
inate and were also the first OIles intrlldecl They 
were followed by a numher 01 syenite· porphyry 
injections, and still later by a few lamprophyric 
pOl·phyries. 
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present time. It haR therefore been assumed, as points of view to be a huge laccolith, and the the fact that it extends from the bed of Bed. 
a basis for interpreting the eruptive geology of obsenred contacts seem in places to confirm this rock Creek to the base of the La Plata sandstone 
this locality, that many of these cross-cutting idea j but at other points marked cross-cutting on Gibbs Peak, yet the southern and \vestern 
arms and dikes must have united at no very great contacts nre exposed. Direct connection with extensions are more like a sheet intruded at or 
depth and that ,ye have here displayed the normal the complex of Deadwood Gulch is plain, but the ileal' the base of the La Plata. Several conditions 
complications in the sedimentary formations, connection with tlle eruptive center at "the head subject the representation of this mass on the 
which mllst exist above a huge cross.cutting mass of Lightner Creek is less distinct. As observed map to possible future correction. One of these 
of intrusi\~e rock. It is supposed that the ascenu· from the trail on the eastern side of Lightner conditions is the extensive decomposition of the 
ing magmas have torn loose and carried upward Gulch, the base of the mass appears in approxi. porphyry itself, all the dark silicates having been 
the missing portions of the La Plata and McElmo mate conformity with the sediments for a long removed and the feldspars kaolinized. Further, 
formations, and doubtless portions of the Dolores distance, but there are many visible irregularities. : the mass v.-as once thoroughly impregnated "'with 
also. The porphyry mass of Raldy Peak clearly From the contact on the eastern slope of the pyrite, and this has in much of the mass been 
cuts obliquely upwal'd from the Dolores to the mouutain at about tlle level of 9500 feet to the dissolved, leaving the usual reddish 01' yellow-

The deep dissection of the I~a Plata dome has base of the Dakota. The connection with dikes summit at nearly 12,500 feet all is porphyry of ish iron stain. Moreover, the mass occurs in an 
exposed a most complicated system of cross.cutting .... vest of Deadwood Gulch is shown in several arms, light.gray tone. From the ravine on the eastern area where all rocks are intensely fractured into 
pOl'phyry bodies in the southeastern part of the and the great development of unusually large! sidt', \vhere the syenite·porphyry dike cuts both minute irregular fragments, and through the pt'o· 
mountains. Apparently these centers represent plagioclase phenocrysts in these rocks shO\"vs the! porphyry and underlying sediments, the contact cesses of weathering exposures rapidly crumble 
the ~hannels through which a considerable part immediate soltrce of the Baldy Peak mas.'l. On I of the SJlver Peak mass seems more like the base and form slide JJUlSSeS, concealing most of the con· 
of the magma injected in sheet form must ha\Te the theory outlined ahO\-e, erosion has removed of a laccolith than of a cross·cutting body, yet tacts. As the surrounding sediments and the 
ascended. Another mass apparently filling an the )[eElmo debris that was naturally above the mueh of this line is concealed by great talus syenite which borders the porphyry on one side 
eruptive channel is that shown at the head of porphyry mass now seen. It must be confessed slopes. At the northeastern extremity is the aI'e similarly decomposed and stained, the tracing 
Bedrock Creek that inclusions of sedimentary rocks in apparent connection with the eruptive center in ont of the porphyry contacts is extremely ilifficult. 

It will be seen, on reference to the geologic the porpllyry hodies now exposed are ~Et:~l~:1 'Vaterfall Gulch, a branch of Lightner Gulch. Indeeil, tlle line between the porphyr~y and the 
map, that the large masses of Baldy Peak and rare; small fmgments of sandstone or ~raJ~L!'ce.ak On the south the contact is hy no means regular syenite was not accurately located at any point. 
Silyer Mountain are represented as con· shale ...... ere obser\Ted in some places, and the connecting arm toward Deadwood Gulch The northern part of this Illass still contains so 
nected with a very intricate system of ~r~!:~:~fo hO\\'e\Ter. Yet it is only necessary to assume that clearly cuts obliquely across the sedi· Connecting much pyrite that Mr. Purington has represented 
dikes, incluiling Illany in Deadwood :!.e::-:~:i:,~ considerahle (luantities of magma were forced ments. On the northeast side of Baker ;';!"~~r::r,;,;~n it on the l~conomic Geology sheet as 
Gulch1 Burnt Timber Gulch, the ridge ttusions. into higher horizonfl, carrying with them the Peak the contaot of the laJ'ge body is sions. practically a pyritiferous ore" body. It 3Ht£~Fn 
between them, and the ganglionic center situatert greater pJ'trt of the debris, to explain the rarity of markedly cross cutting, while along the western seems possible that the conduit of Bed· f~~~~~:!t 
to the north of Silver Peak at the head of Light. fragments. The sandstone on the summit of face of the same summit the porphyry is \'ery rock Gulch was the one through which intrusives. 

ner Creek. This expression of relations is through. Baldy Peak may well be such a fragment, rather nearly conformable to the stratification fat, half a the magUla of the important porphyry sheets and 
out more or less generalized. The entire area than the base of formations above the porphyry mile. This latter locality seems to have given arms to the west ascended. 
concerned is vastly more complex than repre· mass. some of the early explorers of the La Plata Moun· Outlying POJ'P"YI'!J massf8.-It will be noted 
sented, but defies satisfactory analysis on account There is a structural element favol~llg the tains the idea of a regular contact bet'iveen the by reference to the map that most of the sheets 
of the large amount of grass or timher·covered hypothesis that a buried porphyry body of large porphyry and sediments, 'which, by an effort of injected into the strata below the Nature of 

ground and the slide massE'S, which are locally size exists beneath the ridge west of Buried por, the imagination, they extended throughout the Dakota sandstone ha\Te a general ~';,t,;~:ithn: 
very prominent. The accurate representation of Deadwood Gulch. This consists or a ~he;r~f~r~!d_ group. The "Baker contact" was long regarded resemblance in their lateral develop. Dakota. 

the relations here would require good rock expo· nearly borizontal attitude or a slight wood Gulch. as the best exposure of the contact running ment and extension; but above the horizon of 
sures and a detailed map of large scale; hence northerly dip of the sediments in Deadwood through the group. No douht the Hayden map the Dakota in the soft Mancos shales there are 
the map of this folio must be accepted as express· Mountain from the sUlllmit down the south and originally gave riRe to this idea. fewer and larger masses. The long ridge called 
ing an interpretation of a large numher of observed southeast slopes, and in an easterly dip to the As a matter of fac~ tl18 "Bakel' contact" can The Hogback is caused by a tbick arm of POI'· 
facts rather than a delineation of nlasses traced strata 01 Paine Uidge on the east. he easily traced to the point where, as shown by ph)'ry which is distinctly limited, as represented 
out. Deferring details to a later section, it may The lal·ge porphyry arms near the helld of Dead· the map, the wall of the porphyry mass sudilenly by the map, although its contacts are seldom seen, 
be stated here that the map is intended to express wood Gulch, connecting in one direction with changes to a nem'ly vertical position and runs owing to talus slopes. From the southern haRe of 
the idea that beneath the western slope of Dead· Silver ':\lountain and in another with the POl'· abruptly down the slope to the west, crosses the the mass to the crest it is in some places mOl'e 
wood Gulch there must be a large stock·like con· phyry of llnrnt Timber Gulch, are thoroughly gnlch, and runs up high on the other side. So than 1000 feet thick. The character of this arm 
duit of porphyry, above which Redimentary for· well determined. They constantly exhibit a much of the boundary of the Silver Peak mass is as a lateral injection rather than a cross.cutting 
mations have been crushed and fractured in the tendency to lateral intrusion on stratification concealed that the outline given it can plausibly body is shown by two remnants of shale which 
most complicated manner. This theory has been planes, and many contacts seem on first sight to be considered as due rather to vertical than to were found upon the creBt of the ridge. As 
de\reloped from the conditions observed on the indicate the usual sheet form for the bodies con· approximately horizontal Rnd conformable con· these lie upon the northern side they have a dip 
present surface west of Deadwood Gulch. cel·ned. The soit, unmetamorphosed Dolores bets. Probably this body is a local thickening to the north. At other places along the crest of 

P01phyry rlW8-5t?8 of Deadwood GlIlcA (Iud strata of Paine Ridge belong to the upper part of an intrllsion which, being developed in greatly the ridge indications of the former shale covering 
Baldy Pealc.-On the geologic map the La Plata of the formation, as shown by numerous exposures shattered roeks, has of course many irregular con· were also observed, either in the form of shale 
and McElmo formations are represented as much of" Saurian conglomerate." They are traversed tacts, though related more closely to the laccolith fragmcnts included in the porphyl'Y 01' in the 
broken up, from the bed of Dead"\\'ood Gu]ch to by many small tongues or fingers of porphyry, than to the stock form. It thus closely resembles peculiar corrugated surfaces of the porpllyry 
the crest of the ridge on the west. The McElmo only a portion of which are shown by the map. the Baldy Peak mass. ..vhich it cllaracteristically assumes when in con· 
is entirely omitted on a part of the west That this area of intense fl'Rctnring containing so There is more than one type of texture in the tact with shale. Although the base of the mass 
slope of Baldy r:eak. The Dakota ::~~,!!~)~or_ many practically contemporuneous igneous masses Silver J\.{ountuin mass, with but little variation in is not sharply exposed as a. rule, it is clear at the 
sandstone ahove IS traceable almost B:JJyS~:'k~f does not exhibit considerable metamorphism of mineral compoBition. It was not found practica. Wf'stel'll end that its base cOJ'I'eRponds very closely 
continuously, and the Dolores forma. the sedimentary beds is a fiwt which will be ble to follow the observed boundaries between to the general stratification of the shales. The 
tion below is recognizable throughout, though especially commented upon in discllsRions under varying textures on account of dehris and cliff projection to the northwest across the branch of 
not the hori:;>;ons .. vi thin it. The western slope of the head of (' Genera1 geologic problems." exposures, but it does not seem probable that dis· the Middle Mancos is partially eross cutting. 
Deadwood Gulch is largely grassed over in the L'r(jguhtl' rna88 in BW'nt 'l'imbel' Guldr.-The tinctly different periods of eruption can be made This arm evidently ended very abruptly and is 
portion concerned, but the La Plata sandstone gulch on the southwest slope of Dead wood Moun· out. The mass is geologically a unit. represented on the west side of the Middle 
was found in small exposures, apparently sur· tain well deserves the name given it. Once J<"!"llpti'V6 cent6/' at head of Lightner C1·eek.~ Mancos lly a swall outcrop, the base of which is 
rounded hy porphyl'Y, and the formation certainly covered by a heavy Iorest of fir and spruce, its The porphyry mass crossed by 'Vatel'fall Gulch, at the same general level as the base of the POl'· 
can not be present in its whole development. steep slopes are no .. v a mass of tallgled timber, a small branch of Lightner Gulch, is a eomplex of phyry at the end of the main Hogback. 
The McEJmo formation likewise can not be with a new growth of aspens springing up in intersecting fissures between which a.re wedges or The porphyry maRS which extends from the 
present in its normal thickness at this locality. many places. Under these conditions an accuratc blocks of angular cross section, as now exposed. Rampart Hills northward across the 'Vest Mancos 
Probably not all of the connections of the pol'· outlining of the extremely irregular porphyry These are often too small for mapping and on the Ca~yon is practically a rather :fl..at lac· Flatlaccoritb 

phyry indicated by the map are correct, but the mass there present is well nigh imposBible, hut llccompanying topographic map the expresRion of cohth. As shown by the map, It does olthe Ram_ 

complex branching and intersecting character the representation on the map is certainly not far such relations is necessarily almost diagrammatic. not occupy the sarne stratigraphic plane part HIlls. 

shown is certainly present, and is probably more from correct. This porphyry cuts across the While Waterfall Gulch exposes a good section throughout, but descends northward to the upper 
complicated than represented. strata in general, but at several points has arms throngh the heart of this porphyry ganglion, the surface of the Dakota and jn the region of Deep 

A careful search was made for faults which which wedge open the adjacent beds on stratifi· dikes are often obscured at. points of intersection. Canyon cuts a little below the top of the Dakota 
migllt explain the absence or the diminished cation planes. ~o actnal connection of a well. Several small dikes and irregular outcrops and is injected upon one of the shaly division 
development of the La Plata and McEJmo. The developed sheet 1vas found. The contact along obsel'\-ed to the west and north 11 ave been omitted planes in the Dakota itself. It is possible that 
faults of Ohlwiler Ridge partieularly suggested the south bank of the gulch, neal' the bed of the from the map hecause it was thought best not to this mass is connected with The Hoghack 
that the complications might be due to other creek, seems parallel to the stratification, hut at complicate the representation too much. A con· The intrusionR of porphyry in the Mancos 
faults, but no evidence of purely mechanical frac· the point represented a sharp contact in vertical nection with the Silver :Monntain mass is appa· shale~, from the Sharkstooth northwest along the 
turing coultl be discovered where necessary to position crosses the gulch and runs up the nortll rently effected along at least one dike, which \vas crest of the ridge bordering Bear Creek, are the 
explain the situation. side. The complexities in form of the mas.':l are not howe,-er, actually traced for the entire dis· only other important outliers within the La Plata 

The presence of large and irregular porphyry actually much greater than those shown. tauce, owing to areas of slide or vegetation. quadrangle. These masses are doubtless irregu. 
masses at any point in the sedimentary cornplex There is locally much bleaching and metamor· Large porphyl'y body in Bedrock G1Jlch.~ larIy connected, but the outline exhibited was in 
involves the shattering and dislocation Shattering of ph ism of strata, especially on the north side of Toward the head of Bedrock Gulch there occurs a measllre conjectural, especially on the sonth· 
of the rocks immediately above them. I:~~:inbt~~~ Burnt Timber Gulch. But this condition js more a large porphyry body, which begins at an eleva· western side. Here these porphyry sheets have, 
Especially, when the area between slons. appropriately connected with the syenite stock tion of about 9900 feet and extends across the by weathering, broken into slowly moving masses 
Baldy Peak on the south and Deadwood Moun· eruption not far away to the north than with the steep divide at the head of the gulch to the north of debris which are creeping down the southwest· 
tain and Burnt Timber Gulch on the north is porphyry intrusion, for the strata near the latter of Gihbs Peak into the head of the East Mancos ern slopes and in some places almost reach to the 
considered, it is readily seen that a large amount in various are almost unaltered. Valley. A branch also crosses into the head of North Fork of the 'Vest }[ancos. This movement 
of dislocation must have occurred in the strata l'/w Mmmtain ma88.-The large por· Madden Gulc!J. Although the character of the appears to go on through the washing out of the 
horizons slightly above those exposed at the phyry mass of Silver Mountain appears from some mass as a cross.cutting body seems determined by soft shales below, and the slide is thus gradually 

La rlata. 
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let down until it appears to occupy a horizon. northeast at Diorite Peak is undouhtedly but an Hesperus, but banks have been worked at many Age of the Hplift.-The age of the T~a Plata 
considerably below that of its original injection. arm of the stock just described. localities for the use of ranchmen in the immediate dome can not be accurately shown by :tnyevi
That the debris masses are actually The irregular cross cutting body of Lewis vicinity. dence to he found in the region at present. From 
moving down the slope is seen in S?lle ~!~!ri~~~fses Peak is of a rock very similar to that of Diorite As was mentioned in the physiographic sketch, the data accumulated in the Telluride quadrangle 
places, where they have penetrated mto Peak, and the metamorphism of the strata about there is evidence that the .East l\Iancos River and adjoining localitie:'l, where intrusive masses 
the forest and partially killed off the grovvth of it is of the character already described. This _ formerly discharged th1'ough \\'hat is now kno\vn similar to and believed to be contemporaneous 
trees, some of the stumps being seen projecting smaller stock is connected with a aeries of diorite I as East Canyon. rrhis if'! conclusively shown by with those of the La Platas h::1\'e either penetrated 
through the slide mass. The outlying bodies to dikes which extend to the northeast, crossing the the gravel terrace on the divide at the very head 01' uplifted the volcanics of the San Juan, it is 
the east of the La Plata Mountains are mainly in boundary of the quadrangle and appearing very of the latter canyon, by the presence of remains certain that at least a portion of this great vol
the Dolores formation and are comparable with prominently in a ridge which has been termed, of this terrace farther down the stream, and by canic series had beeTl erupted at the period of 
the bodies of the La Plata Valley. "Dike Ridge." Another small diorite stock I the existence of porphyry pebbles in or near the porphyry intrusions. This question has been 

STOCK ERUPTIONS_ occurs neal' the end of the ridge between Madden, stream bed. These could only haye come from discllssed at some length in the Telluride folio 
and Bedrock gulches. It exhibits no features I the La Plata Mountains. Another interesting (No. 67) and in the report upon the Rico Moull-

The map shows stocks of three different kinds requiring special mention. I feature of the present drainage is the relation of tains (Twenty-first Annual Report, Part II). The 
of granular rock, 'which penetrate all formations [I 8yem'testockK-Twoelongated stocks of syenite I the La Plata Valley to the canyons of minor age of the La Plata up1ift iR unques-
in their path. It is shown in many places that are sho'wn on the map. The one on the eastern streams on either side. Hay Gulch) whose head- tionably Tertiary, and presumably ~tl~~~r!:~,y 
they are distinctly later than_ the porphyries of! side of the La Plata, crossing the ridges between: waters m'e within the surface covered by the early Tertiary. From correspondillg Tett,aryage. 
the laccolithic type. The rocks filling these large, Tirbircio Gulch and the western spur of Dead-[ :Mesaverde formation, has eroded its canyon to a data it has been shmvn that the laccoliths of the 
conduits are of three kinds, which have heen i wood Mountain, is formed of a very distinct type I much deeper level than that 11pon which the La i "Yest Elk Mountains are of Tertiary age, since 
described in the preceding section. No doubt I of syenite, rich in alkali feldspar, as described I Plata River now flows. This can be explained I they u}Jlifted post-Laramie beds which are prob
the three rocks belong to somewhat different t above. It is a much more highly alkali rock than only as due to the fact that Hay Gulch is of very I ably to be correlated with the Animas formation 
epochs of eruption, but as they do not come in any of the intrusive sheets. The mass crossing recent origin, while the La Plata, a much older: (Anthracite-Crested Butte No.9). 
contact their relative age is unknovyn. the La Plata Uhrer and extending far up the stream, had at this distance from its source: COn'lu:C#Olt and 1(jJli:ft.-

From the phenomena here and at other lacco- ridge north of Bedrock Gulch is of the same rock hecome choked with dehris from the mountai!lS I' The cause of upthrust to 'which local 
liLhic centers, as the Rico :Mountains, it is inferred type as the one just refened to; but the mass is at a period hefore the active erosion in ITay Gulch dome-like elevations, like those of the La Plata 
that the stock eruptions are of a type quite differ- very much more obscured by decomposition, and began. The grade of the river was thus long ago and Rico Mountains, are dlle must remain in large 
ent from those of the laccolithic intrusions. This in its upper portion by the shattering and stain- established, while that of Hay Gulch in its upper! measure a matter of hypothesis. As is well 
subject is discussed somewhat more in detail in the ing of iron oxide, which renders its distinction reaches is still changing. knmvn, tlle group of the Hen!'y l\fOUll-
section on "General geology." Metamorphism of from the porphyry mass of Beckrock Gulc1l difli- Some further discusRion of these epiRodes in the tains has become celebrated through Me~~~:'!.~::n. 
the calcareous strata about the stocks is common. cult. This mass cuts across several of the largest erosional history of the region will be given by the work of G. K. Gilbert, as the I!c~~mt~y 

JJ-Iollzon#e stock-s.-The stock within which are porphyry sheets in the mountains. It is assumed 1Hl'. Spencer in tIle following section. original illustration of the laccolithic 
situated several of the highest and most rugged from analogy in other 10cuJities that the syenite hypothesis. So far as descriptions of the Henry 
peaks of the mountains, including Mount Moss ernptioUR are later in date than either the monjlo- GENERAL GROT.OGIC PROBLEMS. Mountains go, tlley are comparable with the La 
and Babcock and Spiller peaks, is composed n~te or diorite intrusions. Plata and Hico mountains only in the presence of 
chiefly of monzonite. 'fhe rugged topography DOJ,ORE8 PDATEA u. The oldest formation displayed in the La Plata great masses of porphyry of the same type. As 
within the eroded stock is but imperfectly repre- quadrangle being the Dolores (Triassic), there is no already llointerl out by Gilbert and others, the 
sented in figs. 10 and 11. The extremely jagged In the first section of thiR text the phYRio- evidence from the region itself as to pre-Mesozoic mountain groups of the Plateau country are 
crest of Mount Moss shown in fig. 11 and the grilphic relations of the La Plata Mountains to history; and even for the events of Mesozoic time unooubtedly contemporaneous, or nearly so, in 
divide connecting it with Babcock Peak :H'e the Dolores Plateau were fully described. It is no special clues, not already indicated in the their origin, and it was at first the most natural 
entirely due to the monzonite. As stated in the clear from the geologic map that if the porphyry descriptions of the formations, have been found deduction to assume from the abundance of the 
description of this view, there is a lateral wedge- bodies of the Rampart Hills and the Hogback in the area. The description or the Durango porphyry maRses of the same type in an of them 
like arm from this stock which tilts the strata were not present in the Mancos sbnles, this latter quadrangle ,yi11 necessitate a review of the geo- that their origin lnight be throughout similar to 
and intercalated porphyry sheets, as may be seen soft formation 'would have been almost completely logical history of the entire region from the that of the Henry 1follntalns. But there is this 
from a study of the illustration. '1'he phenomena eroded from the western slopes of the La Plata Archean to the post-Cretaceous, and for this rea· im}Jortant difference: in the Henry Mountains 
at the head of the West Mancos gave Holmes the ::\Tountains. From the 7-one of faultiug to itA son the history of the La Plata quadrangle during the structure of the sedimentary rocks appears to 
idea, which he has expressed in the Hayden junction with the EaRt Fork, the ,,y est Mancos Mesozoic time will not be further discussed in be direetly traceable to laccoliths of porphyry, 
reports, that the principal eruptive conduit of the flo\vs in a canyon which ~s typical of the Plateau this place. Special consideration of the phenom- and Gilbert bas not deseribed any structures in 
I.a Plata Mountains was situated at this point. country to the westward. The riIp. of the canyon ena here exhibited will begin with the igneous the heart of the mountains 'which are not evi. 
"\Yithout distinguishing the difference hetween is a scarp caused by the Dakota sand- intrusions ana the ulllift of the La Plata dome. dently due to the intrllsions themselves; in the 
the gmnl1lar stock rock and tIle porphyries of the stone. Beneath the Dakota the alter· teau deter_ La Plata and Rico monntains, on the pU,'.',"." •• ',' L. 
intruded sIleets in Hesperus Peak, Holmes natu- nating series of sandstones [md slu~les ~~~~~ahl..!~~ ORIGIN OF THB LA PLATA nOMJiJ. contrary, there is evidence of uplift Rlc"moun~ 
rally assumed that all the intrusions were offshoots belonging to the McElmo formation belo\y visible porphyries, in the latter ~~':,il~ot 
from the cross-cutting body. As a matter of fact, produce a success.ion of benches and small scarps Relation of dome to /:c/an ,jiwu 8truGtu'l'e.-The affecting horizons belmv any laccolithic ~~bl~~.rcco_ 
there are hut two sheets injected laterally into the corresponding to those which may be fOTITld in southerly dip of the strata from the base of the eru}Jtions which can be plausibly IIths. 

strata for any considerable distance which seem any valley of considerable depth carved below mountains proper and the gentle \-vesterly dip of hypothecated. rl'he lJatllre of the upward moye
to be directly connected with the stock in origin. tlle Dakota horijlon. The La Plata sandst.one the Dakota sandstones and underlying Htrata of ment in the Rico Mountains seems also to indi
These are shown on the map as cutting through is apparently exposed at the mouth of Deep Can- the Dolores Plateau afe in the main independ- cate a foree distinct from that of the upward 
Banded Monntain, and one extends for several yon, but it is possible that the white stratum ent of the La Plata uplift. This is shown by the movement of magmas, since it was manifested at 
miles northward along the west bank of Bear supposed to represent the La Plata is in fact one continuation of these structures respectively east a period later than any of the igneous intrusions 
Creek. Even this connection is open to some of the lowest sandstones of the McElmo. The and north from the La Plata quadrangle. It there- represented by visible rocks. It therefore seems 
doubt, however, because outcrops are not pel'- smaller canyons of Turkey and Chicken creeks fore appears that the La Plata dome was llplifted nec~ssary to conclude that., if the local uplifts of 
fectly continuous in the region of Banded Moun- have cut through tlle Dakota, but do not reveal at the point where the southerly dips aWiq ftom these centers are due entirely to the upward 
tain, and it is possible that these sheets are also any considerable thickness of the JHcElmo. the latge San Juan center swing rather quickly pressure of molten magma, the force was applied 
cut by the stock. In character, however, the rock "Vhere the :Mancos shale has been entirely to a westerly dip. At this angle, so to speak, the to rocks at great depth and not at the horizons of 
of these sheets is more nearly like the monzonite removed f.rom the surface of the plateau, it is local elevation of the La Platas took intrllsion for the comparatively small laceoliths 
than is the rock of adjacent sheets. almost invariably covered by a scattered growth place, and it is difficult to estimate the ~~I~~a!~an and sheet.s of which there is direct eyidence. 

There is much metamorphism adjacent to this of 'white pine, and angular fragments of the influence of tIle local uplift in modify- ~,.~~E£·e Displacem.ent by 1)i8ible -intru8i1)e8.-It is clear 
monzonite stock. All through the strata of the Dakota sandstone are scattered more or less the hroader strueture at a distance that the porphyry masses shO\,,-n oy the map have 
Dolores near it there is a considerable thickly oyer the entire surface. Hemnants of more than 8 to 10 miles from the center of the displaced the sedimentary formations above them 
developmen~ of silicates of iron, lime, ~:~;;~: the Mancos shale occur at m,my points on the mountains. in an amount equal to their totul mass. This dis-
and magnesIa, such as pyroxenes, gar- ~~~~~nite divides between the principal water courses. The San Juan structure of this vicinity affects placement is clearly confined to horizons above 
net, and probably vesuvianite, and small They cause knolls like those shown by this map all sedimentar~y formations from the hase of the the base of the Dolores formation. It is now 
fissure planes through both sedimentary and igne- upon tlle narrow· ridge between the Vilest Mancos Paleozoic to the post-Laramie Animas beds. But impossible to estimate closely the amount of that 
ous rocks are frequently coated by scales of bril· and Chicken Creek. it is abundantly proved in the western part of the displacement because so much of the porphyry 
Hant specular iron. Some of the impure lime- San Juan Mountains that all Cretaceous forma· mass has been entirely removed by erosion. If 
stones of the Dolores have been transformed into TIlE SOUTIIERN l'HIRD OF J'IJE AREA. tions were uplifted and extensively eroded before tlle porphyry mass thus removed was consider-
granular masses of coarsely crystalline calcite, the beginning of the San Juan volcanic eruptions, ably greater than that indicated hy present expo-
garnet, and pyroxene. From the point where the steep dips of the the probable source of the materials forming the sures, the displacement by porphyry is perhaps 

Diorite stocks.-'l'he principal diorite stock is sedimentary formations change t.o gentler dips at Animas beds. From these facts and other evi· comparable to the total deformation above the 
that extending from Diorite Peak southward to the base of the La Plata Mountains proper, the dence the conclusion has heen drawn in the Uico base of the Dolores. From the doming of the 
the valley of Basin Creek. It is irreg- DIorIte structure is that of a large area extending south- report that the broad ((doming of the San Juan lowest stratum exposed, which belongs nearly at 
ular in shape, as shown by the map, ~.i~';J;;:han ward into New "Mexico. As has been pointed out, region has been the result of successive deforma- the base of the Dolores, it is necessary to assume 
and distinctly cuts across [L number of sheets. this Mea is in fact the eastward extension or the tions in the same. direction, repeated at each either the presence of intrusive porphyry bodies 
typical porphyry sheets. As explained above in Mesa Verde, as it changes in character from the period of continental uplift affeding this and of great sijle not revealed by the dissectiou'of the 
describing the rock, it is closely allied to the nearly level surface of the mesa propel' to the adjacent regions." Hence it is impossible to mountains at this time, or a vertical upthrust of 
monzonite, and indeed grades in places \yithin the more highly inclined mesas of the Durango quad- ascertain what phase of development of the San some other origin. 
mass into a facies which must be called monzo- rangle, seen in fig. 2. The principal geological Juan structure may have existed on the site of Buried lar:uoliths.-The assumption that other 
nite. The metamorphism about this stock is of interest of this portion of the quadrangle lies in the T~a Plata :Mountains at the time of the domal porphyry masses similar to those exposed in the T.a 
the same character as that adjacent to the monzo- tIle presence of the coal-bearing formation, the uplift. It may be that the local movement was Plata Valley occur beneath the lowest horijlon now 
nite stock to the west. Several smaller centers Mesaverde. The development of the coal hori- but a part of the general San J nan disturbance of exposed is certainly a very plausible one. An 
of diorite eruption occur in the mountains. Of zons has thus far not been extensive within the a particular period, the local intensity being due. examination of the section B-B of the Structure 
these a small tongue upon the crest of the ridge La Plata quadrangle, except in the vicinity of to hidden causes. I Section sheet shows that the somewhat irregular 
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doming of the structure from the La Plata Valley 
toward Snowstorm Peak might be very easily 
caused by a laccolith situated at or near the base 
of the Dolores formation. This local disturbance, 
which produced a very steep dip on the eastern 
side of the dome, is the most pronounced irregu
larity in the structure of the monntaine; but 
there are several other localities where there are 
abnormal dips which may in a similar manner be 
due to local porphyry bodies not far below the 
present surface. 

The domal uplift of tbe base of the Dolores 
requires the assumption of a great quantity of 
intrusive matter, if the whole of tbe domal uplift 
is to be explained in this manner, and at this point 
a comparison between the La Plata and tbe Rico 
domes is of value. 

CompQ/l'ison with the Rico dome.-The Rico 
dome is approximately of the same size as the La 
Plata; perhaps somewhat larger. Its dissection 
by the Dolores River reveals its internal struc
ture, however, to a much lower horizon. While 
the series of sediments affected by that uplift 
was undoubtedly the same as that at tbe La 
Plata center, erosion has revealed the very base 
of the Paleozoic section, and there are also cer
tain small exposures of Algonkian quartzite and 
scbist. The Rico Mountains are like the La 
Platas in exhibiting an extensive series of intru· 
si ve diorite- and monzonite-porphyries and in the 
existence of later stocks of monzonite. The dis-
tribution of the intrusi\'"e porphyries there is seen 
to extend throughout the sedimentary section, 
although they are most numerous in the Dolores 
formation; but tbe presence of the underlying 
Algonkian quartzites, whose attitude is certainly 
unconformable to that of the Paleozoic sediments, 
shows that some deeper-seated force 
than laccolithic intrusion in the Paleo- ~~00t1.::0" 
zoic or Mesozoic sediments is necessary 11tlJ1" origin. 

to explain the uplift. There is a notable amount 
of faulting in the center of the Rico dome, result· 
ing in the upthrust of certain blocks which are 
immediately responsible for tbe presence of the 
Algonkian quartzites. But this faulting does not 
do away with the necessity for assuming an uplift 
of domal character independently of tbe porphy. 
ries. The faulted blocks demonstrate the absence 
of porphyry masses capable of producing the full 
domal structure at tbe center of uplift, unless 
they are beneath the base of the Paleozoic in 
rocks not favorable for the laccolithic type of 
eruption. While, therefore, the La Plata dome 
might be hypothetically explained as Collciu.lon 

largely due to laccolithic intrusion at ~~~~'!; 
horizons not exposed by erosion, the Rkio do.ue. 

facts of the Rico Mountains have led to the 
conviction expressed in tbe Rico report-that in 
that case "the structural features are not chiefly 
due to igneous intrusion, and the intrusions may 
even be regarded as due to the earth stresses 
which have produced tbe principal structure. 
This conclu,sion rests upon the insufficiency of 
the exposed igneous masses to produce the struc
ture seen, the improbability of tbe existence of 
hidden masses of importance, and the abundant 
evidence of fault blocks thrust up in the heart of 
tbe dome since the porphyry intrusions." 

IGNEO,U8 PHENOMENA. 

noticeable tendency to force its way by lateral 
intrusion. 

It can hardly be a matter of accident that tbe 
magmas which tend to force themselves laterally 
between the strata as sbeets and lac-
coliths have consolidated with the !~~=;_ 
porphyritic structure, even in their !~~:b~~ 
conduits as far as seen, nor that the graDular. 

contents of the stock are almost aJways a 
distinctly granular rock. As was particularly 
pointed out in the Telluride folio, the develop
ment of the granular structure is connected with 
the stock form or with the period of eruption. 
It is developed as well at the highest levels now 
preserved in the San Juan-over 14,000 feet in 
Mount Snefiels and Mount Wilson - as at the 
lowest elevations. Similarly the porphyritic 
structure is characteristic of the earlier magmas 
with a tendency to lateral intrusion, at whatever 
horizon it may have occurred. In the report 
on the Rico Mountains, to which the reader is 
referred for a fuller discussion of this question, 
it was suggested that the essential difference 
between two types of eruption appeared 
to be in the intensity of the force by =7E~:.. 
which the magmas have been brought ~rl~i!':.~~l 
to their position; or perhaps, rather, foree. 

the suddenness of the application of the force. 
The porphyries appear to ha'v-e been injected 
under the influence of a great force steadily 
applied-applied so slowly tbat planes of weak
ness between the adjacent strata became fissures 
into which the magma was injected. In the case 
of the stock eruptions the force appears to have 
been applied so suddenly that vertical fissures 
penetrating the sedimentary rllcks for long dis
tances were formed. Since there is but slight 
displacement of strata it is necessary to assume 
tbat the rapidly ascending magmas cleared their 
channels by carrying upward the rock of tbe 
space now occupied by the stocks, for tbere is 
absolutely no indication of the assimilation of the 
rocks passed through. It is not known whether 
the channels extended to the surface at the time 
of eruption or' not, but in some instances in the 
San Juan Mountains proper such would appear 
to have been tbe case. Some of the stocks of the 
Telluride and adjacent quadrangles Maama o' 

penetrate several thousand feet of sur. ~~k~~ 
face volcanics, and it seems almost tbe .urPce. 

impossible that these intrusions can have taken 
place to levels so near the surface, as in these 
cases, without the fractures extending to the 
surface, permitting the magmas to ascend and 
issue as lava streams. 

A notable distinction between stocks and lacco
lithic intrusions lies in the almost uniform pres· 
ence of extensive zones of contact meta-
morphism about the stocks and their ==~i 
almost total absence from the vicinity ::~~to:,nf.,,_ 
of porphyry laccoliths, even when the "olltb •. 

latter are of great size. It therefore appears that 
the magmas ascending in stocks were accompanied 
by certain mineralizing agents not associated with 
the magmas of the porphyry bodies. The miner
als of the contact zones are such as have been 
formed synthetically by the aid of the so-called 
mineralizing agents, fluorine, chlorine, and super
heated steam. It is therefore a natural suggestion 
that the presence of steam and other gaseous sub-

Compa;rison of stock and laccolithw intru- stances with the magmas ascending in stocks may 
sions.-The association of stock and laccolithic indicate that the stock eruptions were the result 
intrusions at two decidedly local centers like the of an explosive eruption, while the porphyry 
Rico and La Plata mountains gives an opportunity magmas containing at least a relatively small 
for instituting certain comparisons between the amount of water vapor had much less of tbis 
phenomena of these two types of intrusion. It is element of force. 
to be noted that they contrast in age, form, rock Magmatic differentiation. - The evidences of 
structure, and associated metamorphism. It is magmatic differentiation found in the igneous 
clear that tbe intrusive sheets and lac· Sheetulld rocks of tbe La Plata Mountains are of two kinds. 
coliths are distinctly earlier in time of =:1::':. The most directly significant fact is the variation 
eruption than the cross-cutting stocks tlIe-t<><:kB. of composition exhibited by the rather 
that have been considered. No instance was basic intrusive sheet or laccolith of ~~'::nv~::: 
observed in adjacent regions of porphyry sheets Indian Trail Ridge. Although the m!~~!E!! 
later than stocks. While the magma of the por- former lateral extent of this body is 11th. 

pbyry masses undoubtedly must have risen unknown, it appears from the remaining portion 
through conduits cutting across the strata of of the mass to have been fairly regular in form. 
lower horizons, it constantly showed a tendency It has been described in the section on the igneous 
to lateral extension by forcing open the strata rocks as exhibiting a very marked zonal variation 
upon favorable planes of stratification. The in composition and structure. This zonal varia
magma of the stocks of granular rocks, on the tion is repeated toward the center from the upper 
otber hand, often cut directly across rather I and lower contacts respectively. While tbe varia
steeply inclined sedimentary beds without any tion in composition is not very great, it is still 

La. Plata. 

marked. In character it corresponds to many 
other instances of zonal variation interpreted as 
differentiation in place, in tbat the center of the 
mass is comparatively rich in silica and the alka
lies and the contact zones are much more basic. 
The differentiation of this mass has been of the 
kind interpreted by G. F. Becker as due to con· 
vection currents (Am. Jour. Sci., 4th series, Vol. 
IV, 1897, p. 257). 

In another direction there is evidence in favor 
of magmatic differentiation at the source of the 
La Plata magmas, in the presence of IlvldeDee of 

a considerable number of basic dikes ~-=\\':... 
and thin sheets which, wherever they tiOIl. 

come in contact with the normal porphyries, are 
found to be of later age. These rocks are directly 
comparable with the basic types which are now 
known in many centers where diorite· and 
monzonite-porphyries have been erupted in large 
quantities. The constant association of such 
later magmas in comparatively small volume at 
centers of eruption can not be regarded as other 
than significant. 

Upon the modern hypothesis of differentiation 
it is to be expected that the later magmas at any 
eruptive center will be eitber more basic or more 
acid than the earlier products. Unfortunately 
the sequence of eruption of the La Plata magmas 
can not be ascertained in all details. Thus, while 
the stocks 81'e all later than the diorite- or monzo
nite-porphyries, no fact was observed tending to 
show the relative ages of the augite.syenite and 
diorite stocks. Viewing the basic dikes and 
sheets as melanocratic differentiation Two UP!I 

products,* the complementary leuco- :!:i!~~I. 
cratic rocks may be represented by the ueU. 

augite-syenite of the two stocks or by the dikes 
described as syenite-porphyry. Since there can 
not well be any connection between degree of 
differentiation and the eruptive acts, it is not to 
be wondered at if the two complementary magmas 
of theory are not always in evidence in correspond. 
ing amounts. As a matter of fact, the melano· 
cratic forms have been much more commonly 
observed than the leucocratic types in many local
ities. In the La Platas a few highly feldspathic 
dikes were noted in the vicinity of Snowstorm 
Peak, but tbe volume of tbese dikes is almost 
insignificant. But if the augite-syenite be taken 
as representing the leucocratic differentiation 
product of the La Plata magma, the melanocratic 
rocks become of the lesser volume. 

It is noteworthy that the intrusive mass of 
Indian Trail Ridge corresponds closely in its 
outer zones to the more pronounced melanocratic 
rocks. As that occurrence clearly shows that 
these magmas are capable of further differentia
tion, it furnishes in itself an element of evidence 
in favor of a similar origin for tbe· melanocratic 
rocks of tbe small dikes and sheets. 

EROSIONAL HISTORY OF THE LA PLATA 
QUADRANGLE.t 

Tertia,'Y erosion 'if the La Plata dome.-The 
fact has been brought out in the preceding dis
cussion that the structure of the La Plata Moun· 
tains probably had its origin at a period later 
tban tbat during which the San Juan tuffs were 
formed; tbat is to say, after the lapse of a portion 
of Tertiary time. Just what the date of the 
earth movement which resulted in the production 
of the La Plata dome may have been, or how long 
its uplift and intrusion by igneous rocks, which 
form so important a part of its present make-up, 
may have been in progress, can not be determined 
from any data now at hand. As has been pointed 
out in the case of the Rico dome, it may be that 
erosion was active in the La Plata region before 
the accumulation of volcanic materials ceased. 
Whether this was so or not, the effect of the La 
Plata uplift was the formation of a dome affect
ing whatever Tertiary rocks previously covered 
the La Plata and adjacent quadrangles. 

With the uplift of the La Plata dome radial 
streams were developed which were consequent 

* Die Eruptivgesteine des Kristianiagebietes; III, DaB Gang
gefolge des LaurdalitB, by W. C. Br6gger, KriBtiania. 1898, 
p.263. 

The proposition of Brtlgger to designate those diaschistic 
rockB rich in dark-colored conatitnents melanQcratic and the 
complementary ones of lighter color leucocratic seems much 
more practical than any other proposed expreSllion of the theo
retical genetic relationahips under discussion. 

tBy A. C. Spencer. 

upon the dip slopes produced. These streams 
rapidly cut their way through the Tertiary 
covering into the Cretaceous forma- )bomov"o' 

tions, and finally completely removed ~:=::d 
the former from the dome and from formation •• 

a large area about it, and eroded practically 
all of the Cretaceous from the central region. 
During this epoch of erosion the lower Mesozoic 
formations and the resistaut intrusive rocks which 
are now exposed were discovered; the streaDlS 
ate their courses by head water erosion into the 
heart of the dome (in the case of La Plata River 
almost through the most resistant portion of the 
mountains) j the sandstone scarps of the upper 
Cretaceous reached practically their present posi
tion. and the streams of the outlying country 
attained very nearly tbeir present adjustments. 
No records remain to us of the stages and inci
dents of this epoch of erosion such as are of 
frequent occur.rence in regions where tbe task of 
denudation has been less arduous than in this 
portion of the Rocky Mountain province. Since 
the beginning of the existing. physiographic 
record the amount of erosion accomplished has 
been unimportant, and is almost negligible in 
comparison with that which antedates tbe record. 
It may be tentatively suggested that all this 
early erosion was accomplished in the latter part 
of Tertiary time-that is to say, tbat it corres
ponds in general with the Pliocene-while tbe 
later stages discussed in the following paragraphs 
belong to tbe Pleistocene. 

Pleistocene erosion.-Evidence has been pre· 
served of a fonner higher position of the valley 
fioors in the region surrounding the La Platas. 
All the way from the western edge of the Mesa 
Verde to well within the La Plata quadrangle a 
strongly marked shoulder is visible in the soft 
Mancos shales a sbort distance below' the sand
stone scarp. This shoulder is part of an old land 
surface which is further represented by )bomnlUlt. of 

the gravel-covered mesa between the Pi.,~ne 
East Mancos and Cherry Creek, by the land surla<:s. 

knoll at 8100 feet just east of Dix, by the gravel. 
topped ridge just east of Cima, and by the divide 
below 8500 feet on the opposite side of the La 
Plata. Remnants of it are also found soutb of 
Hesperus in the highest gra vel-covered terraces 
on both sides of the river. Still farther eastward 
it has been identUied as far as the Florida River 
in the Durango quadrangle. From these remnants 
it is possible to reconstruct in imagination a wide, 
shallow valley running from the vicinity of the 
Ute Mountains, some 40 miles west of the La 
Plata River, along a line to the north of the Mesa 
Verde scarp, crossing the La Plata quadrangle, 
and extending at least 30 miles toward the east. 
This valley followed the belt of Mancos shale 
and was produced by side tributaries of the main 
drainage features, which were, in general, as at 
present, transverse to the zone of soft shales. 
This old valley floor represents an epoch in tbe 
history of erosion which left its general record in 
southwestern Colorado and the adjacent portion 
of Utah. Terraces and gravels of corresponding 
position in reference to the present drainage have 
been observed along the Dolores River in the 
vicinity of the great bend, along the lower portion 
of the San Miguel River, and along tbe Uncom
pahgre and Grand rivers in Colorado and the 
Green River in Utah. 

Sflream adjustments.-A peculiar condition of 
stream adjustment, which is to be explained by 
the conditions existing during the high.terrace 
epoch, is seen in the relations of the La Plata 
River and the abandoned course of the East 
Mancos to the drainage on either side. During 
the high.terrace stage of erosion the DiversioD 0' 

East Mancos must have flowed through ::.~:" 
East Canyon, which is directly in line Rlv ..... 

with the gorge of the former stream where it 
issues from the mountains. Evidence of this old 
drainage is found in the gravel covering of the 
sloping mesa which lies at the head of the 
abandoned waterway, and its continuance into 
the canyon as a well·marked shoulder or terrace 
which has been cut into since tbe valley was 
abandoned by tbe East Mancos. The gravels 
are largely of igneous bowlders and were brought 
from the mountains by way of the river which 
has since found a new course farther to the west. 

The conditions under which this diversion was 



accomplished, and under which the La Plata River 
has been left in a channel several hundred feet 
higher than adjacent vaneys, seem to have been 
as follows: During the high·terrace epoch pre· 
cipitation was probably much greater Conditions 

than at present, so that the small :;,!'-"I:: B[i
streams which flowed over the south. high te.,a"es. 

ern slopes of the La Plata Mountains between 
the East Mancos and the La Plata, and on the 
surface of the Mesa Verde were actively eroding, 
and, not reaching back into the mountains, were 
not heavily loaded with materials derived at a 
distance, so that their energies could be devoted 
to corrading their clmnnels. On the other hand, 
the long streams which had succeeded in cutting 
back into the heart of the mountains by head· 
water erosion were probably heavily loaded with 
the materials derived from their upper courses, 
and upon emerging from the mountainous region 
not only had little power to corrade their beds, 
but filled their channels. In the gravels of the 
high terraces we have evidence that this condi· 
tion actually prevailed. It is under these condi· 
tions that one of the eastern tributaries 

The elevated 

of the fiIiddle Mancos River, working ~~:'i~;~I~t! 
in the soft shales of the Mancos forma. Valley. 

tion, was able to divert the East Mancos, and 
Cherry Creek was able to cut and wiaen its val· 
ley and extend its eastern fork to within a mile 
of the La Plata River, where the aivide has a 
height of less than 200 feet above the river. 
Also the headwaters of Alkali and Hay gulches, 
which are tributary to the La Plata River, have 
cut their channels to so great u depth in the mas· 
sive sandstones of the Mesaverde formation that 
their beds are several hundred feet below the 
adjacent portion of the I,ll Plata Valley, ana their 
drainage actually reaches to the gravels which 
mark the former position of the river upon the 
high·terrace flood plain. In like manner, the 
drainage to the east of the La Plata River has 
eaten well back into the terrace. 

In view of the hypothesis that precipitation 
was at a maximum during the high·terrace epoch, 
it is important to note that the climate is now 
more arid than formerly, as is shown by the fact 
that the small streams, once so active, are not now 
deepening their channels, because they carry no 
flowing water, while the La Plata is working 
npon bed rock, since the material supplied from 
above does not consume all of its energy. 

'1'he heavy precipitation which is indicated for 
the high.terrace epoch doubtless continued after 
the diversion of the East Mancos, tLlld much of 
the erosion of the encroaching streams has been 
accomplished since that event, as may be seen 
from the extension of Cherry Creek into the I~a 
Plata terrace gravels at a level several hundred 
feet below that of the Mgh terrace, and therefore 
at a later date than the high.terrace epoch. 

Inte'J1J1'etatioJl, of lower tep}'(lces.~Below the 
high terrace already described there are two 
others marking stages by which the rivers have 
reached their present beds, and terraces similar to 
these are present along Cherry Creek, as ,yell as 
adjacent to the Mancos drainage and the La Plata 
River. It is thought that they represent varia· 
tions in climatic conditions rather than changes 
in level, though the latter hypothesis is possibly 
applicable. No criteria for determining the truth 
of one or the other of these suggestions have been 
recogni.md. 

It may be reasonably supposed that the present 
dry period began after the completion of the 
third terraee, ana that previous to this Cherry 
Creek had exca\rated the wide amphitheater of 
Thompson Park, and the Mancos drainage had 
produced its extended basin, separated from the 
Montezuma Valley to the west by a low shale 
ridge corresponding with the second terrace. 
These last features are illustrated in fig. 3. Fig. 
7, looking down La Plata Valley, shows the three 
terraces. The present valley of the ri vel' Illay be 
distinguished on the left, .vith the third terrace 
in the cent.ral portion of the picture j above it and 
sloping toward the south is the second terrace, 
while the uppermost or first terrace is represented 
by the rounded knob upon the right below the 
sky line formed hy the Elandstone of the Mesa· 
verde formatioD. The first terrace is also seen in 
the distance in the sloping timber-covered plain 
which seems tn block the valley. 
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None of these stages of erosion have been recog· 
nized in the northern part of the quadrangle, 
except the possible indication of the high terrace 
in some ho\vlder beds upon the shale knolls 
between the West Mancos and Chicken Creek. 
If this identification be correct it may be argued 
that at the time of their deposition the Mancos 
shale must have covered the area of Dakota sand· 
stone no.v found in the nortlnvest corner of the 
quadrangle, joining with the shales still pre· 
served along the nort.hern border. In Bear Creek 
no terraces were noted. 

Gladalion of tIle La Plata, J'fmmtains.~The 
former existence of glaciers in the I.ll Plata 
Mouutains is at.tested by the almost universal 
presence at the heads of the more important 
streams of the eharaeteristic amphitheaters which 
are known as cirques. These cirques, or high 
basins, frequently contain small lakes in rock 
basins excavated by the mO\7ing ice, and their 
rock floors are frequently scratched and scored in 
the manner common to surfaces which have been 
scoured by ice action. Fine examples of cirques 
are present at the head of the East J\fancos, both 
forks of the West Mancos, Bear Creek, and pal'· 
ticularly in several gulches at the head of the La 
Plata. In aadition to these signs there are in 
several places accumulations of debris so located 
and of such character that they are judged to 
have been deposited as moraines at the side or 
front of an ice stream. Several of these moraines 
are founa wit,hin the Durango quad- (JIa"lal 

rangle, adjacent to the northeastern moraines. 

part of the La Plata area.. Another morainal 
deposit is seen in a line of low gt'avel hills 
transverse to the main La Plata Valley, at the 
old settlement of Parrott City, south.of the plaee 
marked '~Panott" on the map. This moraine 
marks the probable maximum advance of tlle 
glacier of the La Plata River, the existence and 
importance of which are otherwise indicated by 
the broad U·shaped valley, quite distinct from 
the V·shaped valleys eroded entirely by running 
water. None of the other glaciers were as 
important as that which filled the La Plata Val· 
ley. Its lower limit was marked by the preseut 
8600·foot contonr, and it is doubtful ,,,,hether any 
of the other ice streams descended to a position 
us low as 9000 feet. They all seem to have been 
short glaciers which never reached as far as the 
foothills. AhO\re the snow fields, which were the 
collecting grounds of the ice streams, the moun· 
tain crags were always bare of ice, as shown by 
their present rugged appearance, ana there could 
ne\Cer have been any true ice cap covering the 
central mountainons area. 

Post.glacial 61'osion.-The wasting of the La 
Plata glacier is supposed to have ma.rked the 
introduction of arid conditions in the region sur· 
rounding the La Plata :Mountains. With the 
reduction in rainfall and the retreat of the ice 
there was a corresponding diminution in erosion 
and in the load of the streams; consequently, they 
began locally to corrade their channels. This is 
the present condition of the La Plata River out· 
side of the mountains, and in its upper part also 
some cutting has been done in the solid rock 
below the scoured floor of the glaciated valley. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.* 

GOLD AND SILYEU. 

General statement.-'1'he metalliferous deposits 
of the T~a Plata quadrangle are naturally confined 
to the ~:nountainous portion. It was The first 

not untIl the year ~878 that prospe~t. ::';:d~ devel. 

ing for gold and SlIver was begun III 
this vicinity. In that year the mine called the 
Comstock .yas opened, and work was begun on 
the Cumberland 01' Snowstorm vein, near the 
head of the La Plata Valley. A stamp mill \vas 
erected at an early date to treat the ore of this 
mine, but its operation ,,\Tas not successful By the 
close of the year 1881 many locations had been 
made, and the nature of the richest ores, tellurides 

*'rhis acCOlUlt, of the CCOJ)omic geology of the La Plat.a 
quadrangle is based upon field 'work done by Mr. Purington 
in 18913. It was prepared by him in the following winter, and 
~oon alter its complotion he left the corps of the Survey. 
Recent developments in the J,a Plata mines have not war· 
rented a reexamination. Tho value of the pl·oduct of gold, 

and copper for I,a Plata County in 1900 is given 
by Harry A. Lee, the Stato inspector of metal· 

liferous rnines.-WHl'l'MAN CROSS. 

of gold and silver, was wen known. Among the I but their development is by no means limited to 
mines firtlt developed, besides those above men· : that side. It seems entirely reasonable to refer 
tionea, .yere the Century, in Bear Creek, the I the crushing of the rock along the northeast lines 
rl'ippecanoe, the Belle Hamilton, and the Ashland. I to the force acting from the north previously 
The mining region was sometimes known as the referred to. The resistance to a force which 
California district. I tends to shove one portion of a rock formation 

For several years after the yeur 1883 there lover another by overthrust faulting would result 
appears to have heen little activity in the district. in crushed zones such as are now seen. More· 
Three sillall sta.mp mills llave lately been erected over, detailed evidence collected in several POl'
in the basin of the La Plata RiYer, and one at tions of the field appears to lend weight to this 
the llead of the West Mancos. A small mill for suggestion. 
the treatment of telluride ores by the cyanide Relcttl:on of veins to ji88ures.-The fissures have 
process was erected on .Junction Creek, and been filled in part by dikes of dioritie type and 
in the La Plata Valley Messrs. Pret, Trachsler in part by mineral, so that now they are re-pre· 
and Co. for a time treated telluride gold ores sell ted hy veins. The \\lord "fissure" must be 
by a bromination process. r1'he mines of the distinguished from the word ~'vein," for which it 
district which were working during is often wrongly used. "Fissure" meaTls merely 
the month of August, 1896, were the ~~.:'r';."tl~n ~'crack," with or without an appreciable amount 
DuraTlgo Girl and .Jenny Lind in 'Yall In IS96. of open space. "Vein," in a strict sense, means a 
Gulch, the Small Hopes in 'Yilliams Gulch, the fissure which has been filled with gangue or ore 
Little Kate in Basin Gulch, the Shoofly in Til'· minerals. Where a series of such spaces has been 
bircio Gulch, ana the Mountain Lily in the gulch developed between the parallel strips of rock in 
of the same name. '1'he district had produced a fissured zone and these spaces ha\-e become thus 
at that time in all about $300,000, of 'which it is filled the resulting phenomenon is properly 
estimated that one·half was in gold and one-half referreu to as a zone or belt or veins. There are 
in silver. all gradations het",'een the single vein and the 

'Yuter power is abundant in the La I)lata Val· zone, as for instance w}lere the separate stringers 
ley, and the region is easily accessihle. As in all unite in places, and include lens.shaped fragments 
mining regions of rugged topographic forms, of country rock The deposit then becomes a 
the transfer of ore from mines situated high in linked vein. The distinctions being thus recog· 
the mountains to the valleys, where wagon and nized, the term ~'yein "will be usea in its more 
rail transportation is available, or where the ore general sense as applying to the space between 
may be profitably milled, is Ilttended with difti· two .vell·aefined walls which has been wholly or 
culty. Wire·rope and bucket trannvl\Ys worked in pllrt filled with ore or gangue minerals, there 
by gl'avity appear to afford the most economical being usually within this vein more or less of the 
llleans for such transportation. No obstacle of a country rock in the form of included fragments. 
topographic nature exists to prevent the bnilding veins lllay be 
of a railroad to the base of the mountains. The divided, according their mode of occurrence, 
track of the Rio Grande Southern Railroad, into two classes. Those belonging to the first 
which crosses the southern portion of the cluad. class have the physical appearance of a solid 
rangle, runs within 4 miles of the town of La filling between two walls and average Two <'iasses 

Plata, in the center of the mining district. r1'he 3 feet in width, although in the case of of veins. 

greater part of the ore has until recently been the Columbus vein such a filling has a width of 
shipped crnde to Dnrango for smelting. 10 feet. In the Cumberland mine a vein consist· 

Fiss1l!rinrJ.~From the natme of the deforma. 
tion to which the rocks of this region have been 
subjected it is reasonable to suppose that they 
have been more or less broken up in the process. 
Heavy sandstone beds, tilted and separated by 
injected sheets, dikes, and stocks of igneous rock, 
would be unable to sustain, unbroken, the 
immense pressure which they must have experi. 
enced. The uneflual distribution of fissures and 
joints in the La Plata Mountains, the varied 
amount of their development, and the lack of 
regularity in their occurrence, make it probable 
tbat the regional deformation of the rocks is in 
part directly the cause of the breaking up. 
This irregular -fissuring bas, however, been sup· 
plemented by another sort, of Illllch more definite 
character. There are, to classify them in a gen· 
eral way, three well·defined sets of 
fissures whos~ development is fairly I;~\::~~; 
well marked III all parts of the area 
under consideration. One set strikes approxi. 
mately east and .vest, and, from the evidence 
collected, it appears to have heen formed by 
pressure acting on tlle area as a wllOle from an 
outside source previous to the intrusion of some 
of the latest laccoliths. The two other prominent 
systems run approximately northwest and north· 
east, and appear to ha\'e been the latest formed. 
All evidence as to their cause points to a force 
acting from the north from without the limits of 
the field. Slickensided ana grooved faces on the 
walls of veins, and the orientation of prism angles 
-in cases of double jointing have been the princi. 
pal criteria employed in considering the probable 
direction 01 the rnpturing force. 

It is worthy of note thut, connected with the 
fissuring along a northeast direction, there are a 
large number of zones of crushed rock, Crushed 

of all widths from 1 foot to several ~~~;he~tDg 
hundred feet. These crushed zones, fissures. 

which, as will be described belo",', are now 
cemented by ore, occm in both sandstones and 
igneous rocks, although their most pronounced 
development appears to be in the porphyries. 
The crushed zones seem to be more abundant 
along the western side of the La Plata Valley, 

ing mostly of white quartz, which has been 
.varked to a considerable extent, averages 5 feet 
in wiath. To tue second class belong the veins 
which have the character of a filled fissure zone, as 
explained ahove. These are the more prevalent, 
and they a\'erage 2 feet in wiath, although they 
exhibit great variation. These veins, almost with· 
Ollt exception, include fragments of the wall 
rocks, whet.her these he igneous or sedimentary. 
The two classes are distinguished only by the 
difference in size and amount of the fragments, so 
there is really a gradation between them and no 
sharp line can be drawn. The included frag· 
ments in every case that has been observed are 
sharply angular, with no rounding off of the cor· 
ners. The fragments vary in size from those 
which are visible only under the microscope to 
those having a length of many feet. The influence 
which the country rock haR had on the fissuring, 
in a purely mechanical way, is, in some instances, 
especially well marked. Vilhen the walls of a vein 
are in one place sandstone and in another POI'· 
phyry, as in cases where veins cut sandstones with 
intercalated sheets of porphyry, it is generally 
noted that the vein is strongest and less split up 
in the igneous rock. This feature is well shown 
in the Bessie G mine, on .Junction Creek j in the 
Lalla Rookh, on Burnt Timher Creek j and at 
the Comstock mine, in the La Plata Valley. In 
the diorite, in general, the lodes have the linked· 
vein character; and although the "pay streak" POI'· 
tion is usually firm, there lies OIl each side of this, 
next to the foot and hanging walls, a decomposed 
selvage of ground.up clayey material, the gouge. 
This should be considerea a rather advantageous 
circumstance, as the diorite is intensely hard in 
its fresh state. The Small Hopes, in "'"'illiains 
Gulch, and the Mountain J~ily and Tip Top 
mines, on the west side of I,a Plata Valley, are of 
the linked·vein type, in diorite. The alternation 
of widely and narrowly spaced zones of fissuring 
and the direct relation which the veins hear to 
these zones, which have heen noted in the Tellu· 
ride region, are not so apparent in the La Plata 
district. It is possible that some such relation 
might be worked out here by detailed study, as 
there certainly are many isolated fissures which 
show no sign of mineralization, but whose strike 



is the same as that of neighboring veins. It has 
also been observed that when the veins have a 
solid filling they are usually ReCOm- Relation 01 

panied by small parallel stringers in ;:~': ~ 
the walls, a few on each side. Cases lluurlna· 

of faulting of the veins occur, but the throw is 
never of great magnitude. Usually a crosscut of 
a few feet in one or the other direction is suffi· 
cient to enable the miner to II pick up the lode." 
It has not been possible to establish a correlation 
between the various dislocations observed, since 
there seems to exist no coincidence in the direc· 
tions of throw. 

The direction punmed by the strongest veins is 
along the northeast-southwest and the east-west 
fissure systems, but some veins, especially those 
in Lewis and Wall gulches, strike a few degrees 
to the north of west. Although little appe .. ~ to 
have been done in tracing veins across country, 
there can not be much doubt that some of them, 
especially those whose strike lies between the 
north and east, are continuous for long distances, 
their outcrops being plainly marked by sharp 
gaps in the divides and by the red, white, and 
yellow streaks caused by the hydrothermal alter. 
ation of the rock that accompanied the deposition 
of the ore. 

Oru.ihed oones.-As these remarkable occur
rences have not generally been found to be of 
economic value they have received comparatively 
little attention. A short description of them 
should, however, be given. In Basin Gulch they 
have the most pronounced development, and in 
Boren and Bedrock gulches they are of consider
able magnitude in connection with the zones of 
impregnation which will be later described. In 
Basin Gulch occur zones 200 feet wide, in which 
angular fragments of porpbyry and sedimentary 
rock are cemented together by quartz and by 
sulphides and oxides of the metals. It is prob
able that these ore breccias have been fonned in 
a manner similar to that of the veins, and it is 
appropriate that their description should be given 
here_ On the other hand, for reasons which will 
be explained later, the description of the ore beds 
and of the impregnations will be given as sub
ordinate to the account of the ores themselves. 

'l'B:B ORBS" 

Minerals of the ore dep08ii8.-The metalliferous 
minerals of the La Plata district, which have 
been found to contain and to be associated with 
greater or less amounts of the precious metals, 
are tellurides of gold and silver (sylvanite, petzite, 
and probably, calaverite and other telluride 
compounds which have not been detennined), 
native amalgam, freibergite (argentiferous tetra
hedrite), tennantite, stephanite (and other sulph. 
antimonides and sulph-arsenides of silver), 
pyrite, marcasite, chalcopyrite, galena, zinc blende, 
nalgar, hematite, and magnetite. The gangue 
minerals are quartz, hydrons silica, calcite, rhodo
chrosite, dolomite, barite, :fluorite, chlorite, asbes
tos, garnet, sericite, kaolinite, and zeolites whose 
specific character has not been determined_ Some 
of the minerals occur in very small quantity and 
have been determined only with the aid of the 
microscope. 

Olassi.fica/;io1. of the Ol'eB.-The ores are in gen· 
eral of two kinds-telluride ores, and gold either 
free or associated with pyrite. 

The most important ores at present developed 
are tellurides of gold and silver with accompany
ing iron pyrite in exceedingly minute Telluride 

CrystalS. The metallic constituents ora. 

occur in a gangue of dark fine·grained quartz. 
Microscopic examination of these ores shows the 
presence of varying amounts of calcite, sericite 
(white mica), and hydrous silica. It is very 
probable in several cases that the veins them
selves are dikes of porphyry which, through the 
aid of crushing subsequent to their intrusion have 
undergone impregnation and partial replacement 
by the ore-bearing solution. This is undoubtedly 
the case in the Columbus, Durango Girl, Jenny 
Lind, and Shoofly lodes. The phenocrysts of 
feldspar have been largely changed to sericite, 
while in the majority of cases the groundmass has 
been silicified. The ferromagnesian silicates have 
disappeared and their places are occupied by 
minute bunches of iron-pyrite crystals with 
chlorite, and occasionally secondary epidote. 

La Plata.. 
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K~linite also occurs in these veins, perhaps as a 
decomposition product from the feldspars, which 
were probably of acid character. A partial analy
sis of the ore of the Columbus vein, by H. N. 
Stokes, gave 82.7 per cent of silica, .12 per cent 
of lime and 1.48 per cent of potash. Quartz veins 
of small size are found in the large veins or dikes 
and have an irregular arrangement like that in the 
crushed zones. Indeed, it seems probable that 
certain of the dikes of the region have suffered 
crnshing, whereby sufficient open space was 
developed along them for the percolation of the 
solutions bearing the ore. The tellurides and 
sulphides are found in association with the white 
quartz crystals of the little veinlets and as small 
flakes and crystals in the dark-blue quartz of the 
main mass. 

Besides iron pyrite, galena and zinc blende 
are found in the veins carrying the tellurides, 
but in small quantity. The iron pyrite, which 
sometimes occurs in these veins in considerable 
quantity, is, according to all reports, nearly barren 
o(values. The tellurides, sylvanite, petzite, and 
a bronze-colored mineral which is probably calav
erite, occur in the Jenny Lind mine in association 
with tabular crystals of barite. At the Durango 
Girl mine the telluride sylvanite is said to occur 
in masses of kaolinite. These larger masses were 
not seen by the writer; all the tellurides from 
the district that were seen were in small :flakes 
and films in the quartz. 

The manner of occurrence of the telluride ores 
elsewhere in Colorado appears to offer some anal
ogies to that of the La Plata district, but it is not 
likely that complets replacement of the dikes, or 
of the country rock which forms their walls, has 
occurred here. The lodes are accompanied by 
impregnations of iron pyrite in the wall rocks, 
which are said to contain small quantities of the 
precious metals. Whether the walls contain traces 
of the tellurides is uncertain. 

The Small Hopes and Mountain Lily veins are 
exaJllples of the telluride lodes which have the 
character of linked veins, and such specimens of 
the metallic constituents as hl\ve been seen are 
included in stringers about one inch in width, of 
glassy q~ showing comb structure. In the 
l~ea of this character the pay streak averages 
about 18 inches in width. 

The yield of the telluride veins, when the ore 
is sorted, averages $40 in gold and 40 ounces in 
silver to the ton. In several of the veins which 
have been worked, however, gold forms almost 
the entire product. Occasional small pockets, 
and even car-load lots, run very high, sometimes 
several thousand dollars to the ton. The distri· 
bution of the telluride ores is irregular in the dis
trict, but may be said to be greatest along the 
eastern side of the valley. 

Ores of the second class, which consist of iron 
pyrite carrying gold values, have been worked,..to 
some extent and occur mostly in linked veins and 
narrow stringers in the rock. The Saxon mine, in 
Burnt Timber Gulch, appears to have 
been worked on such an auriferous :::::ro~. 
pyrite deposit. Marcasite occurs also ilepo&Hs-

at this mine in considerable quantity and is said 
to' be auriferous. In the Cumberland mine a 
wide vein containing white quartz, largely crys
talline, barite, calcite, and clayey material which 
may be kaolinite, and carrying silver sulphid~s 
and tellurides, was explored to the aggregate 
amount of about 5000 feet of workings. The 
vein is also known as the Snowstonn, and has an 
average width of 5 feet. Its operation has never 
been successful, and it appears to contain very 
small amounts of metallic constituents. Veins 
consisting of white quartz with vug Free Ko.dln 

character and containing gold in the quartlll:. 

free state, without the accompaniment of any 
great amount of metallic sulphides, have been 
worked in various parts of the area. Of such 
character is the Century mine in Bear Creek. 
The deposit at the Little Kate mine in Basin 
Gulch appears to be in one of the crushed zones 
of the district in which the fragments of country 
rock, here a diorite-porphyry, have been cemented 
by vein quartz containing metallic sulphides, 
largely iron pyrite. According to information 
received at the mine in 1896, the gold is associa
ted with the pyrite, and at that time only about 
50 per cent of it was caught on the plates when 

the ore was milled. The ore was then worked at 
the mine by means of a 20-stamp mill. 

The larger part of the gold ores of the district 
which are not in" the form of tellurides are low 
grade, from $3 to $8 to the ton. 

Impregnations.-As the word impregnation is 
now used, its application is restricted to those 
occurrences where separate crystals, usually of 
metaHic sulphides, fill spaces, however small, 
which have previously existed in the zones of 
rock forming the walls of and laterally bounding 
metalliferous veins. These veins may be of any 
size, and the impregnated bodies of rock which 
accompany them may be of any extent. The 
rock in the crushed zone and tracts above spoken 
of in Basin, Bedrock, and Boren gulches has been 
heavily impregnated with fine crystals of iron 
pyrite which is in some cases accompanied by small 
amounts of galena and zinc blende. Stringers of 
quartz carrying sulphides now form the cement
ing material of the fragments of the country rock. 
The stringers are small and have a reticulated or 
net-like structure. The impregnation has affected 
all the rocks included within the crushed zones. 
Microscopic examination has revealed the fact 
tha~ almost inseparably connected with the pro
cess of impregnation in the igneous rocks is partial 
replacement of the original minerals by iron pyrite, 
sericite (white mica), calcite, silica, and chlorite. 
The processes of replacement are of various kinds, 
sometimes the carbonatization and seri-
citization are the most developed, in :;"==:y 
other cases silicification is most manifest_ =:!:i!:': 
In this region the sedimentary rocks 
have been most subject to carbonatization, the 
igneous rocks to silicification with accompanying 
develop~ent of sericite. The mineralization of 
the dikes which now form the telluride lodes is, 
most probably, to be regarded as an intensified 
fonn of this impregnation accompanied by partial 
siliceous replacement. On the other hand, in the 
walls of these lodes, when the walls are sandstone, 
a carbonatization of the rock has accompanied its 
impregnation. A 'typical illustration of these 
processes may be seen at the Jenny Lind mine. 

The crushed-zone impregnations are of wide 
extent, occasionally several hundred feet in width 
and more than a thousand in length. They have 
been reported to carry values in gold, but all 
tests made on the material in the course of this 
work failed to show quantities of the precious 
metals sufficient to render the deposits economic
ally valuable. 

O".e beds.-Some of the most remarkable illus
trations of the processes of impregnation to be 
seen in the district are the ore beds. The sand
stone layers of the sedimentary beds have in 
places been thoroughly impregnated with iron 
pyrite, galena, and zinc blende, accompanied by 
smaller amounts of hematite and magnetite_ 
Calcite, garnet, 'epidote, and asbestos are associa
ted with the metallic minerals. In some of the 
beds magnetite is the most prominent cODstituent. 
The largest development of the impregnated beds 
is at tbe head of Bedrock Gulch, where a series 
of sandstone layers nearly 1000 feet in thickness 
is penetrated by a network of quartz stringers 
carrying pyrite, and is impreguated throughout 
by metalliferous sulphides. Connected with the 
mineralization of this mass there has been some 
development of a deep-purple fluorite which has 
apparently given a purplish color to the quartz 
grains of the sandstone. 

Where the impregnation has affected the inter
calated sheet, of porphyry the result has beeu the 
production of a siliceous honeycomb which appa
rently represents the original groundmass. The 
cavities, which usually are empty but occasionally 
are filled with bunches of iron pyrite, evidently 
represent the fonner phenocrysts of quartz and 
ferromagnesian silicates. There are cases in 
which the impregnated beds have proved profit
ably auriferous, as on the Dorthwest side of the 
East Mancos Valley and in the Gold Bug and 
Mammoth claims in the La Plata Valley. In these 
cases beds of sandstone are heavily impregnated 
with iron pyrite, with small amounts of hematite, 
and white quartz. The ore beds average 3 feet in 
width and carry from $4 to t12 to the ton in gold. 
They are generally referred to as II contacts," but 
it can not be said that this term, as applied to 
them, has the least significance. 

Whether complete replacement of any part of 
the rock in the impregnated tracts has occurred 
can be determined only by further investigation. 
All the red sandstones of the district contain 
carbonates in greater or less amount, and it is 
probable that some molecular replacement of 
these carbonates by sulphides has occurred. 
No evidence of replacement of the sandstone 
grains has yet been obtained, however, even with 
the aid of the m.icroscope. Even in the heaviest 
beds of magnetite and pyrite the microscope 
shows the presence of numerous original clastic 
siliceous grains. 

As an accompaniment of the widespread 
impregnation a vast amount of decomposition, 
due to hydrothermal action, has affected the 
rocks. Besides rendering the mass friable and 
easily subject to disintegration, the most brilliant 
coloring has resulted_ Many shades of red, brown, 
and yellow, besides dazzling white, are displayed 
on the sides of the mountains, and the decomposed 
areas are thus visible for many miles. 

Although it does not seem likely that the 
impregnated masses of the La Platas will prove 
of economic importance except in the localities 
mentioned, yet it should be borne in mind that 
deposits not different from these in physical form 
or in genesis are worked. at the present day as 
low-grade gold ores. They should not, therefore, 
be omitted in the consideration of the possible 
economic resources of the region. 

Origin, of the ore.-The limited amount of 
investigation which has been possible in this 
interesting region makes the writer reluctant to 
enter upon this subject. But it is felt that some 
theoretical discnssion is desirable, and therefore 
the following hypothesis is advanced with much 
hesitation. 

The ore of the L. Plata district was probably 
derived from the basic constituents of igneous 
rocks. It is highly improbable that any such 
process as secretion of the ore from the rock now 
forming the walls of the veins has taken place. 
The phenomena observed along the walls of the 
veins exclude this hypothesis. Such a vast body 
of igneous rock as is manifested by the dikes, 
sheets, and laccoliths of dioritic composition, and 
of which the amount now visible represents but a 
small portion of the whole, seems amply sufficient 
to account for the metalliferous and gangue min
erals of the veins. Evidence points to ascending 
solutions as the means by which the 
ore was deposited j but the intimate COD- f~ ':,I;~:m 
nection evel'ywhere existing between ~l~~1l 
masses of igneou~ rock and the veins, 
and the almost-immediate loss of value experienced 
as soon as the veins leave the vicinity of igneous 
rocks, make it reasonable to suppose that the ore 
was derived from no great depth. That the depo
sition of ore ,was a close follower on the igneous 
intrusions seems also likely, since abundant heat 
would have ~en supplied if water had penetrated 
to the uncooled portion of the igneous rock mass. 
The water, having become gradually charged with 
alkaline sulp4ides and carbonic acid, would act 
as a solvent for silica, lime, and any of the metals 
with which it might come in contact. Ascending 
along fissures and zones of crushing, it would, 
through a ehange in the governing conditions, 
deposit its contents along the paths pursued. 
Where the space to be filled existed in open ver
tical or nearly vertical fissures, veins have been 
formed_ Where it existed in the porous parts of 
igneous rocks and in the interstitial spaces of 
sandstone beds, impregnations and ore beds have 
resulted. It has been'- shown in several cases in 
the investig~tion of various ore-bearing districts 
that the basi,c constituents of igneous rocks con
tain more or less metallic elements. Very minute 
quantities so contained would, in the present case, 
suffice to account for the ore. 

Alluvial gold ie: very widely distributed in the 
La Plata district, and were it more concentrated, 
doubtless considerable quantities might be profit
ably extracted. The L. Plata VaUey has so far 
produced very little placer gold. In Bedrock and 
Boren gulches, as well as in the main valley, 
unsuccessful attempts at placer mining have been 
made_ In the West Mancos Valley considerable 
work has been done, but, as the workings are now 



abandoned, it is to be inferred that they did not 
pay. In the valley of the East "Mancos for a. dis. 
tance along the river of about 3 miles below Rush 
Basin, placer mining appears to have been the 
most Buccessful. Here the gold is coarse, and 
nuggets of small size are not infrequently found. 
It is reported that considerable gold has been 
.taken at a profit from the East Mancos. In gen
eral the gold is exceedingly fine, though not flaky. 
Its distribution is not confined to the area of the 
quadrangle, being found for many miles down the 
La Plata River, and down the Mancos to its junco 
tion with the San Juan. The gold is found also 
in gravels above the level of the present streams, 
such 8S the area north of Hesperus called "Gold 
Bar" and a small tract on the East Mancos River 
about 2 miles northeast of Menefee Mountain. 
The finely divided state of the gold and the diffi. 
culty of getting sufficient water to the deposits 
appear to be the principal impediments in con
nection with placer mining in this region. 

A rather unusual occurrence in Rush Basin, at 

14 

the head of the East Mancos River, is 8. bed of 
auriferous bog iron ore which is still 
being deposited. It is now one-half ~~=1llI 
mile in length, and its lower limit lies deposit. 

at 11,300 feet elevation. It reaches up the sides 
of the valley 200 yards on either side, and is in 
places 10 feet thick. It consists of laminated 
scales of limonite inclosing many vegetable 
remains, and specks of iron pyrite·can be discerned 
in it. The writer has seen gold panned from the 
deposit, and it is said that every pan will give 
color. Surface waters charged with carbonic 
acid bear iron in the form of sulphate and car· 
bonate from the sulphide.bearing beds above, and 
deposit the iron as ferric oxide. An old shaft, 
which was sunk in the deposit, is constantly full 
of water and forms a mineral spring. 

aOAL. 

'1'he Mesaverde formation in the BOuthern par· 
tion of the quadrangle contains workable coal. 
This coal has been mined to a considerable extent 

at Hesperus, and even· more at Porter, 8 miles 
southeast of Hesperus, on the line of the Rio 
Grande Southern Railroad.. The coal occurs 
interbedded with a white sandstone, the beds of 
which dip about 5° to ~he south. There are two 
beds of coal in ~ts typical development; the upper 
bed, locally known as the Peacock bed, is fit 
feet thick, whil~ the lower bed, separated from 
the upper by 70 feet of white sandstone, is 3 feet 
thick and is known as the Porter bed. The same 
seams. have been worked as far eastward as the 
town of Florida, on the De.n ver and Ri.o Grande 
Railroad, but toward the west they become of 
less importance, so that at a di.stance of 10 miles 
from the La Plata River there is said to be no 
workable coal at this horizon. The coal is not of 
uniform thickness, but is developed in a succes· 
sian of lenses or "basins." 

The coal outcrops within the L. Plata quad. 
rangle for a. distance of about 25 miles. The 
lower of the two beds is the only one worked at 
Hesperns, although both are worked at Porter. 

The. quality of the· coal improvee toward the' 
south. The following analysis of the lower bed 
at Porter was kindly furnished by J. A. Porter, 
of Denver: 

Analysis 0/ coal/rom lower bed at Porter. 

Volatile combustible 1lliJ.tter ...•..•... '" . 36.61 
Fixed carbon. ..-." 57.21 
A.l!h. ................•... 4.95 
SulphUl' . . 0.85 

Total 99.42 

The coal at Hesperus is lower in fixed earbpn 
but does not vary greatly from tl;te above. . At 
Porter the coal has fairly good coking qualities, 
while at Hesperus it is non.coking, but, burns 
more freely. The weight of th'e Porter coal is 
about one ton to the cubic yard. The coal mined 
at this ,horizon furnishes the greater part, of' the 
supply for the San Juan mineS. 

General Geology, March, 1901 .. 

Economic Geology, May, 1897. " 
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FIG. 1.- VIEW FROM BALD KNOB, LOOKING NORTH ALONG THE EAST FACE OF THE LA PLATA MOUNTAINS. 

The steep slope on the left beloni:'s to Lewis t.4ountair>-. The metamorphosed Dolores beds are steep ly upturned and seamed by many diker. 
Beyond th ese slopes appears the summit of Snowstr:>rm Peak. The projecting shoulder of t he middle Ilround exhibits nearly horizontal 
Dolores strata, with several intrusive sheets of porphyry The d istant peaks belong to the western part of the San Juan Mountains 

FIG. 3.- VIEW SOUTHWEST FRO M THE RAMPART HILLS, SHOWING THE DOLORES PLATEAU, THE MESA VERDE, AND THE 
EL LATE MOUNTAINS 

T he nearly level floor of the plateau is under lain by the Dakota sandst one, upon WhiCh are rounded knolls and ridges of Mancos sha le. On the left appears 
the Mancos Valley as it cuts into the Mesa Verde. The escarpment of the Mesa Verde is caused by the heavy sandstones of the formation of the same 
name. Ute Peak. t he most prominent summi t of the EI Late Mounta ins. appears at the extreme ri g- ht of the view. 

FIG.f5.- THE SHARKSTOOTH, FROM THE EAST LOOKING ACROSS BEAR C·R EEK. 

The summit of th is most northern point of th e La Plata Mountains is due to an intrusive sheet in the Mancos shales. The debriS from the disinteg-ration 01 

tha t sheet spreads out over the soft shales as a wide field of slide rock. A notab le talus s lope from the upper cliffs partially concea ls the outcrops of the 
Mancos shales, th e Dakota sandstone. and the Lower McElmo formation, within which is a thick intrusive sheet of porphyry 

COLORADO 
LA PLATA QUADRANGLE 

FIG. 2.- VIEW FROM BALDY PEAK, LOOKING SOUTHEAST TOWARD DURANGO. 

The prominent valley is that of Lightner Creek. The prominent pointed ridges represent re mnants of a sloping mesa caused by the 
Mesaverde sandst ones. Below th e scarps are the exposures of the homogeneous Mancos shales 

FIG. 4. - INOIAN TRAIL RIDGE, AS SEEN FROM THE EAST, LOOKING ACROSS THE LA PLATA 
VALLEY FROM SILVER LAKE BASIN. 

The view shows the li£ht.colored La Plata sandstone forming the top of the ridge. the basins excavated in the 
Dolores strata immediate ly bel ow it. and the steep western slope of the main La Plata Valley. 

FIG. 6.-A RAVINE UPON THE NORTHEAST SLOPE OF GIBBS PEAK. 

The rock within which t his ravine is excavated is brecciated and iron.sta ined porphyry ErOSion is 
progressing- very rapidly at the present time. The site of this ravine was once forest covered. 
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FIG. 7. - VIEW DOWN THE LA PLATA VALLEY FROM THE ENTRANCe: TO THE MOUNTAINS. 

The level "rou nd in th e center of the view beion2"s to the terrace called the Gold Ba,. The present stream bed of the La Plata is on the 
left. T he sky line represents the principal sandstone horizon of the Mesaverde formation. In th e gap On th e left is situated the 
sta ti on Hesperus. Beyond that may be seen another strong terrace line. 

FIG. g.- VIEW DOWN THE LA PLATA VALLEY FROM THE DIVIDE AT ITS HEAD. 

Th is view shows how wide and deep this valley IS at the very heart of the mountains. T he steep slopes on the ri!rht are characterist ic 01 
both sides of th e valley. The summits near the center are Parrott and Madden peaks, the former capped by porphyry, the latter by the 
light La Plata sandstone. 
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FIG. B.- VIEW UP THE LA PLATA VALLEY FROM THE ENTRANCE TO THE MOUNTAINS. 

The view shows the U-shaped valley of the La Plata To the left of the center are Babcock and Spiller peaks, where a stock 01 monzonite 
causes the more rU2"i!ed forms. 

FIG. l O.-THE WESTERN SUMMITS OF THE LA PLATA MOUNTAINS FROM THE DIVIDE AT THE HEAD OF THE RIVER. 

T his view is panoramic with fie. 9. It shows the rue;ged character of the summits within the monzonite stocks. Near the center is Mount Moss. 
The sharp point on the left is Diorite Peak. Banded Mountain and Hesperus Peak are on the rie;ht. 

FIG. ll.-THE HEAD OF THE WEST MANCOS RIVER FROM JACKSON RIDGE, SHOWING HESPERUS PEAK, MOUNT MOSS, AND SPILLER PEAK. 

In Hesperus Peak on the left. are many intrus ive sheets OT porphyry inte rcala ted in the Mancos shales. The monzonite stock of Mount Moss, in the center of the view. sends off a wed e:e·like arm which upturns the shales and sheets of Hesperus Peak. On the rie:-ht is Spiller Peak. the summit 
of which is also formed of monzonite, which has £"reat ly indurated the strata of the McElmo formation formin£" the cliffs seen in the view. The loose rock of the fore£"round belon!rs to the syenite-porphyry sheet of Jackson ridge. The cliffs in the gor£"e of the West Mancos belong to the 

indurated La Plata sandstone 




